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18 CHEIROSOPHY. 

the progress of the future." 1t is with these words 
that Adrien Desbarrolles commences the preface of 
his elementary work, "The Mysteries of the Hand" 
(Paris, 1859); and I quote them at the head of this 
Introductory Argument, as the sentiments conveyed 
by them arc the key-notes, and, as it were, the corner
stones of the composition of this work, my aim in writ
ing this l\1A1>UAL OF Ctr£1ROSOPHY having been simply 
to place before the world a concise and clearly com
prehen3ible epitome of the principia of a science which 
opens a new page of the great book of nature to the 
student who will diligently read it, which gives to youth 
the experience and the foresight of age, and which 
endows all men who will study it with that foresight 
which, und<'r the name of intuitive faculty, is the 
cherished possession of so few, enunciating and 
sohing the great problem of "Know Thyself." 1 

I have not set about the task of laying this science 
before a critical world \\ith a view to its recognition 
as nn exact science without being well aware of the 
difficulties to be surmounted, the prejudices to be 
overcome, and the apparent anomalies to be ti!Xplained 
and reconciled with the dicta of physiology; but I 
shall endeavour categorically to discuss e,·ery point 
of the argumeut, shirking nothing which may seem 
adverse to my object, and giving undue prominence 
to nothing which may seem specially fa,·ourable 
thereto. I desire rather to enter upon the discussion 
after the manner of an uninterested third party, whose • only desire is the clearing-away of doubt, and the 
establishment of a new science, whose full de,·elop• 
ment 11111st become an enormous advantage to mankind. 

\Vithout continuing to announce what I am go1irg 

1 " Connais,toi toi-mcme ! Belle et S!lge m:1.Xime. ii 1:lqacllc ii 
M plus aise a la gcnc!r.ilitc des hommc<; <l npplaudir que de SC 

conformer." D'ARP&NTJCSY, "La Science de la f\bin" 
(Paris, 18b5). 3rd cdn. 
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to dC1, let me begin by the consideration of that 
member with which we are particularly concerned, 
of that complex piece of mC'chanism wherein we fina 
the radical principles of the science whose bases we 
are occupied in firmly establishing, and to which we 
have (if I nm right) to look for the history of our lives. 

There is no pnrt of the human body which is more 1 4. 
significant in its action-,, which is more characteristic Haod-shaJr.in, 

in its formation, than the Hand. I take as an illustra• 
th i the most clcmc-ntary ind 1cation afforded by 
the hand, an indication, the instinctive observation 
of which rc-nders every one, to a certain extent, a 
Chciromant,-1 allude to hand-shaking, an action 
m itself S) mbo'1cal, having been adopted in old 
days fur the purpose d sh wing that the hand con• 
b ned no weapon, !lO that there should be no danger 
of tr achcry between the hand shakers.' Has not 
every one experienced the feeling of confiderce and 
good fell ,wship expressed by a good, firm grasp of the 
hand? the feeling of repulsion and discomfort which 
eome1 over one when one i~ givC"n what a recent essay-
i t call'5 " a h;:md like a cold haddock," or the instinc-
tive di,tru-;t which awakens in us at a peculiar or 
unc-omfortably individualized mC'lhod of shaking hands? 

It n cd , I think, but very little to recommend the 1 6. 
dictum of the ancient philo'5ophers, that to his hands u .. orthe lut.ds. 

r 1an owc-s tus superiority over all other animals. 
On<" reeogm;cs the secondary influences of the hand 
in the ,,Titing of books and in the construction of 
arucles of every-day use and necessity, which we 
c nnot think wc,uld be produced without hands, though, 
a t .Ls often bccn rc-markcd, it is not beyond the 
t, unds of possibility for many things which we are 
, ~u tomed to :;c~ done by the hands, to be cHected 

• Aft tlu J',ar R,mnl, ,-ul. iii., N.s., 1S70, p 467. 
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without them :- 0 We have daily before us," says 
Sir Charles Bell, "proofs of ingenuity in the arts, not 

l..caJcfthe 1=.d. only surviving the loss of the hand, but excited and 
exercised where the hands were wanting from birth. 
\Vhat is more surprising than to see the feet, under 
such circumstances, becoming substitutes for the 
hands, and working minute and curious things?"' 
This is, of course, very true; but when it occurs we 
are accustomed to look upon it more as a curiosity 
and a phenomenon, than as a natural consequence of 
the loss of this all-important member. 

1 8. The wants of man are greater and more varied than 
n.~ hand adapt- h f th . I ed 10 ,he,..""',., t ose o any o er amma ; and therefore, says Galen, 

<>f man. he has had given to him what he alone of animals 
""'= possesses, and what to him alone is necessary, viz. 

the hand. "For," says he, 11 some animals are bold 
and fierce, others are timid and gentle; some are 
gregarious and co-operate for their mutual sustenance 
and defence; others are solitary and avoid the society 
of their fellows; but all have a form or body accom
modated to their natural dispositions and habits. 
Thus, the lion has powerful fangs and claws; the hare 
has swiftness of foot1 but is otherwise defenceless, 
And the fitness of this arrangement is obvious; 

A uii,,inal wi1b- • The s:i.me author continues:-" Unfortunately, too, tl1e most 
out hand>. diabolirn.l passions will be developed in some natures, and crimes 

committed l'l·hich we might have supposed impossible from the 
power of execution being denied. The most :remarkable in
stance of that was in a man who, from birth, was deprived of 
anns; as if possessed by a devil, this wretch had committed 
many murders before being discovered and executed. He was a 
bq:gar, who took his stand on the highway some miles from 
Moscow, on the skirts or a wood ; his manner was to throw his 
head :1£llinst the 1tomach of the person who was in the act of 
giving him charity, and, having stunned him, to seize him with 
his teeth, am] so drag him into the wood. "-SIR CHARl.ltS B11.LL, 
•• The Hand, its Mechanism and Vita! Endowments, as evincing 
design aml illustrating the power, wisdom, and goodness of God" 
(Brid,rr"'"'''r Tnali.r: Loudon, 183i). 
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for those weapons with which the lion is furnished 
arc as appropriate to his nature as they would 
be inappropriate to the timid hare, whose safety, 
depending entirely on flight, requires that swift• 
ncss of foot for which she is so remarkable. But 
to man, the only animal that partakes of divine 
intelligence, the Creator has given, in lieu of every 
other natural weapon or organ of defence, that 
in ,trumcnt, tlu lzaml,-an instrument applicable to 
every art and occasion as well of peace as of war. 
Man, therefore, wants not a hoor, or horn, or any other 
natural weapon, inasmuch as he is able with his 
hand to grasp a much more effective weapon, the 
sword or spear; for a sword or a javelin are better 
arms than the nails, and cut and pierce more readily. 
N >r doe, h:.-want strong nails like those of a horse, 
for n i:;tick or a stone hits harder and better than such a 
nail. Besides which, natural weapons can be employed 
only in close conflict, while some of the weapons 
employed by man, such as javelins or arrows, are 
e\·en more effe<'tive at a distance. And again, though 
man may be inferior to the lion in swiftness, yet, by 
bs d~xterity and skill, he breaks in to his use a still 
S\\·1fter animal, the horse, mounted on whose back he 
can c-scape from, or pursue the lion, or attack him at 
every ad\•anbge. He i'3 enabled, moreover, by means 
of this in"itrumcnt, to clothe himself with armour of 
various ki'1ds, or to entrench himself within camps or 
fenced clues, whereas, were his hands encumbered 
with nny natural armour, he would he unable to 
employ them for the fabrication of those instruments 
and means which gi\•e him such a decided advantage 
over all tht· other animals of creation." 4 

• The o.'>Ov i5 Dr. Kidd's transliltion (vwe "On the Adilplation 
cf External Nilturc to the I'hysiol Condition of Mnn ": London, 
1 ;,1, of the opening c.h.ipter of Gnlcn's work entitled, "Claudii 
G.alena Fcrg:imen.1 =mlum lhpr-ocratcm mcdicorum principis, 
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hand the organ of the organs,' the active agent of the 
passive powers of the entire system; and Desbarrolles 
has followed in his footsteps, when he has said, that 
like as man is a condensation of the universe, a 
microcosm, so is the hand a condensation of the 
man. 

Not only are "hands given us for our defence,"• 110. 
but with weapons in our hands, and with our hands ~:;~:i;::10:: 
alone, we can measure and regulate the force and 
extent of our defensive and offensive actions; and it 
is by this power of regulation that we recognize the 
presence of what is known as a muscular sense. It is 
to this power of the regulation of force that Sir Charles R•gulation or 

fon:,. 
Bell refers, after alluding to that magnificent passage 
in the Odyssey, where Ulysses deliberates upon the Homer. 

force of the blow he deals to the beggar Irus,8 saying :-
" By such arguments, I ha,•e been in the habit of show-
ing that we possess a muscular sense; and that, without Muscular s<DK. 

a perception of the condition of the muscles previous 
to the exercise of the will, we could not co111111a11d ll1t111 
in standing, far less in walking, leaping, or running. 
And as for the hand, it is not more the freedom of 
its action which constitutes its perfection, than the 
knowledge which we have of these motions, and our 

' IlEl'l Zr?ON )lOPIOX B,,B\. !i., Ifot,. l.-"'Il M ;vlp lo,u, 
,?,n, oux lv 6p-ya.11011 ci:\M ,ro;\:\ci· (un "fO.P cl,q,rtp.t 6no.eov rp~ 

opydvw,." 
I IIO~IER, IAIA~. B1./3\. N'., I. 813 :-

"'H 8~11 ,rov 1"01 81•µ/i, UX,r(T"QI l!a.\a.,r&fnv, 

vi,a.r IJ.</,ap at r, x_cipcs ciµvvnv d1JI .:11I iJµ;,,." 
• llo~st:Jl, O~'l'~~EIA~ B,1~:\. :!;'., I. 90 :-

., ~Ii .-6rt µcpµ~p,ft ,ro\ur:\nr a,or 'UJ,•o-,mir, 
·n t>,d.u!,', Wi µ,v 'fvx1' "hroc a;.e, 1fC(1[117a, 
'Hi µ,v -1)<' (Xd:0-<1<, ra,•vo-1Jtr.l11 .-• bri "(at!I. 
·n~l 61 ol ~pov(OJ'TI 6od~o-nro ,;(pa,ov ,lvai, 
'11,<' i>.do-n,, i•n µiJ µ,11 l,r1</Jpo.o-o-nlnr' 'Axn,ol. 
"1+, .-6r' drMxoµlvw, o µl11 '}\o.qc o,f,311 C::µo• 
"Ipor, o a• ni•xJ•' t>.no-u,v inr" oCnror, 6o-rl11 ti"cfo-61 
"E8Xno-tr" nvri1Cn a· ~:\O, KUTIi UT6µr,. ,t,oirto• 111µ,z•" etc. 
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consequent ability to direct it with the utmost pre• 
cision.'' So it will be observed that among the lower 
animals the nearer approach to a hand that we find, 
the higher the grade of intelligence in the animal ; and 

Lucretius. this has been noted by both Lucretius and Cicero, who 
Cicero. point out the fact that the elephant has in its trunk 

the practical equivalent of the human hand.10 
Cj 11. One of the first points which obtrude themseh·es 

Per(eclion or th,: . 
hand. upon the student of anatomy 1s the absolute per-

fection of the human hand as regards its construction, 
and the uses to which it is adapted. In no other 
combination of bones, muscles, and nerves, and in no 
other animal do we find a perfection which results in 
such superiority with regard to strength, variety, 
extent, and rapidity of motion ; and this perfection 
undoubtedly resulting from the intimate relations 
which exist between the hand and the intellect, we are 
irresistibly impelled to ask with Sir Charles Bell :
Is it nothing to have our minds awakened to the 
perception of the numerous proofs of design which 
present themselYes in the study of the hand, to be 
brought to the conviction that everything in its 
structure is orderly and systematic, and that the most 
perfect mechanism, the most minute and curious 
apparatus, and sensibilities the most delicate and 
appropriate, are all combined in operation that we 

C:.loa. may mo\'e the hand ? As Galen remarks : " Let us 
then scrutinize this member of the body and inquire, 
not simply whether it be in itself useful for all the 
purposes of life, and adapted to an animal endued 
with the highest intelligence, but whether its entire 

io LUCR&Tll'S, "De Rcrum Natura," lib. ii., I. 536 :

" Sicut quadripedum cum primis esse \'idemus 
In gencre a11guima11us tl(pha11to1,'' etc; 

and CICERO, in his "De N:itura Deorum," lib. ii., 123, s:iys :
" nianus t/1am data tltpha11to tS(," 
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structure be not such, that it could not be improved 
by any conceivable alteration."ll 

A writer in the A11lliropologicnl Rwinv [ vol. iii., 112. 
1865, p . .346]1 in a notice of Mr. R. Ileamish's work _Thc~duan 

'
1 The P:;ychonomy of the IIand" (London, 1865), 
makes the following extremely pertinent remarks:-

llldicallonorr:icc 

11 \Ve have given this subject more attention than 
the work under consideration deserves, because we 
think that the hand has been hitherto unwisely 
neglected as an index of race .... It is very ob\'ious 
that we have yet much to learn in this direction; we 
want more facts; we have not yet the data which 
would warrant even a plausible hypothesis .... Let 
us endeavour to discover if there be ethnic character-
istics attaching to the extremities as well as to the 
cranium ; let us first settle the great question of the 
racial hand, and then we shall be the better prepared 
to descend into the details of individual specially." 
This writer had undoubtedly reason on his side, and 
I think that there is but very little ambiguity between 
the hands of various races at the present moment; 
we shall see, as we get further into the subject of 
Cheirognomy, how certain shape~ of hands predomi-
nate among the English, the Germans, and the French ; En:lish.~erm~n, 

• 11 • h 'd I d'fl' • and Fr<n,b and agam, we sha notice t e w1 e y I enng 1un.i.. 

characteristics of the hands of meridional anJ 
septcntrional, of oriental and occidental nations. 
Again, we shall see how diflerent characters and 
mental calibres admire diflercnt shapes of hand!', 
according to the characteristics which those shapes 
repre;cnt in Cheirognomy; and, if eYidence of this 
were required, we should find it in the preference 

11 GALE'.\', Op. cit., lib. i., p. 4. "Agedum igitur, bane 
cjus p:irtcm primam cxpendamus, non perscrutantcs sit nc h:rc 
plane simplicitcrquc utilis, aut an sa.picnli animali conveni~n.•, 
sed 11um cam omnino constitutionem habcat, qua mcliorc111 11h~111 
lubcrc non poluit." 
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Analogous to these is the old English expression 
with regard to size, height, or strength, such as we 
find it in passages of Shakespeare, as for instance, 
"He is a tall man of his /1a11ds" [Mcny "fVives of 
rri·11dsor1 I., 4.J, or, as referring to strength:-" I'll 
swear to the Prince that thou art a tall fellow of thy 
/,a11ds." " I know thou art a tall fellow of t/,y /,r111ds" 
[lVi11tcr's Tait, V., 3.], and "I am a proper fellow of 
my hands" [.f.lcmy /Vtli., II.], and so on ad libitum. 

1115. 
Shakc.'J)<are', 

use of the word 
to dtllOle fore<.. 

The symbols and customs connected with the , 16. 
hand arc as interesting as they are numerous, many lunFoldsdi~;oftbe 

lD prayu. 
of them being of religious import; indeed, the most 
universal custom of folding the hands or of raising 
them in prayer being of the remotest antiquity. 
Aristotle refers to it,1' and it undoubtedly has Ari.«otle. 

its origin in the symbolism that by folding the hands 
all power is surrendered by the person praying. It 
is for this reason that in Persia and in other Oriental Orienulcustom,. 

nations it is customary to fold or hide the hands in 
the presence of a superior, thus symbolizing an 
abrogation of the will. 

The giving of the hand has always been a token of 
peace and submission [whence arises, as I have men
tioned above, our custom of shaking hands); thus the 
bride gives her hand in the marriage ceremony in 
token of her submission to her husband, and in the 
middle ages part of the ceremony of the homage was 
the act of the feudatory placing his hands in those of 
the feudal lord or suzerain. 

-; 17. 
Ci, ing or the 

tw,d. 

In like manner we kiss the hands of princes in ~ 18. 
Kissioi; hands. 

token of our submission to them, and we kiss the 
hand-; of fair women in acknowledgment of our 

lhc'y recently published work: "La J\lnin <le l'Jlomme et le 
Doigt de llicu dans ks malhcurS <le la France," par J.C., Ex• 
aumonicr dans l'armec nuxiliaire (Paris, 1S71). 

11 ARISTOTLE, IlEPI KO~)fO'l', Krcf,. Z': -Kai yap .-.ivrcr ol 
h8p~ro, d.varri•ol-'•• rat x•ipo.t <is r3v ovpa•~• «:xat ro,o,:µr•o~" 
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119. 
Kissing hand$ 
for Wubtioo. 
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allegiance. \\'e all remember the exquisitely touch• 
ing account of how Priam in his pathetic appeal 
humbled himself to kiss the hands of Achilles, the 
murderer of his children, when begging him to restore 
the body of Hector. 1s In the earlier days of the church 
it was customary to kiss the hands of the bishops, 
and later Pliny tells us that Cresar only allowed his 
hands to be kissed by persons of the higher ranks, the 
common people kissing their own hands on coming 
into his presence, as they did on entering their 
temples. 

\Ve haYe also the custom of saluting people by 
kissing our own hands to them, concerning which 
Brand 18 makes the following very interesting obser\'a• 
tion :-" I have somewhere read that the custom of 
kissing hands by way of salutation is derived from the 
manner in which the ancient Persians worshipped the 
sun, which was by first laying their hands upon their 
mouths, and then lifting them by way of adoration. A 
practice which receives illustration from a passage in 
the Book of Job,17 a work replete with allusions to 
ancient manners:-'If I beheld the sun wlien it shined, 
or the moon walking in brightness; and my heart 
hath been secretly enticed, or my mouth hath kissed 
my hand.'" 

190. In Morocco the number "Five" is neYer mentioned 
n.euuai!..cr"s.ff in the presence of the emperor, as it suggests the 

u IIO~!Jrn, lli:id, hook xxiv., I. 477 :~ 
"Toils o' l\af/' fluE\f/Wv Opi<r.JU>r µl-,o.,, &-,x1 a• &p11,au,, 

Xlp;:rlv "Ax•\\ijor Xd/3c "(a<iu1rn, u! ,:UITc xctpas, 
J,,i"h, C.v6pot/,l,,,ou1, a."i al 1raAia.f KT'1vov 1•1'11." 

"'DyW t," l>.fcw6np6r rtp, 

.. ET\>7r 4'', o? o~,rw T<I hux_f/dv,a,s {Jpo-rJ, '1.\ha,, 

'A,t,~, ,r11,1&,p6va,o TOTI n6/J-(l x_c;p' lipi'"'((1TfJ11J.." _ . " 

11 JollN BJtANII, "Popular Antiquitie~ of Great Dntain. 
Edited by W. Carew 11:v\itt. (London, 1870,) 

s Job xnL 26-7. 
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their right hands cut off, Adimantos only bring spared, 
because he had opposed this horrible decree in the 
Assembly; 18 and we find in the "De Bello Gallico" 
that, on one occasion, Cresar had the hands of all hi!1 
Gaulish prisoners cut ofl~ as an example to the other 
tribes. In like manner, after the siege of Numantia, 

Scipio Africanus. Scipio African us is said to have punished, by the 
amputation of their hands, four hundred of the in
habitants of the city of Lutea, for the assistance they 
had rendered the besieged. ,~. 

Religions 
symbols. 
Blcssini;s. 

I have adverted abo\'e to the religious symbolisms 
connected with the hand; the priest's blessing being 
gh'en with the whole hand, and the episcopal bless
ing being given with the thumb and first two fingers 

The emblem of only extended ; and the reason of this is that 
the Trinity. these three represent the Trinity. The thumb is 

the representative of Unity in the Godhead ; and in 
old books on the Ritual we find it laid down that in 
baptism the cross is to be traced on the infant's fore-

The first fin.;cr. head with the thumb (po/lice). The first finger is the 
emblem of Christ as the Indicator of God's will, the 
great Revealer and Declarer of God's will to mankind, 
the only finger that can stand upright of itself alone. 
[So, too, with the heathen the first finger was taken 
to be the representati\'e of the god Jupiter, and this is 
also adhered to (as we shall presently see) in Cheiro-

The second mancy.] The second finger represents ecclesiastically 
finger. the Holy Ghost, and in this manner the three fingers 

thus extended represent the Trinity in the episcopal 
l\la.rrla&escrvlcc. blessing. \\'e find this again in the marriage ser

vice in the placing of the ring [ which t1sed to be 
placed upon the thumb] on the third finger, the old 
practice being to place the ring first on the thumb, 

11 XENOPHON, 'EAAIJNIKON, B,/3:\. B'., Kc,t,. ii (31):-"'E 11• 

,-avOa Ill) ,canrropfa., l')'i'.)'110111'0 wo:\:\al .,.;;,, 
0

AOr,valw11 4 Te io! 
11:apa.J>CIIOµ~KCVall Kai 4 b/r'lf/,ivµno, °'i<Tlll' ,rou,11, cl KPO.'NJCTflO.II 1'!1 

t1avµa.xlg,, Tf/1' 6cfla, x,dpa &ro1t6rTflJ1 .,.c,,, MP1JOlvTWII riin• .. "·" 





Xcnopbon. 

-,;26. 
The 'lbumb, 
G l:idiatorial 

•hows. 

Oiallcn;es, 

" Poltroons.· 

127. 
5'1pcrstition.'-
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from the fact that wilh the handc; in the nir the pro
babilities and possibilitil's of treachery or hostile 
demonstration, are minimised, and we have Xeno
phon's authority that this was abo the case- in thl' 
days when he lived,20 

The anc-icnt Romans used to indicate whclhcr they 
desired the life or the death of the fallen gladiator by 
hiding the thumb (prcmcrc pollictm), or by turning it 
dowmvards (vcrlerc pollicem); and in many other ways 
the importance of the thumb has been recognized in 
ancient customs. Ducange tells us that the ancient 
formula on the execution of documents used to be in 
the middle ages, " \Vitness my thumb and seal;" and 
e-ven to-day, on the conclusion of a bargain in Ulster, 
the natives are \Vont to say, " \Ve may lick t/1ooms on 
that." To bite the thumb was in the middle ages 
equivalent to a challenge; thus we have it in the open
ing scene of Romeo and J11lic!1 where Sampson remarks, 
" I will bite my thumb at them; which is a disgrace 
to them if they bear it," to which Abram exclaims, 
" Do you bite your thumb at us, sir? 11 and the quarrel 
begins. In the classic ages cowards, who did not 
want to go to the war, cut off their thumbs so as to 
render it impossible for them to handle a sword; and 
thus from the words po/lice /nmcal11s comes our word 
11 poltroon," signifying coward. 

There are many superstitions connected with the 
hand, such as that one whereby the hand of a hung 
man was said to cure warts and tumours if stroked 

0 ...-er the affected spot ; and a writer in Fraser's 
Magazine [ vol. xxxvi., 184 7, p. 293] tells of this 
remedy having been applied to the neck of a woman 
at the execution of Dr. Dodd in 177 7, Hazlitt also, 

' A • • • " [ • ., te tG in his edition of Brand s " nt1qu1tJcs i•mt no , 

• XENOPHON 'KTPOT TIAUETAI B,f3>.. LA'., K<tf,, ff. (17) :

" 'EK 1'0VTO\I 'll'iµ;n 1'~11 frcpo11 avrwv ,rpor ain-o~s. 'll'pOO'ra(as >.fytrll' 
ff ,pO..oc do-Iv, ws Ttixuna inral'Tall rch o,(,Ar ci1rardvanar." 
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It would be impossible, ns it would be inexpedient 
nnd unnecessary, to embark in this place upon a Jong 
dissertation concerning the anatomy, physiology, and 
histology of the human hand; interesting as the :subject 
is, I must refer my readers to the perusal of such books 
as Sir Richard Owen, " On the Nature of Limbs" 

Humphry. [London, 1849], or Humphry, "On the Human Foot 

Aristotle. 

and Human Hand" [Cambridge and London, 1861]; 
but it will not, I think, be out of place if I note here 
some of the physiological features of this perfect 
member, which, as Ari:stotle says, is not part of 
another member, but is a perfect whole divided into 
parts like any other member. 22 

~ SO. It will be my object to show that the hand is not a 

d
'.1111.' hand i,bea mere appendage, but is intimately connected with the 
1S mtt mcm r. . 

entire frame; and to prove the statement of Sir Charles 

-JSl. 
Compo<ltion or 

the h:i.nd. 

Bell, "That the hand is not a thing put on to the body 
like an additional movement to a watch, but that a 
thousand intricate relations must be established 
throughout th'! whole frame in connection with it; 
not only must appropriate nerves of motion and of 
sensation, and a part of the brain having correspond
ence with those nerves be supplied, but unless, with 
all this superadded organisation, a propensity to put 
it into operation were created, the hand would lie 

inactive." 
The exquisite composition and mechanism of the 

hand has been summed up thus by Professor Sir 
Richard Owcn.~3 : "The high characteristics of the 
human hand and arm are manifested by the subordi
nation of each part to a harmonious combination of 

1D ARISTOTLE, TIE PI TA ZP.A 'J~TOPION, B,,8\, oi., Ket{>. ci :
" Tavra -ya.p a~rci r' io-rl µ.lf"'/ 6).a, .-al tur,v aurwv lTfpa µJ,p,a. 
Ilcina Of TO. dvoµ0<0µ.cpij "''"fKC<Ta< "' TWV oµ.010µ.cpi:w, olov xElp i,: 
vapKos ,:al vci,pi.,v ,:al &lrwv • 

.,. RICHARU OWEN, 11 On the Nature of Limb~. A Jiscourse 
delivered on Friday, Feb. 9 (1849], al nn e\·ening meeting of th~ 
Royal Institution of Great Britain," p. 36 (London, 1849). 
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The importanre of a thorough comprehension of 
these bones and llieir rdalio11s/11p lo one a110/licr 
is very clearly and most interestingly set forth by 
Professor Sir Richard Owen [Op. cit., p. 29), 
when, after pointing out the various relationships 
as exemplified by comparative anatomy, he says :
" Another important and instructive result of the 
foregoing comparisons is the constancy of the rcla• 
tions of the distal series of carpal and tarsal bones, 
whether single or compound, with the five digits 
with which they essentially correspond in number; 
for by this constancy of connection we are able to deter• 
mine the precise digits that are lost and retained when 
their number falls below the typical five; to point 
out, for el:ample, the finger in the hand of man that 
answers to the forefoot of the horse, and the toe that 
corresponds with the hind foot; nay, the very nail 
which becomes by excess of development the great 
hoof of the horse." To illustrate this, we may quote 
the following passage:--" The small styliform ossicle 
which is attached to the trapezium in the wrist of the 
spider monkey (Alc/cs), or the hya-:na, is plainly shown 
by Ilia/ co1111cclio11 [besides its relations to the other 
digits] to be a remnant of the thumb .... , The 
similar ossicle that is attached to the diminished 
unciforme of the marsupial bandicoot, is shown by tiial 
comicclion to be the rudiment of the little finger, the 
three remaining digits also retaining respectively their 
normal connections with the trapezoides, the magnum, 
and tl:e uncifonne,'' etc., etc., etc. 

A full consideration of the muscles of the hand 
would take too much time for us to enter upon it 
here; shortly, as described by Humphry, 2

:; they 
arc as follows :-" The wrist and hand are bent 
fonvards or flexed upon the forearm by three mus-

.. G. M. HUMPHRY, "The Hum:mFoot nod Human Hand" 

(Cambridge and London, 1E61). 
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des, which pass downwards from the inner condyle, 
( or expanded end of the humerus], and are termed 
the radial jle.ror, the 11l11ar flc,:or, and the /oug 
palmar muscles. The first two of these muscles 
arc inserted into wrist bones on the radial and 
ulnar sides respectively, while the third expands 
into a fan-like fascia, or membrane, in the palm of 
the ham], and thus serves both to support the skin 
of the palm, and to protect the nerves and vessels 
which lie below it. Beneath the pa/mar fascia lie 
two sets of jlcxor muscles of the fingers, and they 
present so beautiful a mechanical arrangement as to 
merit special notice. The supcrjicial or perforated 
flr:ror muscle passes down the front of the forearm, 
and divides into four tendons, which become apparent 
after the removal of lhc pa/mar fascia, and are in
serted into the second phalanges of the fingers, each 
tendon splitting at its termination to give pass;ige to 
the similar tendons of the deep, or pc1/omti11g jlc.\or 
muscle, which passes from the upper part of the ulna 
to be inserted in the last phalanx of each finger. 
These jla·or muscles arc antagonised by the co111111011 
t.1:lc11sor muscle of the fingers, which, like the fiexors, 
divides into four tendons, one for each finger. Be
sides these there is a special c.i:lc11sor of the inde:t 
finger, a series of muscles forming the ball of the 
thumb, "hich mo\·c that digit in almost c\'cry dircc
lJon, and various small slips, giving lateral and other 
movements to the fingers." The thumb is, in point of 
fact, be-tier supplied with muscles than any of the 
fingers, and, as we shall sec-, it is this bundle of rnu5-
clcs which constitutes that most impo1iant part of 
the hand known in Cheiromancy as the Mount .)[ 
\'cnu<, [vidc ~1 371 ], by the greater or less <le\'cloJJ· 
mc-nt of \\ltich we disco\·er the greater or lu-~ 
strength of animal will of the subject under exami1,a• 
lion; ,111rl it i~ lln intercstini;t and significant fact that 
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by a contraction of the flcxor, and non-development ol 
the extensor muscles the human infant hides its thumb 
in the palm of its hands until its wz'I/ shall have 
developed itself and put itself into exercise, and a 
test of complex "will organization " is to be found in 
an early and complete development of extensor action. 

\Ve must not lose sight of the enormous importance 
of the thumb in the ceconomy of the hand [ vide Note 24, 
p. 37 ], an importance which is excellently expressed 
by Galen [Op. cit., book 1.), when he says:-" For 
suppose, the thumb were not placed, as it is, in oppo
sition to the other four fingers, but that all the five 
were ranged in the same line; is it not cYident that 
in this case their number would be useless? For in 
order to ha\'c a firm hold of anything it is necessary 
either to grasp it all round, or at any rate to grasp it 
at two opposite points, neither of which w~uld have 
been possible if all the five fingers had been placed in 
the same plane; but the end is now fully attainable, 
simply in consequence of the position of the thumb, 
which is so placed, and has exactly such a degree ol 
motion as by a slight inclination to be easily made to 
co-operate with any one of the four fingers." ~6 I have 
already quoted another passage in which Galen refers 
to this importance of the thumb. (Note 2

\ p. 37.) 
I have dwelt upon these anatomical details, because 

the form of the bones, their consistency, and the 
development of the muscles depend almost t11lircly 

"' "Quid n:imcque si nullu.s digitis qu:ituor, ut nunc halict, 
opponeretur, sec! consequenlur omnes quincque sub una rcctt 
linca esscnt facti? Nonnc pcrspicuum est eomm tune m11lt1• 
tudinem fore inutilcm? Quandoquidcm quod tuto fidelitcrque 
&pprchcnditur, nut uncl:que circulo, :iut omnino e_x locis _duobus 
contr:uiis, cnmprehend:itur oportct. Id quod pcrnssct, s1 omncs 
sub unl recla linca uno ordinc facti fuisi;cnt d1i;iti. \'erumtamcn 
hoe ipsum, dii;ito uno nliis opposito, diligcntcr sc':'•atum . est. 
Qui quidem positione cl motu ita ha~~• ul p_arY:i omnm~ fle~1one 

01 n-atus, cum singulis quatuor oppOSlllS nct1oncm pcrfic111t. 
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upo11 tlte habits and c/1aracttristics of the owner of Jht 
hand; and this is an important factor in my argument 
as to the physiological science of Cheirosophy, viz. : 
that, as certain habits and characteristics produce 
certain developments of bone and muscle, so from 
the appearances of those developments in a hand may 
the habits and characteristics of a subject be unmis
t..ikably inferred. That this is the case will not, I 
apprehend, be for one moment doubted; the texture of 
bone is essentially elastic, and, in examining a human 
skeleton, it is a recognized fact that the irregularities 
and prominent ridges found upon the surfaces of the 
bones are the results of the .i.ctions and pressures of the 
superincumbent mass of muscles, nerves, and venal 
plexus. "This explanation of the use of the promi-
nent ridges of a bone," says Sir Charles Bell, "im- Sir c. 11cu 

parts a new interest to osteology. The <lnatomist 
ought, from the form of the ridges, to deduce the 
motions of the limb and the forces bearing upon the 
hone. It is, perhaps, not far removed from our proper 
object to remark that a person of feeble texture and 
indolent habits, has the bone smooth, thin, and light; 
but that nature, solicitous for our safety in a manner 
that we could not anticipate, combines with the 
powerful muscular frame a dense and perfect texture 
of bone, where every spine and tubercle is completely 
developed. And thus the inert and mechanical pro-
,·isions of the bone aht•aJ•s hear rc/alfrm lo the lil•ing 
111usow,1r power of the limb; and exercise is as necessary 
to the perfect constitution and form of a bone as it is 
to the incrl."ase of the muscular power." 

As to the veins nn<l arteries of the hand I should 'ii 37. 
. • . 1 ·t t tl at a vcrv Superstition as not say anytlung 111 this pace, were I no 1 J ,o,hcrin&finacr. 

cunou 1111d ancient superstition, or rather custom, 
existed concerning the third or ring finger; a super-
stition founded in times of the remotest antiquity, 
upon an ignorance of anatomy which b both interest-
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and that, closed in as it is on either side, the third 
~ecomes eminently the suitable finger. The tEgyp• 
tia_ns [sa~s he, quoting Disarius and Maerobius], 
bemg eminent anatomists, discovered the presence 
of a nerve from the heart to this finger, and he 
points out that Agellius supports the statement. 
Then follows a quotation, "Johannes Salisberiensis 
libro vi; Policratici cap. xii; Gratianus, Can. Fremim: 
xxx, qurest. v; ex Isidori Hispalensis lib. ii. De 
Divinis Officiis, cap xix," to the effect, that a vei11 
makes this connection; and then he says, " But this 
opinion is now exploded by modern doctors, who, 
after careful dissection of the human body, ilave found 
no artery or vei11 extending thus from the heart to 
this finger, and there is no such reason for the pre
ference of this finger for wearing the ring." 

For a concise and accurate description of the arterial 
and venous system of the hand I refer the reader to 
F. T. Millougall's article on the subject in R. B. Todd's 
" Cyclopredia of Anatomy and Physiology," vol. ii., 
:836·9. The hand contains two principal arteries, 
the radial and the ulnar. The 11/Jiar proceeds in a 
curve from the wrist to the first finger [ where it joins a 
tlranch of the mdiaf], forming what is known as the 
palmar arclt. Four digital arteries go from its con
vexity, which subdivide into collateral branches about 
two lines below the metacarpo-phalangean articulations 
[v,di:. 'fi 32). These supply the pal mar and lateral sur• 
faces of the fingers, excepting the thumb and the 
outer side of the index, the branches coalescing at 
the tips of the fingers, whence branches arise to 
::;upply the pulp of the fingers with blood. The 
i-ad1iil goes from the end of the forearm [radius] 
r.,und the wrist, into the thumb, and back into the 
palm, where, joining the 11/uar[as I h:we said above], 
it forms what is known as the deep palmar arc/1. 
Before, however, it does this, it gives off two veins, 
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one of which [the sufr,jiet'a/is vola-] supplies the palm, 
whilst the other divides into two branchc-s [the arlcriw 
dorsalrs po/liclsl which run along either side of the 
thumb, one of which branches sends off an artery to 
the index-finger. When the n1di'al dips into the palm 
it gives off branchc-s to the thumb and fore-finger, or 
index, and to the deep palm [ where it joins the 
11!11ar]. The: arrangement of these arteries varies in 
different hands, a significant fact for us, which is 
noticed in another place [ vidc ~ 72]; the veins, which 
arc generally very deep, accompany the arteries; 
there are very few superficial veins in the hands. 
These light notes will, I think, assist our anatomical 
comprehension of the hand, and will help to impress 
upon us the obvious design which enters into its 
construction, so that we may say with Professor 
Owen :- 11 \Vith regard to the structural correspond
ences manifested in the locomotive members, if the 
prindple of spcdal adaplalion fails to explain them, 
and we reject the idea that these correspondences arc 
manifestations of some architypal exemplar on which 
it has pleased the Creator to frame certain of His 
Jiving creatures, there remains only the alternative 
that the organic atoms have concurred forl11ito11sly to 
produce such harmony,"-an Epicurean argument 2, 

from which every healthy mind naturally recoils. 
Of course, the most important subject for our 

consideration in this place is that of the nervous 
system of the hand, of that complicated plexus of 
nerves which gives to the hand its direct and con
stantly apparent connection with the brain. There 
ore more ncn•cs in the hand than at any other point 
of the body,30 and in the palm they are more numc
rouc; than at any other point of the hand. It is this that 

• 'Ad r.::11 dTJµc.,11 ut.1µ4.T1,1v, d1rpov611To11 ico.l T11XD.lo.11 lx_6vTt.1V 

rl]r ~i"l,r..,.-EPICUIWS, "Phy~ica et l\Iclcorologica '' (J. G. 
Schneider: Lcipsic, 1813). 

11 Aristotle calls attention lo this in his IlEPI T.A ZllA 'I~TO-
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causes lhe feeling of revulsion and of sickness which 
ensues, when the palms of the hands or the soles of 
the feet are tickled; it is by reason of this that in fever 
the hands become burning hot, whllst the rest of the 
body, which is more muscular than nervous [as 
opposed to the hands, which arc more nervous than 
muscular], is cold; and the hands and feet become 
numbed by cold or fear sooner than the rest of the 
body, by reason of the high development of the vaso• 
motor nerve arrangements in them, added to the 
circumstances of their rich blood-supply, distance from 
the heart and delicate skin covering, thus showing that 
the hand acts as the thermometer, so to speak,ofthe life. 

Without the hand, principal seat as it is of the 
SENSE OF ToucH, the other senses would be com
paratively useless; the sense ofTouch is the only sense 
which is reciprocal. [In the sense referred to by Sir 
\Va!ter Scott, where he alludes to the sensations pro
duced by touching one's own body unconsciously.:oa) 
That is, though the senses of Sight, Hearing, Taste, and 
Smell, can only receive impressions without giving them, 
that of Touch both receives and gives; and it is this 
sense of Touch, dependent as it is upon the nervous 
system, which is the most important of all, and which is 
found in its highest state of development where that ner
vous system is the most complete, namely, in the hand. 

I cannot, I think, do better than follow the prin
ciples upon which Bernstein discusses the physiology 
of the sense of Touch, as an introduction to this section 
of my argument.SI Every sensory organ may be shown 

PION, where he says, B,,BX. r' .. K,~. t. :-" II;1,,ia-T11 Obrr, ••~P" 
1r<pl Toils or6~,11 ni T<ls x/ipav Kai ,..~,,•pol.v ~al W1.unr~d.T11t Kai or<pl 
T~~ 11,\x_/~11 Kai or<pl T-OVf {Jpax_/ovas." 

* S!I: WALTER SCOTT, "Letters to J. G. Lockhart on 
Demonology nnd Witchcraft" (London, 1830), Letter,. 

11 JULIUS B£RNSTRIN, "The Five Senses of 1fon" {London, 
1883), 4th Edition. 
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to be anatomically connected with the n("rvous system 
l>y means of nerve trunks nnd nerve fibres. Touch 
sight, hearing, snwll, and taste nre inconceivabl; 
without the presence of a nervous system, even if the 
sensory organs were in their present full develop
ment [e.g., an arm of which the nerve is injured can 
feel nothing], the smsatio11 itself evidently first takes 
place in the brnin_[e.g., the sensation of /ig/i/ does not 
take place in the eye, where there is only an impres
sion of light upon the expanded surface of the optic 
nerve; the sensation of light cannot, however, take 
place in the optic nerve itself, for it merely conveys 
the fact of the existence of the irritation to the brain]. 
Of all the senses the most perfect is undoubtedly that 
of Touch, and though it is very greatly assisted by 
that of Sight, still, the former can dispense with the 
latter far better than the latter with the former. The 
simultaneous action of the sensations of touch and 
sight is, in fact, for the human mind an important 
source of knowledge in the external world. Yet we 
must not on this account conclude that the sense of 
Touch alone, without the assistance of sight [ as in the 
case of persons born blind], cannot lead to knowledge. 
It is probable that the sense of touch alone might 
enable us to distinguish our own body and external 
objects soo11er than vision. For the act of touching 
our body with our hand calls forth a double sensation 
of touch, one through the hand, and the other through 
the part of the skin touched, whilst touching an 
rxlcntal object causes only a single sensation of touch 
through the tactile organ. 

And it must be remembered that the sense of Touch 
is our great bodily safeguard, for it produces the 
sensation of pain [ as distinguished from that of 
contact], which warns us to fly from the agent which 
produces that sensation. The limit between the 
sensations of touch nnd pain may be illustrated by 
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\\ ithout the SC'nse of touch.83 And the sense of touch 
does not only determine size, shape, and pressure; • 
it alone of all tire smsrs can appreciate differences of 
temperature', he.it and cold. 

~ 45. ThC' two grC'at senses, therefore, which reside in 
Touch h k" h and tcmpen.turt. t e s ·m, arc t ose of touch and of temperature. Jn 

touching a body we employ the organs best adapted 
for the purpose, namely the hands; and we can re
cognise the object touched with closed eyes, with more 
or less certainty; in the hands this power is very 
perfect, and is the more perfect the nearer we approach 
to the tips of the fingers, where the skin is the most 
sensitive.8' 

146. 
The u:in. 

Its compositior.. 

The skin itself consists of three layers. Upon the 
cellular tissue 1111der the skin lies the firs/ skin [ or 
dermis], which is of a tolerably compact nature. 
Its surface consists of a greater or less number of 
cylindrical or conical protuberances, which are called 
papilla'. Upon the dermis lies the m11co11s layer, which 
consists of a great number of small microscopic cells, 

a ARISTOTLE, IlEPI T..:I. ZOA 'I~TOPIO~, B,fj:\. A'., K,,f,. fi.:
" Elul t,· o.i (111<1/hium) .,,.;1.,w,-a, ul 11'0.p 4s ovo,µlo. ,f,alv,Ta.< fo<OS 

lrlpa. 'll'lVT< ,-av dp,fJµ},v, IS•/m, aKoq. IS<14'p7JO'IS, ")'<iiu,s, a,f)fi . .•• 
'011 ")'O.p oµoion lTa/J'IV inrdpxo1•<1u•, (o.i<10fi<1m) ri.X:\a. TO<S µiv 1ra<10., 
TO<S t,',Mrrov1. Thv li~ 1rlµ'll'T7/V ai<107J<1W T~V a,f)r,v Ko.:\a,,µl.,,,,v 
Kill ,-',i;\;\a ,ran' txu r,;,a . ., "Iliiu, oi TOis N,o,s lf.1<1fJ71<11s µla 

WO.PX,« KO<ri/ µ.l,v7J ri d.,P~ W/J'T£ Ka, iv ,;, ( «VT'I) µop(4' -y/-,<10a, 
.,,.b/1v,:cr drwvvµ6v ltrTiv." B,ftX. A'., K,,p. •/. ,\nd the parallel 
p...ss:ige of ( uvier runs :- " Lcst:ns ex1.;ricur le plus gc!nc:ral esl 
le toucher, son siege est :l la peau, membrane em·clopp:mt le 
corps cntier .... lle:mcoup d'animaux manquent d'orcillcs et de 
narines; plusieurs d'yeux: il yen n qui sont redui1s au toucher 
lclJUd nt 111anq,u jamair. ''-G. Cuv11,R, "Le Regne Animal 
d~tnbue d' apres son organi.7.ation" (Paris, 1828). 

14 To those of my rc:iders who desire to go deeper into the 
rclation~'hip between the sense of Touch and the hand, I would 
recommend Dr. Arthur Kollmann's work "Dtr Tasl•nppnrat der 
Hand dcr mcnschlichcn Rassen und der A ffen in sciner Enh\1cke
lung ond Glicdenmg" (Hamburg und Leipzig, L. l'ou: 1883) 
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camplctely filling the depr I Iona b&twwa Ille papilla 
of the dermi1, Lastly, the outer layer, the ff11ia (• 
...,_i.,], which consials of an intergrowth ol ceUa 
which are filled with a eolid horny substance. The 
blood-vessels and nerves only extend u far u tbe 
surface of the dermis and to its papillae ; the mucom 
layer and the epidermis are completely free from 
blood and nerves. The nerves of the skin, which 
terminate in single fibres, only extend to the dermia, 
and here they are observed to end in a peculiar maaaer 
in the papillae. Many of them contain, for inNnce, 
an eg-shaped particle, which a nerve &bre eallll'a, 
and in which it la 1oet after several COD~ 

round iL They are called IMl/i. .,,,,..., aad ...._ 
can be no doubt that they act • tbe ialtlwww o( ... 
emeation of touch. They are not bmd in tbe -
Damben in all pa"1I o( tbe Mia, WWWDIII ia ... 
.,.._ number bi thoae pa"1I wbae tbe w 1tm,, 
ia mare acate, and men lpariDclJ wbere WIIIIIIII'. 

They are utraordinarily numerous at the lipe ol 
Iba &apn, where, bi~..-- ola ............. 
a hUDdred can be counted, they are tolerably DIUDelMa 

Oftl' Ille whole aurf'ace o( tbe band, bat -- .. 
much emaller numbers on the backs of the haaclt.• 
0. Ille palm of tbe band ..., tbe papille [wlliclt, 
however, do not all contain a tactile c:orpuacle] occur 
la pat numbers, MII,,,. •-~ ;,, ,..,.,. ,_, 
II I,,,,_ rva of t:arjll#l6s a,Aid __,,.,.,.,•Ill, 
_.,. of which we shall have so mucb to •Y lardNr 
OD: let this, therefore, be borne in mind. 1'he DelWI 

ol Ille uin and deeper pa"11 are oblened uo ID 
,_.. another terminal apparatua, similar to that ol 

• 
11 llua 'flllecularam taneentiam in iatema parte .- ,. 

....._ tiw ii.& .1i.-.-- ntrmia ~ dilpalilio _, p.wa -•-- " .r • ........ aateatiooem jam wt,am la IC trabit. -,Alf, .-. 

"-una. .. Coeme•ado • EumiDe ftJliolap».. -
...._,,,o). 
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the tactile corpuscles, namely, long globules [pacinian 
bodies], in the hollows of which the ncr\'e fibres 
terminate. In short, in the entire surface of the skin 
there exist terminal apparatus of a peculiar kind for 
the sensory nerves, nnd if we wish to follow the 
action of sensation further physiologically, we must 
start with the excitement ol n nerve fibre which ends 
in a definite part of the skin, and follow the course of 
the excitement to the brain. The course of the nerve 
between brain and skin, along which the excitement 
passes, can be followed anatomically with a certain 
degree of exactness. A nervous fibre which ends in 
the skin forms, as far as its union with the spinal cord 
or brain, a long fine continuous thread. The fibres 
which terminate in the skin very soon unite in small 
branches, and finally in thick ner\"e trunks, before they 
enter the central organ of the nervous system, but [prac
tically] i11 110 case do two ,urvous fibres coalesce i11 f/,cse 
11cn•c bra11dres. \Ve may, therefore, assume that every 
part of the skin is provided with isolated co1111ccfio11s 

with the centre of the ncITous system, which arc united 
there just as telegraph lines unite at a terminus. 

Julius Bernstein is not the only writer who has 
likened the nervous system to an electric telegraph, 
and undoubtedly it is an extremely happy simile, for, 
the brain being the fountain head of the life, without 
it we should be dead to all impressions, physical or 
mental; thus, if a blow strikes the leg, the nerves 
there terminating, instantly carry to the brain the 
intelligence of a blow having been received, and this 
communication constitutes the sense of feeling; if the 
nerve is divided between the leg and the brain there 
is D'> telt:graph to convey the news, and the brain, the 
sen-;1rive power, has no intelligence of the blow, which 
conseqnl'ntly docs not hurt the rccipient.! 0 

• M Oc<iban 'llll'S, in the fifieenth edition of his work s.lrc:ic\y 
cited [nrot.e •, p 07 ,, i;ivcs a striking and absolute proof of this 
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already existent in the nerves and placed in vibration 
by the brain" : I will pray the reader to bear this 
theory in mind, as I shall have occasion lo refer to it 
again. The phil ... sophcr Hcrdcr, 38 also paid great 
attention to the action in our lives of this imponder
able, sensitive fluid, which he likens tt, electricity, but 
for which he claims a vast superiority over electricity 
as a more subtle, more sensitive essence, to which we 
O\\C our lives, and which for want of a better term is 
known to us as our soul. 

\Ve must also bear in mind the disco\'ery first 
made by Sir Charles Uell, that ner\'cs arc divided into 
two classes, sensory and 1110/or, and he carries out 
what I have said above in the following passage, 
which occurs in his Bridgewater Treatise "On the 
Human Band" :-" It was the conviction that we 
arc sensible of the action of the muscles which led 
me to investigate their nerves; first, by anatomy, and 
then by experiment. I was finally enabled to show 
that the muscles are provided with two classes of 
nerves; that on exciting one of these the muscle 
contracts ; on exciting the other no action takes place ; 
and Ilia/ Ilic tier.Jc wllic/1 has 110 powl'r ovl'r Ilic muscle 
,s for giving smsalio11. Thus it was proved that 
muscles are connected with the brain through a 
'nervous circle ' ; that one nerve is not capable of 
transmitting what may be called 11ff11011s injlumce in 
two different directions at once ; in other words, that 
a nerve cannot carry volition to the muscles and 
sensation to the brain, simultaneously, and by 
itself; but that for the regulation of muscular action 
two distinct ncn·es arc required; first, a nerve ol 
scnc;ibility to convey n consciousness of the condi
tion of the muscles to the sensorium ; and secondly, a 
nerve of motion for conveying a mandate of the will to 

a Jlt:r.DER, " IMcs sur la Philosophie de l'llistoire d.: 
l'Humanitc" (Paris, 1827). 
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the infant nbsolutely powerless. There occur certain 
congenital imperfections in early childhood which re
quire surgical assistance, but the infant will make no 
direct effort with its hand to repel the instrument, or 
disturb the dressing, as it will do at a somewhat later 
period." This is a very interesting illustration of the 
gradual development of the sense of touch, commencing 
at points of the highest vascularity. 

Finally, let us remember the indications of disease 
which are afforded by the hands, indications which [ un
less we are in error] emanate directly from the brain 
by means of this nerYe-communication of which we 
have said so much. "Cutaneous phenomena," says 
Georget,4°" rrg11laled by //,e i11jl11cnce of !lie brain, though 
they arc less clearly evident than some others, are 
none the less real and \\·orthy to fix the attention of the 
obsen·er." I have before called attention to the 
manner in which the temperature of the hands an
nounces indisposition : the signs of various illnesses 
which we find in the hands, and which arc all noticed 
in their proper places during the course of this work, 
are numerous and convincing. 

Not to multiply instances, we may cite the symp
tom of approaching leprosy, which is found in the 
stiffening of the first finger, and the fact that among 
scrofulous persons we always find a thick first finger 
and short nails. Filbert nails, as a sign of a tendency to 
consumption, arc well known, and always recognized. 

\Ve mu~t, I am afraid, dismiss, with other similar 
superstitions of the old doctors, the statement, made 
by Avicenna, that short fingers indicate weakness of 
the liver. 41 

«> GEORCIIT, "I'hysioloi;:ie du Systcme Ncn-cux" (Paris, 1821): 
-" Les Phenomcnes cutancs dlt,-r111i11ls par fi11Jl11mre rlrl/,rale, 
quoiqne moins evidcnts que dans plusicurs organes, sont pomtnnt 
reds et dignes de fixer !'attention de l'ohservatcur." 

" AVICESN.IE, "Liber Canonis de l\lcclicinis Cordialjhus," 
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ceding verse being poured upon the earth, the hand 
of man is, as it were, "scaled up," and during his 
enforced inactivity his thoughts tum naturally to 
higher things. l\lcrcerus il takes the view that this 
shutting ·up, as it were, of the hands by rain, is a sign 
to men that they arc but created beings, subject to a will 
higher than their own. G. H. A. von Ewald and Albert 
Barnes 48 follow Mercerus, and the latter expressly 
mentions the pretensions of the Cheiromants, and 
points out their fallacy.44 Cah-in himself-15 remarks 
upon the reading, declaring that the text will not and 
cannot bear this interpretation; and Joseph Caryl in 
the next ccntury, 46 after interpreting the passage in 
the agricultural sense of enforced inactivity, says :
" The Hebrew is, 'In the hand He will seal,' or 
' scaleth e\·cry man '; from which strict meaning 
some have made a very impious interpretation of 
this text, thereupon grounding that (as most use it) 
most unwarrantable art of chiromancy, as if God did 
put certain lines, prints, or seals, upon the hand of 
every man, from whence it may be collected and 
concluded what [ as some call it] his fortune or des
tiny will be in the world, which, as it is an opinion 
wicked in itself, so altogether is hetcrogeneal to this 
place," etc. Hutcheson 47 gives the interpretation 

c JOANNIS l\lERCERI . . • . "Comment:irii in Jobum 11 

(Amsterd:un, 1564). p. 298 • 
., ALBERT DAR:-.1::s, "Notes Criticnl, etc., on the Book of Jou" 

(Glasgow, 1847). 
" ".Alii scnsus ab hoe loco sunt alieni, ut quod chiromantici ex 

priore hemistichio suam nrtem colligunt, s\~nasse Deum in manu 
hominum et notas ac signa impressisse unde res cognoscanlur, 
etc. Quod eo nihil foci! et extra rem est." 

0 "Scrmom de 1\1, Jean Calvin sur le hvre <le Jou" (Geni:ve, 

1563). . 
,. JOSEPH CARYL, '·Exposition on Job" {London, 1664). vol. x1 • 
., G. HUTCHESON,'' Exposition on the Ilook ofJoL" {l.on<lon, 

~669). 
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above referred to, ,.e., that " .... by these storms 
He sea/et/, up f/ze /,am/ of every man, or hindereth their 
work abroad, as if their hand were shut up under a 
!'cal. •.• It r.hould be nl<'n's special exercise, when 
they are restrained from their callings, to study to 
know Go<l and His works well,'' etc. On the other 
hand, Sdrnltens 48 seems lo favour the reading of the Schultens. 

passage in a manner favourable to the art of cheiro-
mancy (for it could not in those days be called a 
science], quoting the like opinions of the theologians 
Lyrannus, Thomassin, Delrio, and Valesius; but e\"en 
he inclined to the opinion of the Jesuit Pineda, which 
is given below. Earlier in the same century, Sebas-
tian Schmidt 49 cites the agricultural reading as the SchmidL 

only possibly correct one, treating the cheiromantic 
interpretation with contempt. 60 Pineda has devoted a De PincdL 

vast amount of work to the unravelling of this point, 
and, after recapitulating nearly everything which had 
been written thereon up to his day, gives a long 
section headed II Physiognomica et Chiromantica, inter
pretationes dure," in which he gives some most 
interesting notes. 51 He cites the reading of \'alesius, 
and then calls attention to many of the extracts I ha\"e 
given above from the works of Galen and Aristotle, 
ftcr which he balances all the pros and cons of the 
C'heirornantic interpretation, making the passage a 
peg on which to hang a somewhat lengthy disserta-
tion on Cheiromancy. The commentator is of opinion 

" ALBERTUS Sc11ULTE!':S, "Liber Jobi et Commentario Per• 

p<'tuo," etc. (Leyden, 1737). . ,. 
• SEBASTIAN SCHMIDT, ,. In Librum Jjobi Comment:mus, 

etc., 1705, p. 1390. . 
'" "Nihil ::iliwl 5ignific::itur qu:im quo<l homines per nl\"em ~t 

I lu\ ias \'ehemcntes sic se <lomi contincre cognntur, si D_.,us Yeht, 
ut nihi\ operis in agris peragcre quennt , • • , .,1nept1unt pro-
fecto qui hinc chcirumnntiam cxculpere conantur. . 

41 JOANN llE PtNl>DA, Socictati, Jesu, "Comment:morum 

in Job tomus alter" (Venice, 1704). 
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that the character and propensities of men are mOJd 

likely to be inscribed on their faces than on their 
hands, and as to this particular passage concludes that 
the agricultural meaning is most likely to be the right 
one. Finally (not to multiply authorities], in a com
paratively recent edition of the Commentaries of 
Nicolaus de Lyra, 62 the editor lays great stress upon 
the agricultural reading in a foot-note, objecting very 
explicitly to the interpretation of Franciscus \'alcsius, 
notwithstanding that the author in the text supports 
the cheiromantic view, quoting many cited examples 
in support thereof. 

I will not weary the reader with further discussion 
of this time-honoured passage; opinions appear to 
be [very justly] divided, for though our English 
translation seems certainly to favour the agricultural 
reading, the original Hebrew, the Vulgate, and many 
other versions of the Book of Job, seem strongly to 
favour the cheiromantic; it is a point which each 
student will probably solve for himself. I have 
endeavoured in the above citations and notes to sup
ply him with the necessary materials for arriving at 
that solution. 63 

~ "Scriptur:e Sacr.J! cursus completus," :mnotavit et edidit 
J. P. l\I. (Paris, 1841). 

Other JWS31:e5 11 Other passages of Holy \\"rit have been quoted by various 
ofScriptarc citcJ authors in works on Cheiromancy; none of them are, howe\'er, 

in s~pport of credited with these inierpretations by Commentatcrs, possibly 
Ch=m:mcy. on account of the distrust and ill-farnur with which cheiromancy 

has always been regarded by the Church, disfavour of which I 
shall presently say more. For the interest of such readers as 
care to investigate these matters for themselves, the following 
:ire some of the principal passages, with references to commen
taries which touch upon the question involved :-Proverbs iii. 16, 
"Length of days arc in her right han<l, riches and honour are 
in her left," wilt Dr. J\lartini Geieri, "Coinmcntaria in l'ro,·erbia" 
(Amsterdam, 1696); " Commcntarii in Provcrbia Salomonis," 
a.uthore Thoma Cartwrighto (Leyden, 1617); "Coinmenlarie 
upon the whole Dooke of Proverbcs of Solomon" (London, 
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I.caving, therefore, the question of whether or no 
the science of Chcirosophy is countenanced by Holy 
\Vrit, let us see what classic and modern writers 
have given to it their weighty consideration. We all 
know, of course, the much-quoted lines of Juvenal, 
which have been translated by Dryden:-

" The mi<ldle sort, who ha"e not much to spare, 
" To Chiromancer's cheaper art repair, 
"Who clap the pretty palm lo make the lines more fair; .... 

1596); Schultens [vide Note'", p. 57]; Commentarii in Jobum 
tl Salomonis Proverbia Joannis :Merceri" (Amsterdam), 1651.-
1 Samuel xxvi, 18, "\Vhat evil is in mine hand," vide Schmidt, 
"In Librum priorem Samuelis commentarius" (Argentorali, 
1687),-Job xxxiv. 20, "The mighty shall be taken away with
out hand," vide Samuel Cox, "Commentary on lhe Book of 
Job" (London, 188o).- Ilabbakuk iii. 4, "God came from 
Teran . , . he had horns coming out of his hands and there 
was the hiding of his power," vide "Commentarius in lfahacu
cum," auclore Theodoro Scheltinga (Leyden, 1748); William 
Green, "New Translation of the Book of llabbakuk " (Cam
bridge, 1755).-Exodus xiv. 81 '' Israel went out with a high 
hand," vi,!e "Commentary on the five books of Moses," by 
Richard, Lord Bishop of Bath and Wells (London, 1694); 
"Commentarius in Pentateuchum Mosis," auctore Cornelio a 
I.npide (Antwerp, I 714) ; "Annotations upon the five Books 
of :'lfoses," by H. Ainsworth (London, 16::7) ; "Joannis 
C:i.lvini in V Libros Mo,;is commcntnrii," 1595; Andrew Willet, 
"Hex:i.pla in Exodum" (London, 1633),-Colossia.ns iv. 18, 
"The salutation by the hnnd of Paul," vide "A Commentarie 
of lit. J. C:i.lvine upon the Epistle to the Colossians," translated 
by R. V. ·• (London, 1581).- Re,·elations xiv. 9, "And rccei\'e 
)us mark in his forehead, and in his hand," z·iJ~ ill. Stuart, 
" A Commentary upon the Apocalypse" (Edinburgh, 185S) ; 
Daul>uz, "Commentary on the Revelations" (London, 1po); 
" Epltome of Commentaries on the Revelations," by Hezekiah 
lloll:i.nd (London, 1650). 

" " Si mediocris erit, spatium lustrabit utrimque 
";\!etarum, et sortes J~cel; frontemque manumque 
'' l'r.:cbebil vnti crcbrum poppysma rog:mti." 

-Jl'VENAl., "Sat.", vi., 581. 
See nlso the nltcrnative verse nml literal tr:ins!Jtion gi,·en in 
N l 1 rALL AND STIRLING'~ ,, D.Junii Ju,·enalis S:,,tir.1:" 
(l,on<lon. 1836), 
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nnd we have constantly made reference to Aristotle's 
frequent citations of the Art during the course of this 
introductory argument. His work UEPI znnN 
l\lOPI!lN (81,8,\. 6.'., Kcq:,.q c-specially teems with such 
references. It is said that Aristotle, when travelling 
in )Egypt, found an Arabic treatise on this science of 
the hand, graven in letters of gold, upon an altar 
dedicated to Hermes, and that he sent it to Alexander, 
as being a study worthy the attention of the highest 
sravanls, where it was translated into Latin by one 
Hispanus. An l'Xtremely early MS. of this work is 
presen:ed in the British Museum, and I have before 
me a black letter opusculum of twenty-two leaves 
[ without pagination] entitled, " 1/Ih!!r0manria 'a ristotrlio 
cum fiouris" (Ulme, 1490]. In his "History of 
Animals" he gives a most interesting description of 
the various parts of the hand, and calls attention to 
the fact that those people who have two lines crossing 
the entire hand are long-lived, whereas those whose 
hands are not entirely crossed by these two lines are 
short-lived, referring doubtless, as we shall presently 
see, to the lines of Head and of Life ; M and later he 
puts a Problem on this very point.iG 

In any case, whatever may be the antiquity of the 
science, it is interesting and encouraging to know that 
almost the first book that was printed, e,·en before 

" ARl>TOTLE, ITEPI TA ZOA 'l~TOPIOX, ll,flX• A',, Kc,t,. d.: 
-" Xc,~r lit Olvap, lidKTvXot rlvrE. oarr6.\ou ot TO µb Kaµrndv 
K6vov.\or, r;) cf 4Kaµ'lr'TOI' t,!,a.\a-yt, .lclKTV:\os 1r O µiv µ{"fas µovo• 
A"Ol'OV.\os, ol l,' 6'..\.\01 OIK6eou.\oc. ·11 ol Kd.µ1/m ical T,;, ,<JpaxJov, Kai 
.,..; 6anv:l.lj1 lvrlis ,ra<11v· u~µ,rn-ra, ol flpaxiwv A"ClT<l. -rli w.\lKpal'OV. 
Xupos al 'TO plv OITliS Olvap, trapKwocs •a1 Ot'()pTJµlVOV 6.pO,,ois, -rois 
µb µa•pof3iou i,I i) ll~trl Ill 6>.ou, -rois al /jpa.xv{J101s ouai Kai ov ol 
6.\ov. • ApOpa lit X€1~f Kai {3paxiovos up,ros. To ol (£w 'TIJS 
")(_ttpoS WL'p,•ocs Kai &U'WVVµOV," 

.. IlPOBAIDI.\TON AA',: :-"At<l T, llao, 'T~V od,;,cnpos TOµ~v 
txo11t11 oi 1l\'7S, µa,cpofJ11Jn-aTOI; ·n 016T, Tei IJ.vapOpa flpaxNJ,a A·al 
d0'6a,lj." 
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admire, numerate, confess, repent, fear, ... and what 
not? we find a variety and multiplication which might 
well be the envy of the tongue" ;69 and further on, in 
the same chapter, he expres:sly names cheiromancy, 
giving a few of its indications and adding :-" I call you 
yourself to witness whether with this science a man 
may not pass with reputation and favour in every 
company.'' 60 In France, besides Montaigne, Honore 

De Balu.c, de Balzac has gi\·en great attention to the subject. 
Theophile Gautier calls special attention to the fact 
in his work, "Honore de Balzac" (Paris, 1860, 
p. 165), and certainly we find long passages on the 
science in Balzac's" Comedie Humaine," 61 to which I 
beg particularly to refer the reader, and in the course of 

His ari;umcnts which he remarks:-" To foretell to a man the events 
for O,cirosophy. of his life, from the aspects of his hand, is not a thing 

"' "Essais de Montaigne, suivis de s:i correspondance cl de la 
sen itude volontaire d'Esticnne de la Boe tie," etc. (Paris, 1854) ; 
"Apologie de Raimond Se bond," vol. ii., p. 282, book ii., eh. xii.:
" Quoy des mains? nous requerons, nous promettons, appclons, 
congedions, mena~ons, prions, supplions, nions, refusons, inter• 
rogeons, admirons, nombrons, confessons, repentons, craignons, 
vcrgoignons, doubtons, intruisons, commandons, incitons, en, 
coural!eons, j urons, tesmoignons, accusons, condamnons, a bsolvons, 
injurions, mcsprisons, dcsfions, dcspilons, flaltons, applauclissons, 
bcnissons, humilions, mocquons, rcconcilions, rccommcnclons, 
cxallons, festoyons, resjouissons, complaignons, attristons, des
confortons. dcscsperons, estonnons, cscrions, taisons, et quoy non? 
d'unc mriation et multiplication, a !'envy de la lani:ue.'' 

"' " II ne fault ~y3voir que le lieu de Mnrs loge nu milieu du 
triangle de la main, reluy de Venus au poulce, et de M crcurc nu 
petit doigt ; el que quand la mensale coupe le tubercle de l'cn• 
seigneur, c'est signe de cruaute; quaod clle fault soubs le mitoycn 
et que la moyennc naturclle faict un angle a\·ecques Jn ,;tale 
soubs mcsmc endroict, que c'est signe d'unc mort miserable, etc. 
J e vous apellc vou~ mcsmc a tesmoing, si avecques cette science 
un homme ne pcult passer. avec reputntion et faveur, parmy toutcs 
compaignies.''-OP. CIT., eh. xii., V· 470, vol. ii. 

11 Alphonse Pages, "Pensees de Balzac extmites de la Comedic 
Humaine "(Paris, 1866), livre v., La Socicte; cap. vi.," Sciences 
Occultcs." 
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opposc-d to the molecular theory of light, which latter 
was the then generally accepted theory of Newton. 
Van Huyghens took from the analogy of sound in air 
and waves in water the idea of the existence ;,, all 
space of a highly elastic [quasi-solid) fluid, provision
ally termed rrllrcr, and started the now well-known 
and accepted hypothesis that light consists of the pro
pagation of waves in this fluid. The hypothesis also 
requires that the vibrating medium should possess 
properties more nearly allied to those of an elastic 
solid than those of a vapour or gas. 

These two theories [the undulatory and the mole
cular] were pretty evenly balanced in scientific and 
popular estimation, until in 1802 Dr. Young, by his 
discovery of the laws of the interference of light, 
turned the ::;cale in favour of the undulatory as against 
the molecular theory. Twelve years later, Fresnel 
[between 1814 and 1819), in ignorance, it is said, of 
the labours of Young, "demonstrated to his country
men the error of the Newtonian theory of the 
propagation of light by the emission of material 
particles, and ably advocated the undulatory hypo
thesis." ' 2 This is, I think, all that need be said in 
proof of a connecting quasi-solid matter or fluid 
beyond the atmosphere in which the entire solar 
system floats,-a fluid sufficiently ponderable to resist 
the passage of comets, and consequently of transmitting 
to us the influences of the moon and stars, influences 
sufficiently demonstrated by the phenomena of tides, 
without going into their influence upon certain 
persons in various conditions of mind and body. 

I:! A full account of the discoveries of Fresnel in this connection 
may be found in the "CEu,TCS Complete~ d' Au~ustin Fr~nel,', 
publiees par Jes soins du lllinistre de I Instruction Pubhque 
(Paris, 1866), at p. 247 of vol. i. of which \\:(II uc found~ No. 
XIV "lllc!moire sUJ la diffraction de la lum1cre, couronnu par 
i•A~demie des Sciences, 18191" in which l\ltmoire his studies 
:md tbeu results on this point are fully set forth. 
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" If therefore," says Daubenay, in one of his spetches 
before the Royal Society, "the direction of a rod of o!~•r
stec-1 hung a few feet from the earth can, as has been 
proved by Colonel Sabine, be influenced by the position Col . . f b I · . oncl S:tlnne , 
o _ a oc Y like the. moon situate 200,000 miles [ mean cxpcrimcnu. 

distance 238,750 n11les] from our planet,who can acC'use 
of extra vagancc the belief of the ancient astrologers in 
the influence of planets on the human system?" And 
if the hca\'enly bodies can act through two hundrt'd 
and odd thousand miles of that connecting fluidor .ether, 
on an inanimate object like a piece of steel, why should 
tht'y not act, and act so strongly as to influence our 
whole li\'es, on so sensitive, so impressionable a sub-
stance as that imponderable nerve fluid [ vldc ~ 49] 
which is our life, our sense, our very soul? 

But we are going further than I intended ; the 165. 
astrologers who laid down the hard-and-fast rule th.it Asu-ol01:1 

our existences are directed by the states and positions 
of the planets at the time of our birth, seem to have 
passed O\'er the influences of parentage as being im-
material, and take into no account the physical effects of 
the mental and physiological conditions of our progeni-
tors. And again, they err who say that all things here-
ditary are ine\'itable for the reason that we do not choose 
our own parents, bei:ause in a manner they arc chosen Cbcic:corpuenu 

for us; that is to say, our parentage is pre-ordained, for 
it is the inevitable and continual march of e\'ents wl,ich 
gives us our ancestors, and, as a matter of fact, our 
parents, the time of our birth, and many of the other 
influences of our lives are merely the results of th? 
natural sequence of certain already established facts, lo Sequence of 

d events. 
the examination of which the ancient astrologers devote 
their lives with such assiduity. Turn, if this set'ms 
incomprehensible to you, to the opening lines of 
IJugald Stewart's immortal work: 63-" ,\II the different Du;:ild Stcw.u1 

03 DuCALD STRWART, "Outlines of Moral Plulnsophy," 6th 

ctl, 1SJ7. 
s 
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kinds of philosophical inquiry, and all that practical 
knowledge which guides our conduct in life, pre
suppose surh an established order in the succession 
of events as enables us to fom1 conjectures concern
ing the future from the observation of the past." 
Philosophy, therefore, aims at ascertaining the esta
blished conjunctions which, in their turn, establish the 
order of the universe; the result of possible cc,m
binations of future e\'<.'nts become known to us by 
means of those artificial comhi11atio11s of prrsml cir
cums/a11ccs which are known to us by the name of 
e.t-pcrimmls ,· and as Dugald Stewart, in the same work, 
has remarked :-" Knowledge of the laws of nature is 
to be attained 011/y by experiment, for there is no 
actual connection between two events which enable 
us to form an a priori reasoning. 64 [ vide ~ 89 and 90.] 

166. Herbert Spencer, in his "Study of Sociology 11 

Herbert Spencer. [London, 187 3], deals very ably and interestingly with 
this point in his chapter [II.], entitled, "Is there a 
Social Science," at the end of which he says:-" In 
brief, then, the alternative positions are these. On the 

The laws of one hand, if there is no natural causation throughout 
n:itunl 

c:auution. the actions of incorporated humanity, go\'ernment and 
legislation are absurd. Acts of Parliament may, as 
,veil as not, be made to depend on the drawing of lots 
or the tossing of a coin; or rather, there may as well 
be none at all; social sequences having no ascertain
able order, no effect can be counted upon ; everything 
is chaotic. On the other hand, if there is 11a/11ral 
ca11sal1011, then the combination or forces by which 

"' Balzne says on this point :-" Que certnins l:trcs aicnt le 
pou,·oir d'aperccvoir lcs faits a. venir_ d:i.ns I~ gcnne ?es causes, 
eomme le grand inventeur nper~o1t une muustne, une science, dans 
un cfiet nature) inaper!r'l du vulgnirc ; ce n'est plus une de ces 
violentes exceptions qui font rumeur, e't!St I 'effct d'une faculte n
co11mu, etqui ser:1it en quelque sorte le sonnambulisme cl~ l'c.5prit. 
Si done eette proposition, sur laquelle reposcnt l<: d1ffc~e.~tcs 

111:mieres de dechiffrcr 1'1wcnir, se111ble absurdc, le fa1t est l-1. 
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every combination of effects is produced, produces 
th:1t combination of effects in conformity with the law~ 
of the forces. And if so, ii be/mves 11s fa 11se a/I dili

gmre /11 oscerlai11i11g w/ia/ Ilic forces are, wl,al are their 
laws, a11d what are f/,e ways 111 whici, they ca•ojcralc.'' 

Thus, there~ore, it is not in any way absurd to study ';'61. 
the atmospheric, the meteorologic, or, if you will have Nato.l innucn,,. 

it so, the astrologic conditions under which a man is 
born, and under which his parents have lived, in 
making a probable forecast of the tendencies and even 
r.,fthe events which will signalize his life; but in all, and 
through all, we must bear in mind the thought which 
Desbarrolles has embodied in this striking sentence: Dcs\nnol!:.. 

-'' The influence of the planets is incontestable; but 
what is still more incontestable is the universal and 
all-powerful action of a Being supremely pre-eminent, 
who rules and governs the stars, the heavens, the 
visible and the invisible worlds, unlimited space, and 
the immensity of the universe. This Being, whom 
our dazzled reason cannot conceive, this Being whom 
our reason adores, but to whom it dares not give a 
name, has been named by mortals-God."61i 

The astrologic cheiromant Jays down as an axiom 188. 
th:i.t th<; lines and formations which exist in a hand at A.strallinb. 

lhe moment of birth are purely astral, are produced 
by the influences of planets which have been at work 
up to that moment, and that it is the action of the 
brain-development which modifies them afterwards. 
The physiological cheiromant, on the other hand [and 

.. ADRIEN DtSBArlROLU;S: "Les inRuences des nstrcs sont 
incontcstablcs: mnis cc qui est plus incontestable encore, c'est 
l'.M:tlon universdle et tout-puissunte d'un Etre iminemment 
supfrieur, riui n!git les astres, les cieux, !es mondes visiblc.s, les 
11,Qlld.:,s im·il.ibles, Jes esp:,.ces s.ins homes, J'immensiti l Cet 
tire, qm: n,,tre miso11 f!blouie ne peut ooncevoir, eel etre qu:ctle 
adore cl au.,ud ellc n'ose donner un nom, Jes homm~ 1 ~n,t 
appl:!<; I •i~u.~-" Les Mys!Crcs de ]11 !\lain, ri:vfl<!, elelplH[Uts 
{P~,i,, 1S59), 
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to this opinion I incline myself'], considers rather that 
the trndmdes of a 111a11's 11al11rc are the result of his 
ante-natal and ancestral circumstances, that it is tlwc;e 
tC'ndencics that mould the formations of his hands, and 
that the event<; and charactcri~tics of his life may be ex
plained and foretold DY a ,•arcful study of tho~e causrs 
[i.e., those tendencies] based upon r.\-pcrirnccs which, 
in these cases, do duty for c..xperiments. 

tf 69. The whole question, therefore, of the astral infiu-
Th• ultirrui.tc • h d h • :uid ,he cnces, wit regar to t e science of Cheirosophy, 

proi.im21c a.use. resolves itself into a consideration of the ultimate and 
proximate cause, and my view of the case is this: 
Let us firmly establish and recognise the proximate 
cause [i.e., the physical conditions and ante-natal 
circumstances of man], before we begin to search 
for the ultimate cause, [i.e., the forces and influences 
which have caused those physical conditions and 
ante-natal circumstances]; let us fully understand 
our physical position, before we soar away into 
speculations [for mere speculations they must be] as 
to our psychical position : to my mind, the main 
obstacle to the proper elucidation of such problems 
as these, is nothing more or le~s than the fact that 
investigators are e,·er prone to attempt to explain 
psychical problems [ which depend naturally upon 
physical ones], before they have thoroughly examined 
the phy:;ical conditions which must lead to that c..x
planation. This, then, is my position as rcga.rds 
astrology in connection with Cheirosophy : let us 
clearly understand, what is clearly capable of com
prehension, before we speculate on ultimate caus<:>s, 
concerning which we can, in our present conditicn, 
and with our present means of information, know 
little or nothing. Let us wait and study patiently : 

Alexandre "La Chiromancie," saysAlexandreDumas fils, "sera un 
Dumas lils JOUr la ~ammairc de )'organisation humaine," 
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\Ve reach now tl1e final, [and perhaps the most r 70. 
important] point of this argument. I wish to conclude Final ll~,•-•~ 
as briefly as possible [for my arguments have un
consciously been extended] with a few of the 
considerations connected with the actual science of 
Chcirosophy, which entitle it to the most careful and 
universal study; which fully demonstrate the value 
of its indications, and which establish its claims to 
rank as an exact science : my principal difliculty 
will be to confine myself to a statement of the more 
important points, so as to avoid losing the point of 
rny argument, in the diffuseness of its treatment. 

And, firstly, let me deal with that branch of argu-
ment, which ridicules the idea of seeking in the human p,opooiuons. 

hand the indications of the human character. [Vtitepo,:/ 
~,~; 7S• and 96.J There are but few people who will 
disagree with me at the outset, if I lay down the pro-
po~ition, that no two characters are absolutely identical, 
a.ny more than two faces, or two methods and manners 
of speech arc so. Bearing this in mind, it is inter-
esting and pertinent to note that no pair of hands 
are exactly alike : indeed, we may go further and 
say that it is impossible to find two pairs of hands 
which do not exhibit very striking and plainly marked 
differences, both as regards their forms and shapes, 
and as regards the markings found therein.6<1 

The Chinese ha\'e a system of divination by 
the examination of the impression left by the ball 
of the thumb upon a piece of soft wax, or from the 
oval figure which may be traced from it upon a piece 
of paper, using the thumb as a die, and daubing it 
\\ ith ink. It is a matter of common knowledge that 
tl1e spiral and eon\·oluted figures, produced by any 

"" "II y a autant de di,·en;it.! et de <lisscmhbnce cutre k':' 
f,,rmes Jl-S mains, qu"il yen a cntre Jes Physionomics ·•-~· C. 
LAVATEK, "L"Art de conna!tre les homuics j>M la phys1c.1o1,,-
1.1i,:," (l'uis, 1~). vol. iii., p. 1, 

,-1:1. 
ln1;,,;,e 

diff~t<,,c,o, 
'Ille i.-"hin<.t-
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unlimited numbc-r of thumbs, will all prc'lcnt some 
difTcrc-ncc one from another. It is true that, as 

Aristotle, Aristotle says: "In some animals there is a mutual 
resemblance in all their parts; as, the l')"C of any one 

flomoi;cncity. man resembles (in construction] the eye of every 
other man ; for in individuals of the same species, 
each part resembles its correspondent part, as much 
as the whole resembles the whole; " 67 and so it is ol 
the hand, i.e., every hand resembles its fellows in that 
(barring the cases of deformities] it has a thumb, four 
fingers, a palm, and so on ; but the composition and 
formation of those parts of the member, differ invari
ably, and ad i1tfi11ilu111; and here we have two most 

\na1o;;ybc:1n-.:c• pertinent and leading fact$, that, like as all dispositions 
cruir.ictcrs and . . 

hands. are different, so all hands arc different; and who 
shall accuse of absurdity the proposition, that these 
two facts may bear a very close relationship to one 
another? And, as we have seen that the arrange
ments of veins and nerves in a hand vary indefinitely 
[ vide ~ 38]1 may not the constitutional [ the construc
tional] ,·ariations thereby indicated be the first step 
towards the explanation of those differences of 
character, which trace themseh-es at the point where 
the actual mechanical arrangement shows the greatest 
variation, and that is-in the hand? 

'i 73. From the paw of a dog, you can tell what sort of 
l',c indic.atcd by chase he will be most useful for • from the shape of 

a--pccu. '" . ' . 
a horse's hoof, you can tell his breed, and the kind of 
work to which he is best adapted. \\'hy, therefore, 
should we not be able to tell from the hand cf man 
what arc his principal occupations, and the consequent 
tendencies of his nature? To ca1Ty this argument a 

v ARISTOTLE, nEPI TA ZflA 'I~Tn!'IO:',, Jl,fiX. d, KctJ, .• d: • 
"·:r.xn oi TWI' S~" iv,a µlv ird,•ra ,-a µ/,p,a ,-'atiT«\aX:\l)Xo,s,tv,a 
o' lnpa. T'atiTc\ al ,-a µ<V (ro« TWV µoplwv lvriv, ofov 6.vOpcfnrou 
pir ,:al o<f,fJaXµl;s 6.vfJpwirov p,vl KO.I o,t,Oo."J\p.~, Kai 0'0.pKl v«\pf, KO.I 
iwT,i 6vToiiv· oµolws -ro.p &Jaircp Tli 8Xov txu ,rpos ,.1, B:\ov, Kai,.;.., 
u.oo/,,,. (,,cc IAo.O'rnv r piis l.:aaTov. 
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little further, let us remember Sir Charles Bell's Si,c. S.IL 

mo:.t interesting disquisition on the identification of 
bones; and his account of how from a chance frag Th •, ., - o ,a~nu -
ment of bone the zoologist can re-construct an entire cuioo or bon.., 

animal, beginning by its formation and consistency 
[ whereon vilfe 'ii 36], which betray the habits of 
the animal ; the shapes of the jointures, and pro-
cesses, whereby we learn the use of the limb of 
which it formed part; and thence onward 10 the 
manner of obtaining nutriment and its nature, from 
which data the entire habits of the animal may be 
accurately ascertained. Why, therefore, should we 
not be able, as it were, to" re-construct" the MAN, 

his habits, and his characteristics, from the examina-
tion of the HANO, the prime agent of his character, and 
of his will? As D'Arpentigny says: "\1/hat shall we 
think of the Indian law, which obliges a son to follow 
the profession of his father: is it not evident that 
the legislature would have done better in ordaining that 
men whose /1a11ds were similar, that is to say, whose 
i11slr11111e11fs were the same, should devote themselves 
to the same labours?" 

Let us carry this illustration yet further: a farmer 
sees furrows in a field; if he is an intelligent man and 
knows his business, he can tell not only that a plough 
caused them, but he can tell what kind of plough and 
how it was used. In like manner can the Cheiroso-
phist interpret the meanings, with their causes, of the 
lines, the furrows which are traced upon the human 
hand. By use an organ becomes developed, by non-
use it becomes feeble and enervated [ 'IJide again 1 36]. 
This is a truism, but it is germane to our subject, for 
from the development of the hand we find out what 
its use has been. 

Now it is constantly flung at the student of Cheiro
!r:iphy that the lines and formations are merely caused 
111cd1auically by the Joldi11g of the hands, and bv thr 

,,. 
IOusimioa. 

, 75. 
Th•" foldi~" --· 
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Lines at p,nnlS 
of no £c.\i1,;10. 
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use which their owners make of them, and that the 
more the hands arc used, the greater th<.' numher of 
lines which will be apparent in them; but this if. 
diredly contradicted by th<.' far:/ that t!l(.' hands of the 
labouring classes are, with the exception of the 
principal line~, almost devoid of any markings whatso
ever, \\hereas those people whose hands ha,·e hardly 
any rough work to do at all [ especially those of women 
of leisure, who 11c1!cr work with their hands] are 
n<.'arly always co,·ered with a perfect network of line~. 
Not using their hands in active employments, the 
brain develops an incr<.'ased acth·ity of the hand~, 
wherC'by the lines become traced, and has more time 
to cause its impressions to liecome written on the 
mo"-t ~ensitive surface that it can find, and with which 
it is the most intimately connected, and that is in the 
lIAND. I have often wondered how people who cling 
to the "folding" argument, would account for two facts 
which they seem utterly to ignore. Firstly, what pro
duces the lines which we find at points where no folding 
ever by any possibility can take place in a direction 
which would produce the lines we find at these points? 
Lines so placed, not being produced by any mechanical 
cause which is immediately apparent to these arguers, 
must of necessity mean something eYen to them, 
for it is one of the first rules of Ethics, that Cod 
and Nature do nothing without a purpose. "Dms 
d 1\'a/11,-a 11ihil rJlici1111/ Jr11stra." And secondly, how 
do they account for the fact that we find lines traced 
deeply and clearly [ more so very often than at a later 

Line-.".' 1bc age] in the hands of children at the moment of th~ir 
han,I• or mf:uits. birth ? 1 have seen lines in the hands of a cluld 

~nly a few hours old, which have entirely altered 
Nithin the first few months or years of its life; 
this is a circumstance wl1ich is strenuously put for• 
ward by the ai;trological Chciromants in support of 
their views, but which, to my mind, is accounted 
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f,...r in the manner l have described in another place 
l~: 65]. Mr. Ebule-Evans has said on this point in 
the pages of St. Paufs Maga:Ji11e [vol. xiii., p. 
331], "True, the Proxi1mtfe cause of these Jines is 
lhc various motions of the hands; but what gave 
your hands these particular varieties of motion ? Is it 
not as easy [and much more natural] for fate to guide 
the motions of your hand, so that its lines, rightly 
interpreted, shall exactly represent your career, as it 
would be to stamp these lines in an arbitrary posi-
tion on your chest, as men impress the image of a 
cow on butter? And yet were the latter done, science 
,n,uld ha\·e an objection the less to urge l" 

Every type of hand [vidc ,;, 155 and 164] has cer
tain characteristics which may be allm:d or modified 
by forcing it to a labour entirely opposed to the in
clination or talent of which it is the indication, but no 
work can obliterate, far less al/er, the original shape and 
formations of a hand. lt is only natural, and indeed 
it is inevitable that a hand should betray the occupation 
of a body or mind, more than anything else; this 
obvious axiom seems to have struck Honore de Balzac, 
when he makes the remarks quoted in 160 1 p. 62. 

There are some who have not the courage utterly 
to deny that Cheirosophy is entitled to rank as an 
e;,;act science, and who compromise by saying that it 
is the "shadow of a truth;" I would suhmit in rep!y 
that from its shadow the form of any object may be 
ascertained and determined in its entirety, and that 
the phrase is bad from a comminatory point of 
view, because it places Cheirosophy in the position 
nf an interpreting diagram, which is as it were the 
h·flcction of Nature. 

Modification of .,,... 

''/"'(7. 
Half.~·ay 
sctptia,. 

Again many of the "half-way" sceptics will say, ~ T8. 
• . rMnology ond 

"\Ve can bclie\·c in Phrenology and Physiognomy, Phi-siaflno,ny. 

but not in this." A moment's reflection will cause us T!:.1;:cr~::•Y 
to remember and appreciate the circumstance that, as ..,1,hy ~d 
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De Balz:ac. 
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regards physiognomy, the expression of the face can 
be varied at will, and by constant attention the features 
may be permanently set into an entirely misleading 
expression; but the hand, no; the hand cannot be 
altered, be the effort to do so ever so stmng. "For 
the hand has its physiognomy like the face, only, as 
this particular physiognomy reflects only the immov
able basis of the intelligence, it has all the immobility 
of a material symbol. l\lirror or the sensations of the 
soul, of the heart, of the senses, and of the spirit,-the 
physiognomy of the face has all the charms of variety ; 
but, as to a ct>rtain extent, it may be dominated by the 
will ; nothing can guarantee to us the truth of its 
rc,·clations, whilst the hand preserves invariably the 
same expression, whate\·cr it may be, of our natural 
bent;" 68 and Balzac, in the work I ha\'e recently 
quoted, has been struck by the same thing; for he 
says:-" \Ve acquire the faculty of imposing silence 
upon our lips, upon our eyes, upon our eyebrows, and 
upon our forehead; the hand does 110/ dissemble, and no 
feature is more expressive than the hand. 69 The hand 
has a thousand ways of being dry, moist, burning, icy, 
soft, hard, unctuous, it palpitates, it perspires, it 
hardens, it softens. In fact, it presents an inexplicable 
phenomenon that one is tempted to name the incarna-

91 D'ARrEN J'JGNY, "La Science de la l\Jnin '' (Paris, 1865), 

p. 94• 
"' The physfo1:nomist Larntcr, in the work I ha"e already 

quoted, Note .. , p. 69, contir.ues the passage I h.lve there 
noticed by saying:-" La m:11n est .•• un object de la 
physionomie, un ohJCl d'nuto.nt plus significntif, et d'nutant plus 
trappant pnrce•que la mJ.in nc pcut pas dissimuler, et que sa 
mobilitc le trahit :i chaque instant. J e dis qu'elle nc peut pas 
dissimuler, car )'hypocrite le plu~ raffinc, le four be le plus exercc, 
ne saurait 11ltt'rc-r ni la forme, ni les contours, ni Jes proportions, 
ni les muscles de sa main, ou seulement d'une section de so. mam ; 
ii nc saurait la soustraire nnx ycux de l'obscrvatcur qu\'n la 
cach:wl tout-a- fail.'' 
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lion of thought. , .• 111 all ages sorcerers have tried t 
~cad o_ur destiny. in the lines which are in no wa; 
lantastic or meaningless, and which correspond with 
the principles of the life and of the character." And 
we may here call attention to the point, and I have 
noticed it in another place [, 108] that the C11ciro
g11omy, the shapes of a hand, are very frequently 
hereditary, whilst the lines of the palm become 
traced by the other and more exterior influences to 
which I have already alluded. Then, as regards the 
superiority of phrenology, here again I beg leave to 
differ; by calling attention to the points that in that 
science it is very easy to mistake the position of a 
bump, or to ascribe to it an erroneous signification by 
reason of its displacement, and that by reason of the 
growth of the hair it is difficult to put into practice, 
and indeed, cannot be exercised without the consent 
of the subject, whereas in Cheirosophy the positions 
of the formations are much more clearly defined, and 
every displacement of a line er mount carries with 
it its own particular signification, whilst it can be put 
into operation without the consent or even the know
ledge of the subject of your scrutiny. 

"It is the word 'absurd'" (says Balzac), "which 
condemned steam, which condemns to-day at!rial navi
gation, which condemned the inventions of gunpowder, 
of printing, of spectacles, of cngra,,ing, and the more 
recent discovery of photography. . . Very well then, 
if God has traced for certain clear-sighted beings the 
destiny and character of every man in his physio
gnomy [taking this word to mean the whole expression 
of the body], why should not the hand resume in itself 
the whole of the science of physiognomy, seeing that 
lhc hand represents human action in its entirety, and 
its only mode of manifesting itself? And thus we 
attain to Chciromancy," [''Comedic Humainc," book 

V.l ,:;ip. Vi.] 

lleredily .,r 
Ch~~my. 

,r 7&-. 
Ridicule. 
°" 13alza<. 
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It mu!'t not, however, be thought that I object in 
the slightest degree, to the scepticism with which 

1

the 
science 1s frequently received; on the contrary, the 
sceptic acts towards Cheirosophy in the relation that 
darkness bears to light, i.e., it brings it into prominence, 
and, indeed, is the main evidence of its existence; for, 
as without shadow, light could not be proved to exist, 
so without scepticism the truths of C.1.:irosophy 
would be lost in the unquestioned presence of their 
evident and eminent reality. 

,: 80. In all my arguments on this science I ha\'e strenu-
im!:t~; in ously endeavoured to avoid that irritation and impa-

argumco1. tience whieh is too often the inseparable concomitant 
of argument. "Along with the irrational hope so con
spicuously shown by every party having a new project 
for the furtherance of human welfare, there habitually 
goes this irrational irritation in the presence of stem 
truths which negati\'e sanguine anticipations. Be it 
, , . some plan for reforming men by teaching; ... 
anything like calm consideration of probabilities as 
estimated from experience is excluded by this eager
ness for an immediate result; and, instead of submis
sion to the necessities of things, there comes \'exation, 
felt, if not expressed, against them, or against those 
who point them out, or against both." 70 I haYe 
laboured to avoid this fault by courting ad,·erse 
criticism with a thankful appreciation of its \'alue. 

Some persons there arc who actually look upon the 
Wi,hdncss of science as something wicked and uncanny, averring 

the Kitncc. 
that it is not to be permitted to presumptuous man 
to read the secrets c,f the Most l ligh. 

That such a line of argu,nent should be taken up by 
«' 82. 

D-,gcncr'1ti"o of eYen the most narrow-minded !::CCtarians, can only 
th e sci<n_e. re<,ult from the evil repute into which the science nt 

one time undoubtedly fell,-a state of things which 

,. HERllERT Sru;ceR, "Study of Sociology" (London, 1873), 

cL.ap. \-ii., "Emotional Subjective Difficulties." 
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what mode of reasoning I know not, -that Chcirosophy 
argues a disbelief in the existence of a Deity, and of a 
future state; on the contrary, it constantly brings before 
the student the evidences of an all-powerful ,\geucy, 
and constantly directs his thoughts, both to the imme
diate future, which concerns us all so nearly, and to 
the ultimate future, which should concern us still more. 

Dcslurrollcs As Desbarrolles has said, at p. 48-l of his wag1111111 
opus :;211-"They wish to impede the progressofCheiro
mancy, under the pretext that it is wrong to go beyond 
the limits of natural knowledge; but do not s}t'c/aclts, 
which restore to the sight the vigour of youth, tres
pass beyond the limits of nature? must they, on that 
account, be proscribed? and microscopes, which make 
visible the invisible ? and telescopes, which reveal the 
nature of the heavens ? " [ vidc , iSa_] 

tJ 85. I do not deny that there is a painful side to the 
P:>inful ~utics or science : that the knowledge which we obtain is often 1he KJencc. 

terrible and saddening, betraying the faults and the 
misfortunes of our friends, as well as our own, and 
often dissipating our most fondly-cherished illusions; 
but who dares to deny the inestimable value of the 

Parallel to science? The astronomer, in the observatory, predicts 
:uU"Onomr, a storm, the means whereby the sailor's life may be 

endangered [ not his certain death], and the sailor 
does not embark ; a few days or hours later the 
storm supervenes, and the sailor's life is not wasted. 
So the Cheirosophist predicts a blow by the observation 
of the tendencies which will bring about a misfortune; 
the subject takes steps to escape 1t1 and the blow 
falls harmless. Aristotle spoke truly when he said, 
"Homo sapic11s dominabilur aslris." The astronomer 
warns by the promptings of astrology, the influence 
of the heavenly bodies upon the earth ; the astro
loaical Cheiromant will tell us that he also warns 

D 

r.a ADRIEN DP.SDARROI.I ES, "Mystercs<le In Mnin." Rcvcln• 
tions comple1cs. Suite et Fin (Pnris, 1879). 
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~y_astrol~gy, as the basis of the science [ vidt ,r 68]; and 
1t is Cheirosophy which, thus based upon the highest 
natural influences, finds out our natural tendencies 
and the influences under which we principally arc, 
and enables us to see in ourselves and others the 
rules by which the life, the actions, and the destiny 
are governed. And Cheirosophy, thus based upon 
astrology [if you will have it so], physiology, and 
ethics, gives to youth the experience and foresight of 
age, endows all men, who will study it, with that 
prescience which, under the name of intuitive faculty, 
is the cherished possession of so few, and enunciates 
and solves the problem of " Know thyself." 

rNO®I };EA YTON. 

Again, it reveals the natural aptitude of the young 
mind, and points out the walk in life to which it is 
most adapted 73 ; it points out the obstacles which 
beset the life, and how to avoid them; it is the pilot, 
which will, if properly consulted and obeyed, take us 
through the shoals of human tendencies; and thus 
the science once proscribed, but now divested of its 
deceit, its mystery, and its charlatanry, shines forth 
with the radiance of a pure science, courting the 
daylight of scientific investigation, the tests of adverse 
criticism, time, and fanatic opposition, and the concen
trated attention of all reaso11i11g beings. 

The writer in St. Paufs llfaga;int,1 4 whom I haYe 
before quoted, remarks in connection with this 

n "Mnis combien est petit le nombre des jeunes gens :mxqnels 
i! arri,•e d'Ctre divin<!s assez .i. temps pour ttre bien dirigt:~ ! et 
combien amsi est pctit Jc nombre des prCceptcursqui_cons~ntcnt, 
alxliqu:mt tout sysli:me exdusif, a adopter un systeme a part 
po11r chaque gi!nie a part. Ce ne scmit P"". trop at_tcndre de la 
sollicitude d'un phe, mais eel effort (et 1\ faudm,t le _m_ng~r 
panni Jes p1'1S g!!11<!rcux] scra toujours nu•dessus de !n so!hc1tu,.~ 

v~nale d'un etranger. "~D
0

ARPEl'>TlCNY. 
" A. F.OULE-1::VANS, St. f,J.111'1 Mas,1~i11r, rnl, iiii., P· 331, 

" Cl,irumnncy." 
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science:-" It is as unscientifi.:- to gauge the 
credibility of moral phenomena by physiral tests as 
it would be to attempt to demonstrate physical 
phenomena by arguments drawn from the region of 
moral speculation . . . the logical lesson to be learnt 
from this is, Study them more closely, and endeavour 
to get at their explanation; the scientific conclusion 
actually drawn is, \Ve cannot explain them, ergo they 
are all humbug! I venture to say that this conclusion 
will satisfy those alone who have never studied the 
history of science, and who are, therefore, not aware 
that every addition to our knowledge has been made 
in the teeth of scientific opposition." It seems to me 
to be a very easily conceivable thing to rc::ilizc that 
all these indications are brought about by what we may 
call, for the sake of definition, 11 Currentsoflmpression," 
by the agency of the highly sensitive 11erve fluid to 
which I have relcrred at length, which comes directly 
from the brain, and is amassed in the greatest quantity 
in the palm of the hand. Now, this constant passing 
action of a fluid endued with this great power must of 
necessity act upon the delicate tissues in which it 
works, just as the continued drop of water, or the 
constantly recurring footstep wears away the hardest 
granite; and, knowing that this powerful agency is 
incessantly at work in the exquisitely sensitive palm 
of the hand, which is [as my whole argument has 
continued to show] the most important auxiliary of 
the sense of touch, is it rational to say that the lines 
there found are the result of "accident," and th..1t 
Omnipotent Nature [ which "docs nothing in vain"] 
does not direct or control the clearly designated 
features of her most sensitive organ? 

It is often con!;ide1 cd the leading argument on the 
charlatanry of the science, that the Cheirosophist 
claims to predict a future malady, and C\'en the time 
of the death of the subject whose hand be holds i11 
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the present moment in the process of manufacture and 
the task of the seer is greatly simplified, for he e~n so 
direct present circumstances as to evolve a certain 
future; but if, as is more likely the case, the future is 
pre-existent as the flight of swallows, the variations of 
the barometer, and the premonitory symptoms of 
d1scase would indicate, the task of the cheirosophist 
becomes more complicated, for whatever shall be, 110w 

1s; and it is his apparently marvellous task to raise a 
powerful presumption of its exact nature. "Our 
thoughts," says Professor Owen, "are free to soar as 
far ns any legitimate analogy may seem to guide them 
rightly in the boundless ocean of unknown truth ! "77 

It is in dealing with luture events and their 
traditional signs that the Cheirosophist finds the 
greatest difficulty and room for the greatest doubt. 
Thus, in the case of sudden deaths and unforeseen 
calamities, we cannot satisfactorily account for the 
signs which predict them ; but it is a fact that 
certain traditional signs are accepted by the 
schools of Chcirosophy to indicate certain unfore
seen occurrences, and until they shall fail to 
predict correctly, we must accept them and retain 
them, but use them and cite them warily and dis
creetly. Cardan remarked that of forty-five persons 
to whom Barthelemy Cocles had predicted a sudden 
death, only two failed to fulfil his prediction.78 M. 
De5barrollcs, in the introduction to the 15th edition 
of his work already cited [ note 6&, p. 67 ], says on this 
point : -" I warn the reader that of the ancient Cheiro
ma11cy, and particularly of the prophetic nonsense 

" Pr•,fossor Sir RICIIARU OWEN, Op. cit., p. 83. 
n BARTHOI.OM!EUS CocLF.S, •• Chyromantic ac Physiognomie 

Aiust:uis," etc., 1503, fol, lfartholorua:i Coclitis "Phys1ogno
n·1;e d Chiromantire cumpcndium" (Argentorati) 1533 (153-1, 
1554, nnd 1555). "Le Compendion et 1,rie( cnscignment le 
l1hy 1vgnomic et Chirom.-incie" de ll. Cod~s (Paris, 1550). 
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of the sixteenth century, I h;:ivc only rc-tained cc-rtain 
signs which, repeated by all authorities, deser\'ed some 
consideration ; I have found them to be correct and I 

I 

ha\'e adopted them; but I must add that since the first 
edition of my book ( now some ten years since J I have 
not found, in the innumerable applications I have 
made of them, a single instance in which I could 
recognize their exactness." And, in his larger and later 
work, he continues, "It is good to seek for the meanings 
of popular traditions; there is always e\·idence of a 
somcthiug which has preserved the idea from oblivion. 
Good sense is often hidden beneath the cloak of folly, 
and the people gather them together; but adepts 
should apply themselves to the separation of the 

P'Arpentii;ny. nuggets from the dross." M. le Capitaine d' Arpentigny 
has an almost parallel passage in his work, " La 
Science de la 1Iain," and so it must be with us. In 
the following pages I ha\·e carefully excluded C\'cry 
indication of which I have not, by my own repeated 
experiences, recognized the reliability; it is only after 
experience that the Cheirosophic student will be able 
to decipher these apparently inexplicable signs. It is 
in this manner that Cheiromancy has survived all the 
other so-called "arts of divination"; many of the older 
Cheiromants turned their attention to other occult 
sciences, 79 but their works on Cheiromancy arc the 
only ones which command attention at the present day. 

4r92. The _time has come when the sciences ~vh!ch _aim 
lt.di:~1iomoflhe at readmg the character of man from the md1cattons 

body. of his body have become the objects of assiduous and 
scientific study, and of carefully directed research. 
At the end of the last century Johann Cosper 

" Thu5 Cocks and Tricnsso both wrote works on Gcomancy, 
Qr the practice of divination by the chance coincidences of ol,jccts, 
,·iz. :-TRICASSO I>A CESARI, "Geomantin di l'ictro cl' Aliano 
,,uovamente tradotlnlll peril Tricasso Mantuano" (('ur1io Troia• 
no di Navo) 1542; and BARTHELEM\' COCLES, ,, La Geomnntta 
nUO\'ISSimamente trndotta" (Venice, 1550), 
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Vnrley, :ind Zvllncr, whose investigations, in which 
he was a'iSisted Ly his colleagues Weber, Scheibner, 
,ind FcclinPr, alTurcJ a marvellous tJble of stafoaics for 
the !'.tudent.84 It is, however, of no real use to keep R,:;iur2tior, 

continually registering striking instances of the rcha- oC = 
bility of a science such as cheirosophy as shown by 
individual cases; the registration of such cases only 
proves the fact of their existence [which needs no sup-
port, their very existence alTording their own proof], 
without explaining, in any way, the principles which 
lead to the existence of the fact; it is the principles 
which we ought, and which I have endeavoured in 
this argument to establish. Still, it is a leading axiom 
of re::scarch that new truths ha\·e ever to run the 
gauntlet between ridicule and persecution [ vide ~~ 71 
and 7St1], and discoverers are always regarded as foolish 
or fraudulent, until the absolute certainty of their dis-
coveries has been established. 

"Religion," says the scholiast, "has been given to 
men by rc,·elation," and it has been the mental activity 
of the founders of religion which has caused it to 
take its acknowledged place; why, therefore, should 
we keep the principia of 'l new study (eclectic though it 
rnay be] bound hand and foot in the swaddling clothes 
of mental stagnation. Many there are who refuse to 
exert their brains on the behalf of eclectic science, 
who refuse to do the simplest things to test the truth 
of the dicta which they contemn. Are not such people 
like unto Naaman the Syrian, who "was wroth and 
went away" when he was commanded to do a simple 
thing, to demonstrate the power of the God of tl:e 
prophet Elisha? The whole history of science is a 
ncord of great disco\'crics, arising from trivially 
-;implc circumstances; Jct us instance the kettle-lid, 
and the falling apple and the copper hook which led 

11 A summary of the lnbours of Zollner may ue found in C. C. 
M .cy's "Tmn,cendcn1:1l l'hr,ics" (Lon,le>n. 1SSol. 
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James\Vatt, Isaac Newton, and Gakani to the discovery 
of steam, the laws of gravitation, nnd of galvanism.su 

\Ve must remc-mbrr that C'hcmistry nnd astronomy 
had both their origin in pursuits "hich were looked 
upon a:; evil and occult sciences, and we may, I think, 
safely say with Honore de Balznc, "In the present 
day so many established and authentic fads have 
been developed from ocC"ult sciences, that one day 
these sciences [i.r., those of so-called divination] will 
be profes::;ecl as nowadays men profess chemistry and 
nstronomy I" Sta 

"The self-complacent stolidity of lazy incredulity," 
snys Noel," is invincible," and this is epigrammatically 
true; the jeers of ignorant sceptics remind me always 
of the objectionable youth in the gallery at the play
house, who, disapproving [he knows not why] of the 
performance, or not understanding the pabulum offered 
upon the stage to his debilitated intellect, finds expres
sion for his feelings in profanity and "cat-calls." The 
laughter of people who have not given to this science 
a moment's rational thought, is to me as reasonable 
as if persons who have been born blind were to 
laugh at people who have that gift of sight of 
which they know nothing; the keen-sighted person 
only pities the blind man, and in like manner ..•. ? 
I low much less cause still would the blind man 
have to laugh if his blindness resulted only from 
his own laziness which rifusrd to see. Of course, 
a great factor in the ridicule and abuse with which 
the science meets is the incapacity which exists in 
a majority of mind,; to grasp the complex com
binations of a science so deep as Chcirosophy. 
A perfect illustration of this ic; Herbert Spencer's 
old gentleman, who expresses authoritatively hi; 

... Some most interesting notes on these points may be found 
in Sir Lyon Playfair's "Speech on the second reading of l\lr. 
Reed's Bill for the total suppression of scientific: experiments upon 
animals'' (London, 1883), subsequently printed in pamphlet fonn. 
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difficult, if not impossible. 86 But these orders of 
phenomena arc not, therefore, excluded from the 
concc-ption of science. In geology, in biology, in 
psychology, most of the previsions arC" q uali tati, e 
only; and where they arc quantitative, their quantita
tivene.,,s, never quite definite", is mostly very indefinite. 
Nevertheless, we unhesitatingly class these previsions 
as scientific." The above arguments point to wlut 
I think may some day be the line of reasoning which 
will lead to the physiological explanation of Cheiro
sophy; but, even if the indications cannot be accounte<l 
for, it does not alter the fact that they absolutely ,\RE. 

,- 98. The MATERIALISll of the age stands in our way; 
.llfatcrialistic • 
opposition. the matenalism which seeks to "account for" every-

thing, and which commences the process by doubting 
e,·erything; the materialism which bids fair to lead us 
to doubt the existence of mind, of soul, of everything. 

Dug:ild Stewart. "Of all the truths we know," says Dugald Stewart, 8• 
11 the r.,islmce of the mind is the most certain. Even 
the system of Berkeley concerning the 11011-cxistmce oj 

matter is far more conceivable than that nothing but 
matter exists in the u11iverse." And this same thought 
has been expressed by Francis Bacon, who commences 
his essay " Of Atheis.n" [ 16 r 2] thus :-" I had rather 
believe all the fables of the ' Legend ' and the 
'Talmud' and the 'Alcoran,' than that this uni,·ersal 
frame is without a mind." Doubt of the existence of 
mind [soul] is one of the least evils of this " fashion
able materialism." I have had it hurled at me, in 
defence of materialist views, that electricity and steam 
are the outcomes of nineteenth-century materialism ; 
but I have also heard it very ably debated that 
these very forces arc ruining us by the facilities 
they afford for Jiving at a headlong pace, that is 

" HERBERT SPENCER, Op. cit., chap. ii., p. 45 . 
.. DUGALD STEWAllT, "Elements of the Philosophy_ of the 

iiuman Mind" (l.Qn<lon, 3 vols, 4101 1792, 1814, nnJ 1827), 
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of this science which is rising to the top of the crucible 
of know~cdge, whence its dross and foreign impurities 
arc pass111g away, volatilized by the blast-furnace of 
Common Sense. 

There is also an astounding tendency among sceptics 
to declare, if they can find nothing else in the way of 
objection, that the "subject" is "in the s,,·im," and 
a~rees with the Cheirosophist so as to produce an 
effect upon a credulous audience. 89 Such ignorant 
incredulity as this is beneath our notice; but scientific 
and rational scepticism is the most \'aluable fact,.1r in 
the establishment of the science, for it shows us where 
our case requires strengthening, and by its reasonable 
counter-hypotheses sho\\·s us where we can strengthen 
the line of argument, which thus becomes eYery dny 
stronger and stronger. Fas est ah /Josic doccri I 

Again, it is a common thing fur me to hear people 
say that this is a subject unworthy the attention of 
scientific men on account of its triYiality. Unfortunately, 
the opinion expressed in Bacon's essay " Of Super
stition," viz. :-" The master of superstition is the 
people, and in all superstition wise men follow fool~, 
and arguments are fitted to practbe in a rc\'crsc order," 
was a painfully correct one, and its truth is e\'ident 
even to-day. \Vise men will not, as a rule, take the 
trouble to investigate even so pertinent a matter as 

09 "'hen Dr. E,daile made his now cclehrated experiments 
and im·estigalions in mesmerism ns an an:t>Sthetic in the Calcut1:1 
hospital, cutting out tumours, amputating limhs, nn<l perfo~ing 
terrible operations on patients who had merely been thrown 1010 

an hypnotic trance, without the administration of any other 
anxsthetic, there were not wnnting persons who stated that the 
patients lzad 6em 6ri6ed 1101 to scnam wrdtr t!e ~g,mit~ that they 
mjfn-d. A full account of these most fascmatmgly mtcr_est,ng 
experiences may be found in Dr. Esdaile's works, "l\! ei:mens;111~ 
India, and its practical npphcation in Surgery and :'.\~cd1c1u~ 
(London, 1846)1 and •• The Introduction of J\lcsmensm (,,:•t~ 
the sanction of Government) into the Hospit.1ls of India 
1,ondon, 2nd edition, 1Ss6l, 
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Chdrosophy, and what can be more mistaken than 
this ncgkct? Once allow that the claims of the 
sc.ic nee are genuine, and we ha,·e before us a 
science of the most a:stounding importance to 
humanity; let it, therefore, be investigated, and if 
investigation proves that the science is chimrerical, 
the time which will have been thus employed 
will 11ot have been wasted, but will have been most 
profitably spent in the timely suppression of a vast 
and degrading illusion. 

t; 103 \Ve know, all of us, by bitter experience, that 
religion, and even on occasion science, will denounce 
and de11y not only theories, but even facts, when 
they arc opposed to them. [Thus, for instance, at 
the end of the last century, it was firmly dwicd 
that acrolites fell, or could fall, from the sky, 
and the idea was utterly ridiculed.) The term 
"scientific impossibility" is too often nothing more or 
lcc;s than a synonym for " reasonable improbability." 
A writer in the Allge111ci11e Zcil1111g, in March 
1884, summed up these points with much concise
ness, pointing out the counter-danger that once 
people begin to be convinced they ate painfully apt 
to take everything and anything upon trust; he sums 
up his discourse by saying :-" In our opinion, super
stilio11 will only come to an end when exact science 
will take the trouble to examine, without prejudice, 
the facts it has hitherto distinctly denied; that is to 
say, when it will approach them with the admission 
that things arc not necessarily untrue, because they 
are unexplained." 

Narrow-m!nd~d 
a.ri;umcnts of 
rdlgicn and 

sc;iencc. 

The causes of psychological ignorance are pnnct· 
pa'ly these : the imperfections of language, which 
prL vent people from explaining and defining what 
the:y really mean ; the tendency to grasp general 
principles without studying particular facts; the 
extreme diflkully W.:! e.xpcrience in getting at nny 
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a~curate description of mental conditions; the preju. 
dices which arise from reverence for great opposing 
authorities and local traditions; and a deeply rooted 
penclra11! to run after, and, so to speak, to " swallow 
whole" any opinions, etc., which may be in their very 
nature singular or paradoxical, a readiness to believe 
improbabilities, like that of the Levantine family, 
who insisted on believing that "The Arabian Nights" 
were true histo,ies. 90 

Now I have done. Expcrfo crcdc ! "I ha\'e said all 
that I think necessary, and trust you will adopt that 
course which is best for the community and for 
yourselves." 91 Belie,·e, l pray you, intelligent 
reader, that the science I have done my best to 
place before you, in its highest state of development, 
in the follo,ving pages, and which I have endea
,·ourc.:d to explain and prepare you for in the 
foregoing argument, is no idle pastime, is no frivolous 
passc-femps, is no exercise of assurance; but that this 
little work is a simple manual towards the interpreta• 
tion of one of the pages of the greater Book of Nature; 
and that, seeing yourself as no one else sees you, and 
understanding the characters of those among whom 
your lot in life is cast, you may, in promoting the 
welfare of the individual, be advancing the welfare of 
the community; and that you may appreciate the 
privileges, with a due regard for the responsibilities 
of the Cheirosophist. 

Jul)I 13th, 1885 . 

.., DAYLE ST Jom-:, "Two Years' Residence in a I.c,-anline 

F:i.mily" (London, 1850). 
"' AEMO~0ENOT~ OATN9IAKO~l'' (36). ~,m13v tiP'l•a 4 

roµIfw rr11µ,tf>lp«~. i,iu•• a l>.o,<Tllt 6 1"l KO.I 1j ll'OA<I Kill llira<TI 

• i,;,oi.rn II i,µi, /."'lAAt ... 















THE PALM OF THE HAND. 

found the pl,ysical attributes of the character and the 
intensity with which they are developed, 

If the palm is thin, skinny, and narrow, it indicates '11112. 
timidity, a feeble mind, narrowness and paucity of Thin lllld 

intellect, and a want of depth of character, energy, n=aw. 

and moral forceY1 

If, on the other hand, it is in perfect proportion 
with the fingers, the thumb, and the rest of the body, 
firm without being hard, elastic without approaching 
to llabbmcss, the mind thereby indicated is evenly 
balanced, ready to accept impressions, appreciative, 
intelligent, and capable of sustaining and directing 
the promptings of the instinct. If, however, this last 

'ijllll, 
Wcll

propc,nioncd 

hand is too highly developed, and its proportions are Ova-dmlopcd 

too strongly accentuated, the exaggeration of these 
qualities tends to produce over-confidence, selfish-
ness, and sensuality; whilst if, going a step farther, 
the hand joins to these highly-developed propor-
tions a hardness and resistance to the touch, and 11:udo

the palm is longer than the fingers, the character 
tends t~wards brutality of instinct, and a low grade 
of intelligence is betrayed by the animality of the 
ideas. [It will be noted i11fr<i L, 265] that these 
last characteristics are those par excd/c11ce of the 
elementary type.) 

A hollow, deep palm denotes almost invariably '] 114. 
misfortune, loss of money, misery, and danger of Hollow p.um. 
failure in enterprise. [It will be seen i11Jr<i that this is 
caused by a defection of the Plain of Mars (vidc ,r 380, 
and p. 217 ), and is a sign of ill luck even when the 
rest of the hand is favourable.) 

The palm therefore must be absolutely normal, 'i 116. 
' , I • . r 

and naturally proportioned to the rest of the ham N_°'.'~"dY.~ 
~ ooruu.a con mor 

(i.t., to the thumb and finger.;), and thus to the rest 

11 This is nlso one of the rules lai,I down by Aristotle in his 
ucatisc on Physiognomy: -l>'l'~IOI'NO.\IIKA, K,~. i: .l,~oii 
O'IJIU,a . • . x,ipu >.n·To.l .-o.l µo.Kp"-•· 
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of the body. 9~ In any other case its indications will 
be found to modify those of the rest of the hand to 

I 
the consideration of which we can now turn. 

Any excess in the formation of any part of thl' 
hand is bad, denoting disorder and demoralization of 
the qualities indicated by the formation which is in 
excess, and this is the more infallible [ as will be seen 1 
if the phalanx of the thumb, wherein arc seated the 
indications of the will, be Jong. 

§ z. T/,c Jomfs of //,e Fingers. 

Looking at the fingers of the whole world, they 
divide themselves, cheirognomically speaking, into 
two great classes: (a) Fingers which arc knolled, 
and (/3) fingers which arc smooth ; that is to say, 
(a) those in which the joints are so dc\'elopcd as to 
cause a perceptible" bulge" where they occur between 
the phalanges of the fingers, and (/3) those in which 
the j0ints arc so little pronounced as to be imycr
ceptiblc at first sight; and the former class divides 
itself again into two sub-classes: (a 1) those fingers 
which have both joints developed, and (a z) those 
which have but one. 

c, 118. Development of the joints of the fingers indicates 
T'lcj inu. thought and order, which arc greater or less in their 

influence on the life, according as one or both joints 
arc to a great<.'r or less degree prominent. 

r 119. If the first joint [i.e., that which connects the first ( or 
The upper joint. nailed) phalanx and the second (or middle) phalanx] 

is developed, accentuating the junction of the first and 
second phalanges of the fingers, it indicates a method 
and reason in the ideas, a well-ordered mind, and a 
neat administrative disposition. The dcvc::lopment of 
this joint, if the phalanx of will [ on the thumb] is 
long, is generally indicative of remarkable intelligence; 

'" Palma truncata et dii;:itis impar indicat in manu fa:mina: 
difficilem et periculosam lucinam. 
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but if the phalanx of will is short, this development 
of the first joint often betrays c:i,:cess of ill directed 
reasoning, tending t,, paradoxicalism, and this i, more 
rc_rtainly the case [as _will be seen i11/r<i,, 583j if the 
I.me of the llead decline upon the Mount of the l\loon 
and the lingers arc pointcd. 05 \\'hen the Mount of 
Jupiter is high in the hand, the development of this 
joint dcnQtes vanity. 

If this first joint be very prominent there is always 
a great deal of talent in the subjceL; but if the lines 
of the palm are thin and dry, and the thumb is small, 
a lamentable want of soul is generally apparent. 
Reason, however, remains always the prevailing 
instinct. 

If the second joint [i.e., that which connects the 
second (or middle) phalanx and the third (or lower) 
phalanx] is also developed, the instincts of reason and 
order arc the more strongly pronounced. In this 
L'aSC the prevailing instincts of the subject will be 
symmetry, order, and punctuality. The mind will 
be well regulated, the ideas will be good and equit-
able, and the actions will be governed by reflection 
and deliberation. There will be the lo\'e of analysis 
and of inquiry, and a strong pmd1a11t towards the 
sciences. Both joints thus developed, and the Mount 

r 120. 
The nppcr join1 

unsupported 

,-121. 
r-,th joints 
dc,clopcd. 

of the Moon high in the palm indicate a love of ln6ucncc of !hi 
I m~L 

poetry and of music, but the poetry must be grand 
and reasonable (not fantastic or erotic), and the music 
will be scientific and true (harmony, counterpoint, 
fugue, and the like]. 

N The rea,lcr is requested not to take nlarm nt sentence, like 
the iuregoing, which :ii present must seem lo him Iv 1,e unintclli
c1blc, nnd ~.1,·ouring uf astrology nn,1 charlnl:rnry. The rcasQn 
of their use, as II ell n.s their mc:mi11g, will become quite cle:ir 
to 1nm n.<; he rc1,J, the following pages, nnd n~ I have said 
SllfrJ, "j 1o6, it is useless nnil impo~iblc to endeavour to scp.1• 
rate "!Jolly the l wo branches of chcirosophy known for distiao
t1on a:; chcirognomy and cheiromancv. 
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1122: . The development of the second joint only, gives to 
The owcr 10ml. b. t d d . . a su 1cc or er an arrangement m thmgs material 

and worldly, as opposed to the orderliness in things 
mental and psychological, which is indicated by the 
development of the first [ or upper] joint. The order
liness of the second joint is that which appertains 
to things connected with one's self, a selfish order 
which produces merchants, calculators, speculators, 
and egoists. 

1' 123. If on the other hand your fingers have 11eithcr joint I 
Smooth fmi;crs. h" hi [ 1g y developed, i.e., no perceptible bulge is to be I 

seen at the joints,] your pmclia11/ will be towards the 
arts. Your proceedings and actions will be governed 
by inspiration and by impulse, by sentiment and by 
fancy, rather than, as in the former case, by reasoning, 
knowledge, and analysis, and whatever the type of the 
hand, if the fingers are smooth, the first impression of 
that subject is always the correct one, and subsequent 
reflection will not help him in arriving at a con
clusion. 

«J 124. Smooth fingers with the first joint indicated by a , 
5.moolh fins~ bulge which is not very much accentuated, often 
lrlth Upptt JOlDl . , , 

perceptible. denote a talent for spontaneous mvention and m-
tuition in the pursuit of science, but these qualities 
arc ncYer in this case the result of calculation. This 
~rst joint rising only on the back of the fingers, 
110! bulging out at their sides, indicates a talent for 
invention. 

-J 125. \Vhen with smooth fingers the Line of the Head 
E.id line of had. [ vidc ,i~ 5 7 2 and 583] is bad and twisted, declining upon 

the Mount of the Moon, which is high, with a short 
phalanx of logic in the thumb, though the intuition 
remains, it will generally be all wrong, and give to 
the subject the most false conceptions. 

,r l26. Thus it is easily explained that whilst knotty-
Effect ofjoinr.s. fingered [,·.e., prominent-jointed] subjects have most 

taste intellectually speaking f taste, properly so called, 
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L1t1<cTn or T, a: § 3 Tl,c Comparatiuc Lc11g//1 of Ilic Fingers. 
FIN<i&l<S. 

1131. 
Short fingers. 

~132. 
Effect of short 

fingers. 

1133. 
l hiLk a11d short 

fm:;crs. 

Wcu band. 

1134. 
Sh rt fin;;e1'5 
wit 1~ jumts. 

Ag..iin, the fingc-rs of a hand arc either short or 
long. That is, on first sight they may strike one as 
being cith~•r short or long by comparison with the 
palm and rest of the hand, or by comparison with 
the majority of fingers one is in the habit of seeing. 

People with short fingers arc quicker, more im- ' 
pulsive, and act more by intuition and on the spur of 
the moment, than people with long; they prefer 
generalities to details, jumping hastily to conclusions, 
and are quick at grasping the entirety of a subject. 

They arc not particular about trifles, caring little 
for appearances and for the com·cntionalities of life; 
but their leading feature is their quickness of instinct 
and action. Their judgmcnt is quick, and their action 
is prompt, and they ha\'e, to a remarkable degree, the 
instinct of the perception of masses. They arc brief 
and concise in expression and in writing, but often 
when the rest of the hand is weak such subjects are 
given to frivolity and chattering. 

If the fingers arc thick as well as short it is a sign 
of cruelty. Short fingers with a short line of head 
denote want of tact, and carelessness in acting on 
impul-:,e, especially if the Mount of the !\loon is highly 
developed ; but with short nails and a long line of 
head, the instinct of synthesis [ which is the great 
attribute of the short-fingered subject] gives a talent 
for grac;ping particulars and comprehending a scheme 
which produces a rare faculty for administration. 

If with short fingers dthcr or both of the joints 
arc developed, they will ha,·e a certain amount of 
reason and calculation to assist the quickness of their 
intellect, which will thus be supplemented by a 
powerful auxiliary, for the calculation indicated by 
the joints will be able to apply itself with the rapidity 
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1141. \Vith both joints developed you will find pugnacity, 
Lon.: fingers and t d d "d • d . 

bolh joints. argumen , an a I act1c mo c of expression, boldness 
of manner and speech, and even malice, especially 
when to these long jointed fingers a subject adds a 
large thumb, which indications generally reveal chi
canery, dishonesty, a controversial humour, and a 
penchant towards scandal and mischief making; the 
latter particularly when the fingers terminate in short 
nails. 

1142. Thus, to recapitulate : a large hand indicates a love 
!:;~~':;_ and appreciation of details and minutire; a medium

sized hand denotes comprehension of details a11d 
power of grasping a whole; whilst very small hands 
betray always the instincts and appreciation of syn
thesis. 

'J 143. The large-handed subject will have things small in 
"{'.,~::,; ':d themselves, but exquisitely finished, whilst the small

•mall-h.1.ndcd handed subject desires the massive, the grandiose, 
•ubjccis. and the colossal. Artists in horolog:ic have always 

large, whilst the designers and builders of pyramids 
and colossal temples have always small hands. In\ 
Egyptian papyri and hieroglyphic inscriptions the 
smallness of the hands of the persons represented 
always strikes one at first sight. 

• 144. In like manner people with small hands always 1 

Hand...-ritin~ write large, whilst people with large hands always 
write [naturally] small. 

"J' 145. Thus it will be seen that it is only medium-propor-
Mcdium h.1.ods.. tioned hands that possess the talents of synthesis and 

of analysis, the power of appreciating at the same time 
the mass, and the details of which it is constituted. 

TH& F11,c;ERS 
GES'ERALLY. 

1148. 
1nc thr~ 
pbalan&cs.. 

§ 4- Tl,e Fingers generally. 

The three phalanges of the fingers have also their 
significations. Thus, the first phalanges of the fingers 
represent the intuitive faculties, the second pha!anges 
represent the reasoning powers, and the third or 
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witty; if his fingers crook upward that shows him 
libernl, if dowmvard niggardly"; and it will be inter• 
esting for the reader to note, during the perusal of the 
following page,,, that these indicati,)ns arc quite correct. 

§ S· T/,c Fmger Jips. 

1b 'r 
wnccltlcsa. 

T1•g Fl"i'C~I 

The first [or exterior] phalanges of the fingers of n ;~; 5 
hand present four principal formations. They arc Th• i ur ;rin

either (a) "Spatulate," i.e., the tip of the finger is cip;,I form:itions 

broad and flat, or club-shaped, hkc the "spatula" with 
which a chymist mixes his drugs. (/3) "Square," 
i.t,, the tip of the finger, instead of being round 
and cylindrical and curved o\'cr the top, is flat 
upon the tip, and so shaped that a trans,·erse sec-
tion of the tip would present the appearance of a 
square, at least as regards three sides thereof: [the 
inside of the finger tip is in almost all cases cur\'ed]. 
( y) "Conic," i.e., the tip is cylindrical, and rounded 
over the top like a thimble; or (8) "Pointed," i.e., the 
finger ends in a more or less extended circular point: 
and each of these forms has such marked and different 
characteristics as almost to constitute types by them-
selves. [\Vith certain concomitant signs they do con· 
stitute the Types of Cheirognomy which will be fully 
considered in a future sub-section ; but it seems right 
here to notice the particular instincts indicated by 
each one in particular.] 

If your fingers terminate in spatule your first desire 
will be for action, activity, movement, locomotion, and 
manual exercise; you will have a love of what is useful, 
physicnl, and reasonable; yours will be the appre-
ciation of things from the utilitarian point of \'icw, 
lovc of animals, and inclination for tra\'el, war, agri-
rulturc, and commerce. You \\'ill interest your~clf 
principally in the things of real lifo-physical and 
mechanical force,calculation, industry, applied sciences, 

decorative art, and so on. 

1156. 
Sp:uubte 
fingon. 
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If 167. And here [to recede a little] you must take into 
Jointed or "d t" h "d •. 

..., 001 h spatulatc cons1 era 10n w at we sa1 about the Jomts (p. 102 ), 

fin;cn. understanding that the subject with spatulate knolly 
fingers will develop and pursue the propensities of 
the spatulate finger-tip by reason, calculation, and 
kno,vledge, as opposed to the subject with spatulate 
s111001/1 fingers, who will develop the same charac
teristics by spontaneity, by impulse, by rapid loco
motion, and by inspiration. Thus, if your fingers 
terminating in spatule have the joints developed you 
will excel in practical science and scientific mechanics, 
[ such as statics, dynamics, navigation, architecture, 
and the like). And [ as we shall see presently] the 
tendencies of this spa tu late formation of the finger tips 
are the more accentuated if you add to them a large 
thumb and firm hands. 

1158. 
Square 6nccrs. 

1169. 
T&dillcss. 

If your finger tips are square your prevailing 
characteristics will be symmetry and exactitude of 
thought and habit. You will have a taste for 
philosophy, politics, social science and morals, 
languages, logic, geometry, [though you will pro
bably only study them superficially]. You will 
admire dramatic, analytic, and didactic poetry, and 
you will require and appreciate metre, rhythm, 
construction, grammar, and arrangement in literature, 
whether poetic or otherwise, and your admiration 
in art will be for the defined and conventional. 
You will have business capacity and respect for 
authority, combined with moderate but positive ideas. 
You will incline to discovery rather than to imagina
tion, to theory and rhetoric rather than to practical 
action. 

You will admire order and tidiness, but unless 
your fingers have the joints developed, you will not 
practise the tidiness you admire-i.e., you will arrange 
things that are visible, but your drawers and cup
board$ will be in confusion. 
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tion, which dcvelopes into lying, and particularly into 
afrt'ctation and eccentricity of manner. 

Fingers too square show fanatical love of order and 
method in the abstract, servile submi::;sion to conven
tionality, and to self-prescribed and otherwise regulated 
ordinances. 

Exaggerated spatulation of the fingers indicates 
tyranny, (especially in the thumb, vide i11/rci, ~ 19-t,] 
perpetual hurry, restlessness, and discontent with 
on,.'s fellow-creatures. 

These excesses of formation arc also much in
fluenced by the development or want of development 
of the thumb [vidt.' ,,i 197-198 and 202-3]. 

§ 6. Tl1e IIc1iri11css of the lland. 

To leave nothing connected with the hand uncon
sidered, the greater or less amount of hair found 
thLrcon must also engage our attention. 

~172. 
l •·= or 

l4U.1.tcnc--ss. 

1173. 
Lxrr-ilive 
sp"1ulc. 

1174. 
Lffa:t or the 
thumb upoa 

UCCSSC!.. 

HAUUNl!.SS. 

A hand the back <'f which is very hairy betokens 117/i. 
inconstancy whilst a quite hairless and smonth hand Hoiryhand. and 

' . 1. I h . . smooth hands. dl notes fully and presumption. .A s 1g 1t amncss 
gives prudence and love of luxury to a man; but a 
hairy hand on a woman always denotes cruelty. 

llair upnn the thumb [according to the Sicur de 
Peruchio] denotes ingenuity: on the third or lower 
phalanges of the fingers only, it betrays affectation, and 
on all lhc phalanges a quick temper and choleric dis-
position. 

1178. 
Ha.iry thumbs 

and lingers. 

Complete absence of hair upon the hands betokens ~ 177. 
Absence of hair. 

effeminacy and cowardice. 

§ 7. The Colour of the Hands. 

If the hands arc continually white, neYcr changing 
colour [ or only doing so \'Cry slightly] u1~der the 
influ('llccs of heat or of cold, they denote egoism, ~cl
fishncss, and a want of sympathy with the joys and 
sorrows of others. 

COLOUR. 

1178. 
Cons~tly 

while hands. 
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is by far the most important part of the hand both 
. • ' 

c hcirognom1cally and practically speaking, for without 
it the hand would be-comparath·cly [if not absolutely] 
powerless, and in it the cheirosophist looks for the 
indications of the two greatest controlling powers of 
the human system-will and logic. 

"The hand dmoles t/1e superior a11imal," said D'Ar- 1183. 
pentigny, "tlte 11111111b i11divid11alit:es /he MAN." 100 D'Arpcntigay. 

The thumb is divided into three parts-the root [or ('"184. 
Mount uf Venus], which will be considered fully in a Thcdivisiom ol 

• . the lhumb, 
future chapter [ vide p. 224], belonging more especially 
to chciromancy pure and simple; the second phalanx, 
which is that of Logic; and the first [ or nailed) 
phalanx, which is the seat of the Will. Thus it betrays 
the whole hand, and interprets the direction in which 
its indicated aptitudes have been, or are being, de-
veloped, for \Viii, Reason, and Passion are the three 
prevailing motors of the human race. 

The second phalanx indicates our greater or less ,- 185. 
f • • d d , Thcphawuor amount o perception, JU gment, an reasoning power; IQiic..,,d ofwiH. 

the first by its greater or less development indicates 
the strength of our will, our decision, and our capacity 
for taking the initiative. 

If the first phalanx is poor, weak, and short, it 
betrays feebleness of will, want of decision and 
promptitude in action, unreliability and inconstancy, 
readiness to accept other people's opinions rather than 
to net upon one's O'\\'n, doubt, uncertainty, and indif-
ference. 

\Vhcn a subject has such :.1 thumb as this, and is 
at the snme time devoted to nny pnrticular person or 
cause, or heroic in his action on any particular emer
gency, his devotion and heroism arc spontnncous and 

, .. "L'A11i111nl suplrrtur est Jans l:l main; /'hr-1':nu est ?ans le 
r1«t.' D'ARl'ENTIG~\', "La science de l:i l\lnl!l; ou I ,\rt de 
rcconnaitrc le.; •en Jnaccs de l'intt'lligencc c.l'apres lcs formes de 
13 mnin" {l'aris, Dmtu, 1865, 3rd edition). 

,-186. 
The upper 

ph:ibnxwc:lk 

4;" 187. 
Hcroiun of a 
wru thumb. 



, 188. 
Weak will and 
,trong logic. 

r1s9. 
The upper 

J lul:uu strong, 
llnd the Jg\\ er 

1!ion. 

~ 190. 
Power or strong 

will. 

,-101. 
Strong will with 
•;u:irc fingers, 

~tc. 

With sc.r1 lund. 

9.f 102. 
r..lTect or the 

.Moon. 

1103. 
U ppcr plu.bnx 

broad. 
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sudden, [,.c., they arc emotional,] not premeditated or 
lasting. 

If with a wc:ik phalanx of will, such as this, your 
second phalanx [ that of reason and lor,ic l is highly 
developed, you will be able to give excellent reasons 
for this want of will and unccrt,1inty uf di!';position, 
and, though your reasoning powers are excellent, and 
the promptings of your common sense arc strong, you 
bck the will and decision to put your common sense 
into practice, and to act boldly on the suggestions c,f 
your better judgment. 

And conversely, if your first phalanx be long, and 
your second phalanx be short, you will be quick, 
impulsive, decided, tenacious of your own opinions 
(howe,·er erroneous they may be], and enthusiastic; 
but your own want of logic to subdue and direct your 
spirit of action and strength of will, renders that will 
of little use to you, and in point of fact you tend 
towards unreasoning obstinacy. 

A well-developed phalanx of Will \\'ill often over
come [or at any rate greatly modify] a bad fatality 
foreshadowed in the palm of the hand. 

\\Tith square fingers, and a good line of Apollo 
[uidc i11.frti, p . .261], a well-developed first phalanx of 
the thumb indicntes a strong will tempered and 
modified by a love of justice, and with a soft hand 
this decision of character will only be exercised by 
fits and starts, in consequence of the natural laziness 
of the disposition. 

With a highly-developed Mount of the Moon, a 
love of repose and quietude will soothe the acth·ity 
of a highly-dc,·dopcd ph::ilaux of \Viii, which 
under these circumstances wHI only show itself by 
a dictatorial tone in conversation and a domination 

in manner. 
If the phalanx is broad, but not particularly long, it 

betrays obstinacy and unrcason::iblencss, unless with 





..:-101. 
EIToct ,f Lrcad 

thumb. 

'198. 
Effect or -no.II 

1humb. 

«]199. 
Shon logic: in 
a wuk b:.nd. 

"J200. 
1-"'l:c lhumbs 

and ,mall 
thumbs. 
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It must also be noted that broadness of the first 
phalanx of the thumb [ obstinacy] renders any excess 
of formation found clsewhc-re in the hand additionally 
serious nnd ominous, for it is nlnwst irwariably ac
companied by a short and small phalanx of logic or 
reason. 

Therefore, it will be seen, that th<.' greater or 
less development of the various portions of the 
thumb plays a most important part in the science of 
cheirosophy: you may take it, as a rule, that a small, 
ill-formed, feeble, or badly-deYeloped thumb indicates 
Yacillation of mind, irr<.'solution and want of decision 
in affairs which require to be governed by reason 
rather than by instinct or by sentiment. 

If the shortness of the second phalanx (logic] shows 
want of reasoning power; pointed fingers, a weak line 
of the head declining upon a high Mount of the Moon, 
and forked at its extremity, all give unfailing indications 
of a foolish-mindedness that cannot be counteracted 
ev<.'n by a well-developed phalanx of will, or a well
formed line of fortune. 

Small-thumbed subjects are governed rather by 
heart, as opposed to large-thumbed subjects, who are 
goYerned by head ; the former ha,·e more gentiments 
than ideas, the latter have more ideas than sentiments. 

1201. The bad indications [i.r.., the wc-nkness] of a small 
Modifi~ng signs. thumb may be counteracted by a high Mount or 

Pl:tin of Mars, which will give firmness and decision 
to the chnracter, as well as calmness nnd resignation. 
Another modifying sjgn is softness of the hand, [i.e., 
laziness,] for in this case the subject will not tnke the 
trouble to get into mischief, [though he lacks the strength 
of\Vill to resist temptation when it comes in his wayJ. 

t; 202. 
Effect of larJ:• 
1humb and or 
=II thumb 
wi1h =lh 

lini:cn. 

\\'ith a large thumb, you will be independent and 
c;elf-rcliant, inclining rather to dec;potism, governing 
by will rather than by persuasion; with a small one, 
you will be reliant on others, easily governed, and 
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th,mgh, when up, he will work as h:ird, or take great 
interest in seeing others work ns hard. 

41: 206. Again, people with soft hands ha,·e always a love 
Sor, hands. f h I 

9i207. 
Sor, sp:uul:.t~ 

hands. 

o t c m:.irvc louc;, being more nc-rvous, more impres-
sionable, more imaginative than those with hard 
hands. A ·very soft hand has to a still greater degree 
developed this fascination for the strange and un
canny, being rendered additionally superstitious by 
their bodily laziness, which keeps their minds active. 
The tendency is still more pronounced if the fingers 
arc pointed. 

On the other hand, a sojl spatulatc subject, by 
reason of !1is deslre for movement, is always eager 
to search nnd expcrimentalize in the marvellous; dis
coveries in the occult sciences are generally made by 
people with pointed fingers, but these discoveries are 
always followed up by people with soft spatulate hands. 

f 208. In like manner a very hard hand will be supcr-
Vuyhard band .. !;titious from want of intellect to make him otherwise, 

and the tendency will be the more accentuated if the 
subject have also pointed and smooth fingers. 

But if a soft hand have a long phalanx of will, the 
lnffucnce of the subiect, though naturally lazy, will discipline himself, 

thumb. J 

... 209. 

1210. 
H ardncs:c or the 

li:amls io age. 

:md often compel himself to do work which is dis-
tasteful to him. 

I have in another place 1o2 called attention to the 
circumstance that, as we increase in years and our 
intellects get weaker, we are apt to take to hard 
manual labour, such as gardening, carpentering, and 
the like; it will be observed that at the same time 
our h:mds get firmer, even to hardness, and this 
before natural decay renders them parchmcnty and 
bony. \Ve become more philosophic, and less ere-

1n •• Chirom:mcy, or the Science of Pa.lmistry; being [lCoucise 
Expo ition of the Principles [lnd Practice of lhe Art of Rr-admg 
the llaml." Il)' Henry Frith and Edward Heron-Allen. (Lond,m. 
18S ;.) 





121'1. 
Firm hand &Dd 
I >wc:r joint, etc. 

1218. 
S ft-lumlcd 
rcpuL;, .ms. 

.:219. 
Firm hands and 
the Monn! of 

Venus. 

4i220. 
Softness during 

illness. 

CHEIROGNOMY. 

A hand of a good finn consistency, having the Joint 
of order [the second] well developed, with a Jong 
phal,mx of logk, is an almost invariable indication of 
good fortune, which is well merited, well striven for 

' and therefore thoroughly realized. 
People of sedentary occupations generally have soft 

hands, and aie generally the most republican in their 
creeds, because their bodies being quiet their brains 
arc the more acti\•e. These soft-handed republicans 
arc those who rave at their followers and harangue 
the mob with the premeditated verbiage of expe
rimental incendinrism, whilst the hard-handed repub
licans are those who organize, who act, and who 
devote all their energies to the attainment of the 
objects which their pointed fingers prompt them to 
strive for. 

The man with the firm, strong hands and the deYe
loped Mount of Venus [vide p. 224] is the man who 
will exert himself to amuse others with feats of grace 
and of agility; who will romp with children, and work 
hard to contribute his share to the general harmony. 

During an illness a hand which is naturally inclined 
to be hard, will often become temporarily soft, re
gaining its natural hardness when the ordinary habits 
of life are resumed. It has been argued to me from 
this, that the indications afforded by cheirognomy arc 
unstable and unreliable; but on the other hand it is a 
most interesting fact in support of the science, for the 
enforced laziness during the time of illness produces 
in the hand the chcirognomical sign of laziness, and 
proves that a temporary abandonment of its charac
teristic employments by a hand, will cause it to 
conform chcirognomically to the indication of the 
newly-acquired (though enforced) course of life. 





"226. 
Spa.tubu~n of 

the index. 

1227. 
The second 

finger. 
Spatul:,tcd or 

twisted. 

.. 228. 
Pointed sceond 

fiDi:cr, 

"J229. 
Squ=:middle 

lin.;cr. 

1'230, 
Spa.tulation of 

the middle 
finger. 

.-: 231. 
'.fhe phabngc, 
cf the s«ood 

fio;cr. 
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with a good development of the J\lount of Jupiter [vide 
p. 204], he will have tolerance and reason in religion. 

A spatulate termination to this finger (fortunately 
a very rare fon11] indicates, as a rule, intense mysti
cism and error, especially iu a smooth-fingered hand. 

If the second [ or middle J finger is highly developed 
and flo.1t [i.e., inclined to spatulation] it indicates sad
ness, fatalism, a morbid imagination, and melancholy. 
[If it is t\\'isted it is said to be a sign of murderous 
instincts and inclination.] 

This finger is seldom pointed; but whcn it is so the 
point m0dilics the sad and morbid influence which is 
the insepaiablc evil of the development and conditions 
of this finger, producing callousness and frivolity in 
place of morbidity and moroseness. This result is 
more striking if the hand bears also a small thumb. 

If the finger is square the character of the subject 
becomes gra\'e in proportion to the greater or lesser 
accentuation of the square formation of the finger. 

The spatulatc is the most natural and ordinary 
termination for this finger, giving it activity of imagi
nation, and a morbid fancy in matters relating lo art, 
science, and literature. 

If on this finger the first phalanx is long, it betokens 
sadness and superstition, 'iJcry long it bdrays a morbid 
desire for death, and, in a weak hand with a small 
thumb, a horrible temptation to suicide. lf the st.:cond 
phalanx is long by comparison with the others it 
denotes love of agriculture and mechanical occupa
tions, or, if the joints arc prominent, mathcmatic.:s 
and the exact sciences. If the fingers arc smooth 
the de,·elopment of this second phalanx will give a 
talent for occult science. Lastly, if the third phalanx 
is long and large it denotes avarice. 

, 232. If the finger incline at the tip tow~rds th_e first 
Miiidle linger finger the fatalism indicated thereby 1s dommated, 

inclined tc,w:irds d'fi d b 'd and sell-con-llae ,hitd or first. and to some extent rno 1 1c , Y pn e 
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fid:nce •. If it in~lin~ to:vards ~he third [or middle] 
finoer tlus same fatalism ,s dommatcd by art. 

If the third ( or ring] finger is as long as the first 
"t I • • 1233. 
1 s 1ows arttst,c taste, and a desire and ambition to The third &n;;a 

become celebrated and wealthy through artistic talent. 
If it is as long as the second linger, however, it indi-
cates a gambler, or a person who is foolhardy and 
rash, e:5pccially when the Mount of Mercury ( vide 
p. 2 I 4] 1s developed. \Vhen a hand is otherwise good 
and strong, this length of the third finger merely indi-
cates a love of adventure and enterprise, especially if 
the finger tips arc spatulate. If the finger is longer 
than the second or middle finger, it indicates that the 
instinct and talent for art will triumph o\·er the 
fatality which will place obstacles in its way and 
try to impede its progress. 

ff the tip of this finger is pointed it denotes intui
tion in art; but if all the other fingers present diffe
rent formations of the tips it will indicate frh·olity 
and levity of mind. 

A square-tipped third finger will seek for positivism, 
research and reason in art, and, with the third or 
lowest phalanx large, a love of wealth. 

,\ spatulate termination to the linger will denote 
love of action and movement in art, battles, struggles, 
animated scenes, and representations of them. Such 
suhjects generally make good actors, elncutionists, and 
orators. 

If the fin"er is amorphic and shapeless at its extre-
o • I 

mity, it denotes positivism ef mind and commercia 
talent and instinct. If the finger is short whilst the 
rest of the hand is decidedly artistic, the talent for 
nrt will be there, but it will indicate a mercenary pur-
suit of art for the sake of its emoluments and rewards. 

The first (or outer] phalanx long shows great 
artistic feeling; the second, highly developed, denotes 
reason and industry in art and the love of those 

~234. 
Pointed third 

linger. 

1235. 
Square third 

(u,scr. 

,- 236. 
SJS1tulation of 

the thud lin;;cr. 

"j237. 
Shapelessness oz 
wortocn of the 

third 6'>iU-

«J238 
Th• rhalani:cs 
of the third 

f.n.c-cr 
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qualities; the third phalanx dominating the others 
betrays love of form and conventionality, vanity in 
art, and a strong desire for wealth. 

,_239. The development of the first [or upper] J'oint will rnvc _ 'be JOIIILS or the . b. 

third finger. to this finger research and love of perfection and finish 

,240. 
The fourth 

finger. 

1241. 
Painted fourth 

fingu. 

, •. 
Square little 

UC-, 

in art, whilst a prominence of the second [ or lower] 
joint will indicate a love and appreciation of riches. 

If the fourth [ or little] finger is long [ i.e., reaching to 
the middle of the nailed phalanx of the middle finger] 
it indicates a search after knowledge, a love of educa
tion, and a desire to perfect oneself in all kinds of 
learning. Such a subject will gather quickly the 
principia of a science, and [from the eloquence and 
powers of expression, denoted by a development of 
this finger] can discourse and converse with case on 
any subject he has ever taken up. If the finger is as 
long as the third itself, the owner of the hand will be 
a philosopher and a savant, unless the whole hand is 
bad, when this formation denotes cunning and ruse. 
In the rare cases where the little finger is so long as 
to reach the top of the second finger, the indication 
is that the love of science will dominate every fatality 
of the life, and will surmount every obstacle which 
may be thrown in his way. If, on the other hand, 
the finger is very short, it betokens a very quick 
perception and power of grasping things and reason-
ing them out with rapidity. 

A pointed little finger indicates intuition in applied 
and occult sciences, perspicacity, cunning, and elo
quence, which can be brought into requisition to 
discourse about the veriest nothings. Such subjcrt;; 
make by far the best "after-dinner speakers" and 
complimentary orators. 

Squareness of this finger tip denotes reason in 
science, love of research and discovery, combined 
with logic, good sense, and facility of expression 
when there is need for it. 
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present, however, a few of the elementary rules of 
this branch cannot fail to be of use and interest to 
the student of Cheirosophy, as being in a high degree 
germane to the considerations wherewith WE' arc in 
this ,·olume occupying our attention. 

1246. To keep the hands always tightly closed denotes 
Closed h:inds and • d ,, 

open h:inds. secrctl\'eness, an not un,requently a tendency to 
untruth. To keep them closed in this manner even 
when walking betrays timidity and a\'arice, whilst to 
carry the hands continually open indicates liberality 
and openness of disposition. 

1247 To let the hands hang carelessly and loosely by the 
Cattlcssn~ sides betokens laziness, restlessness, and often a sus

, 248. 
Agitation and 

quic.scence. 

picious disposition. 
If in walking you keep the hands clasped, swinging 

them to and fro, it shows promptness and impetuosity 
of character, whilst to keep the hands motionless by 
the sides betrays dignity and reserve. To keep them 
absolutely and studiously impassive de~otes yanity, 
conceit, and often falsehood. 

'I! 249. If when the body is at rest the fingers are con-
1:"• fing~ stantly tapping together, it denotes lightness, dreami-

1.1pp10&' togcwer. . 

-J250. 
Gaulc. 

Gcsticu l.ltions 
in sp«cb. 

THI! FIHG£R• 
tlAILL 

ness, and fantasy. If they beat together strongly, 1t 
indicates promptitude and decision of opinion, whilst, if 
they tremble, it usually denotes [ unless the subject is 
nervous and highly strung, when it is a natural con· 
sequence] folly and often want of principle. 

Gau]e [ vide note 97, p. r 10] points out the fact that "the 
often clapping and folding of the handes note covetous, 
and their much moving in speech loquacious;" two 
indications which, though correct, partake rather too 
much of the nature of truisms. 

§ 12. Tlie Fi11gcr Nails. 

There existed formerly an extremely ancient art 
of divination termed Onychomancy, or Divination by 
the Finger Nails. Into the study of this art much of 
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the charlatanry, superstition, ignorance, and fraud of 
the- soi ~isa11I so_rcerers of the early and Middle Ages 
necessanly was infused, and the rites whereby augu
ries were drawn from rings suspended on the finger 
nails, or from the figures formed by the reflection of 
the sun's rays falling upon the finger nails of a child 
which had been previously polished with oil, are too 
absurd to receive a moment's consideration when 
pursuing investigations, the aim of which is the dis
covery of truth. The finger nails follow of course 
to a ,·cry great extent the shapes of the tips of the 
fingers, Nature having provided them, not as among 
the brutes, for purposes of offence and defence, but 
merely as a protection to the delicate tips of the 
fingcrs. 104 Sti II, very considerable indications of cha
racter may be found in the aspect of the finger nails, 
which, as far as they are interesting to us, in the 
study of Cheirosophy, are as follows.1o.; 

If the nails are short, broad rather than long, with 
the skin growing far up them, the subject will l>e 
pugnacious, critical in disposition, fond of domination 
and control in matters relating to himself and to 
his surroundings; in fact, he will be imbued with a 
spirit of meddlesomeness. His establishment will !Je 
minutely ordered, and regularly conducted \\'ith 

, .. This is noted by Aristotle in his treatise, IIEPI :!:C!OS )l0-
PIO~, B,/3\, A' K«J>. i. E~ al Kai TO TIZV 6v{xw• µfµ71xd.,71ra1, rci 
IJ,ir -yap 4X \a r.;.a lx,EI Kai trpll, ')(PijlTIP at1TOUS, Toir 8' a,,Opw,roc.J 

l:r1u\virnip1a fTKbratrlJ,a "'(4p Tw• oi~pWT71plwv dtrtv. 
, .. Dcmocritus Junior, [Robert Burton,] in his " Anatomy <•I 

Mcb.ncholy" (Oxford, 1621), [Part I., Sect. 2, Me_mb. I, 
Sub-sect. 4,) makes some extremely ioterl!Sting obserrat1ons on 
the subject of the finger nails, which, for the benefit of those 
t•ho ore so far interested in the subject, I here tran.,cnbe :
" Clnromancy bath these aphorisms to foretell melancholy. • • • 
Baptista Porta makes observations from other p~rts ~r ~he body, 
as, if a spot he o,·er the spleen, • or in the n:nls; if it appc;r 
Wack it signifieth much care, grief, contention, and melan~hol}: • 
the reason he refers to the humours, and gives instances in hun• 

,m. 
Short nait.. 
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It goes almost without saying that when the nails 

arc short from the habit of biting them they indicate mJCll~ii.. 
nervousness, abstraction, subj, ction to fits of melan-
choly, a worrying disposition, and continual irritation, 
This is still more the case if the ends of the fingers 
are spatulated. 

\Vhite and polished, soft in texture, with a ten• 
dency to pinkness by reason of their transparency, 
and of a normal and well-proportioned length, the 
nails indicate a good spirit, delicacy of mind, sensi-
tiveness, tact, and good taste. 

~255. 
White smooth 

n:lil;. 

Albertus Magnus states that round and rough nails 4i 256. 
show a great capacity for attachment, whilst very white Exuem .. or 

colour and 
or dark-coloured nails betray malignity of disposition. condition. 

If the nails are long and curved they denote fero- ,-257. 
city and crue)tv. Accordina to Gaule they "si!!lle Loogandcurve<!.. 

J "' ' " Shon d>rk 
one brutish, ravenous and unchaste." Short and pale =,..; round, 

they betoken falsehood and cunning. Black-toned nails and 
th

in. 

nre a sign of treachery, and narrow and curled nails 
of impudence and imposture. With large white 
nails the morality is good. Round nails are the 
indications of a luxurious disposition, and very thin 
nails betray a subtle disposition, generally accom-
panied by weak health. 

According to De Peruchio [op. cit. p. u6, note 98
] 

points in the nails, wlietlur white or black, mean 
nothing if they are cloudy and diffused. If they are 
star-shaped they indicate a vain worship of things to 
which one is attracted, and if they merely present the 
appearance of a clearly-marked poi11/ they are the 
indications of some event the nature of which is not 
specified. 

\Vhite marks upon the thumb-nail denote affection, 
which is generally reciprocated. Rays of white on 
the same nail show a useless and ill-directed attach
ment, whilst black spots denote faults [ or e,·en crimes] 
rcsulti ng from pass1011, 

1258. 
Spots in the 

nails. 

1259 
Spots upon ,ne 
thwnb-OAl1s. 
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§ r. Tlie Elmtmfar;•, or Necessary Hand. 

fhis is so called becauo;e it belongs to the lowest Tua Em'"'" 
grade of human intelligence, aml seems only to be TAllv HAND. 

gifted with the amount of intellect requisite to pro-
vide the merest necessities of life. 

Its outward appearance presents the following 
features : the fingers arc short and thick, wanting in 
pliability; the thumb short, often slightly turned 
back ; and the palm very large, thick, and hard. The 
palm is, as a general rule, longer than the fingers. 
These hands ,·ery frequently have absolutely no line 
of Fate [ or Fortune] at all. [ Vide Plate I.] 

Such a hand as this betokens a crass and sluggard 
intelligence, incapable of understanding anything but 
the physical and visible aspect of things, a mind 
governed by custom and habit, and not by incliua-
tion or originality. Such a character, inaccessible to 
reason from sheer want of originality of intellect to 
understand it, is sluggish, heavy, and lazy as regards 
any occupation beyond its accustomed toil It has no 
imagination or reasoning power, and will only exert 
itself mentally or physically so as to obtain that 
which is absolutely necessary to its existence. Thus 
in war such hands will only fight to defend them-
selves, and not for glory or honour; such people fight 
with a brutish ferocity, but without any attention to 
the arts of modern warfare. They act by rule 
and rote, 110/ in obedience to their passions or imagi-
nation, which are conspicuous by their absence. 
Such people, having no instinct of cultivation, would 
reg:ird education as a folly, if not as a crime or as 

4;'265. 
Its appann« 

and 
chanctcristics. 

4{266. 
I ndiQlioos tJ 

the type. 

something unholy. 
The Loplanders are the best specimens of this .'f 267. 

Spcctmell5 or tit• 
type; nnd out of their latitudes the true eleme~tary type. 

hand is very seldom found in its pure cniss u11mtel-
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ligence, except perhaps among the lower class Tartars 
and Sclavs, who exist, rather live, with an existence 
which is purely negative, dead to any of the higher 
con!liderations which make life worth living. 

Though, as I say, this type, in its pure state, does 
not exist among us, still we often sec hands with a 
strong tendency to the elementary form. Such will 
be noticed amongst mixed hands [vide i11frd, p. 170], 
and it will be found that they always bring these 
crass and sluggish qualities to interfere witl1 those 
of the dominant type of the hand. 

Almost the only charm to which these minds are 
accessible is that of music [and to this I shall recur 
when considering the mixed hand, vide ,r 346]. 
Science is an unknown country; they are generally 
superstitious, and always ignorant; and, having no 
strength of mind, they are stricken most sorely by 
any grief or disaster which overtakes them. 

With the Laps and Sclavs as the examples of this 
type, we may take the Moslems and Hindoos as the 
contrasting opposites. Among these poetic1 cunning, 
romantic, sensual peoples the elementary hand does 
not exist, and to perform the degrading and menial 
offices which are with us performed by hands show· 
ing the developments of this type, these Oriental 
nations have to employ a separate class or low-caste 
creatures, to whose elementary hands such labours do 
not come amiss. 

T,111 SrATLtl-Aff 
HAND. 

§ 2. Tl,e Spat11/alt, or Active Hand. 

This is the hand whose fingers have the first [or 
outer] phalanx terminating more or less in a spatule 
[vidt Plate II.], and, bearing in mind what I have 
already said in a previous sub-section [ sub-sec. I., 
,!1 202-3] concerning the thumb, it will be easily 
conceived that this latter must be large to give the 
true character to the spatulate hand, 

lt.o appunnce. 
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fhe great pronounced characteristics of this type are : 
action, movement, energy ; and, of course, the harder 
or firmer the hand, the more pronounced will these 
characteristics be [ vide ,r 203). A man of this type 
is resolute, self-confident, and desirous of abundance 
rather than of sufficiency; [it is here that lies the 
great distinction between the spatulate and elemen-
tary hands; the former loving and seeking abundance, 
the latter requiring only sufficiency;] he will be more 
active than delicate, more energetic than enthusiastic; 
in love he will be more constant and faithful (though 
less tender and affectionate] than the conic or pointed-
handed subject, by reason of his want of inclination 
towards things romantic and poetic. 

,rn. 
lndica1io<i1 of .. .,,.. 

With a small thumb a spatulate subject will try to , 272. 
do much, but will fail, through want of perseverance, Efroc, ofa •mall •=• to carry out his intentions, from uncertainty in his • 
course of action. He will voyage, but his voyages 
will be aimless and objectless; he will be active, but 
his activity will be futile, and produce no results. 
These diminutions of the force of the type will, how-
ever, be greatly modified if the small thumb be 
largely composed of a long phalanx of logic, [the 
second,] which formation will reduce within practic-
able limits his uncertainty, and quicken the intellect 
to give a better direction to his activity. 

If, with spatulate tips, his fingers be very smooth ,m. 
he will admire elega:nce in his surroundings and in SmooUJ 6111""" 
the things which conduce to his comfort; but it will 
be a fashionable rather than an artistic form of 
elegance. His will be the love of nalily in art and 
energy in its pursuit; he will be fond of horses, dogs, 
navigation the science of agriculture, the mechanical 
arts, the theory of warfare, and the talents of admini-
stration and command-in fact, all pursuits where the 
mind directs the activity. In all his active pursuits 
he will seek inspiration for the motif of his procedure. 
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Such subJccts are generally musicians, and when this 
is so, they arc great cxecutants. Such subjects, also, 
are usually self<entrc-d and essentially egotistical. 

9J 274. People with spatulatc hands make the best colo-
SP2tulatc • b banded colonists. msts, ccausc- they are only attached to a country for 

4" 275. 
Proclh-itics of 

the l)-pc, 

,- 278. 
Ordcrfuicss of 

the class. 

4{27'1. 
Admini.stmtio:, 

of the type. 

what it produces for them; they like [i•idc ~ 271] 
manual labour and all other forms of activity, being 
intolerant of insufficiency; if, therefore, their native 
land is overcrowded, and the good things of this life 
are scarce, they are quite satisfied to migrate in 
search of abundance. They are only very slightly 
sensual, and are greedy rather than epicurean ; they 
like travelling about and seeing new places ; being 
very self-confident, they have no objection to solitude, 
and are clever at all utilitarian sciences, which enable 
them to shift for themselves. 

A man of the spatulate type admires architecture, 
but likes it to be stupendous rather than ornate. 
They are great arithmeticians, and to please them 
things must be astonishing and exact, representing 
a large amount of physical labour. With them the 
artizan is more considered than the artist; they appre
ciate wealth rather than luxury, quantity rather 
than quality. A town, to suit their views, must be 
clean, regularly built, substantial, and of business-like 
appearance. 

These subjects will be fond of order and regularity 
because of its appearance, and they will arrange and 
tidy things more from the desire to be doing some· 
thing than from the love of tidiness itself. 

Their laws arc strict and often tyrannical, but always 
just; and their language is forcible rather than ornate. 
They are brave, industrious, and persevering ; not 
cast down by trifles, but rather courting difficulties 
so as to surmount them. They desire to command, 
and are intolerant of restraint, unless for their indi
vidual good. They are most tenacious of what is 
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tl1cir own, and arc always ready to fight for their 
rights. Communists, members of excl11sive sects 
and secret societies, and thorough freemasons, are 
generally of the spatulate type. 

People who boast of an ancient lineage, and descent 
from the feudal barons of the Middle Ages, and show 
in support of their pretensions a fine, pointed, smooth 
hand, make a great mistake, for the true old stock of 
the fighting a11cim11e "ob/esse are always distinguish
able by their spatulate fingers. The former must 
seek a more poetic and romantic origin for their 
ancestors and descendants. 

~278. 
Hand cf lh• 
h=dita,y 
nol.i!i,y. 

1279. If the spatulate hand has no need to fight, it will 
hunt, shoot, fence, race, and, in fact, do anything 
which conveys the impression of, and satisfies their 
pendia11/ towards activity and strife. 

Occupati""-' of 
lht 1\'I>t. 

, .... 
Religioi> ohh• .,,.. 

In religion the spatu!atc subject desires a belief 
reasoned out and certain. His is the domain of Pro
testantism as opposed to the more spinhtcllt, impres
sive, and romantic Roman Catholicism. It is for this 
reason that the northern nations [ among whom the 
spatulate and square types are the most common} are 
more governed by Protestantism than the conic and 
pointed-fingered southern races, whose warm, impul
sive natures draw them, and make them cling closely I 
to the mysticism and poetry of the Catholic religion. I 
It is for this reason li.e., their practicality as opposed 
to romanticism] that in mechanical arts and sciences 
the Protestant [ or northern} nations excel the Catho
lic [ or southern] nations, whose pre-eminence is to 
be found in the domains of imagination and the fine 
arts. 111 The senlimtnl of religion is esser,tially Catholic, 

111 " Partout Jes Protestnnts, non pas ii cause de leur cnlte mais 
a cause de Jeur organisation, snrpa.sscot Jes Catholiques d:ms les 
arls mCcrmiqucs et soot surpasses p:i.r eux dans !es arts liberoux. 
l'IU3 travaillairs, ils sont moiru; r~gnCS."-D'ARPENTIG:SY, 
"L:'1 Science de b. Main." fPa.ris, 1865.) P. 153. 

,o 
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but the ideas and practice thereof are essentially Pro
testant. 

The North American is the embodiment of this 
spatulate type, with his advanced notions, his indus
try, persever:mcc, and cunning, his economy, caution, 
and calculation ; and as a result of many of these 
characteristics, we find the type largely represented in 
Scotland, far more generally indeed than in England, 
as a moment's consideration ·will prove to be natural. 
[M. d'Arpentigny de\'otes a complete chapter of his 
work (vtde 110/,.: m, p. q5) to the consideration of the 
English hand, during the course of which he presents 
his readers with a highly interesting and very care
fully-worked-out analysis of the English character, 
as demonstrated by the prevailing characteristics of 
the English hand, the mistakes of which analysis one 
loses sight of in the general shrewdness of the essay.] 

It is to the spatulatc type, therefore, that we owe 
nearly all our great men in the world of physical 
exertion, of active enterprise, and of applied science; 
their watchwords being, from first to last, energy, 
movement, hardihood, and perse\'erancc. 

-; 233. The excess of this type [i.e., a too highly developed 
l,xc= ofi!.e spatulation of the finger tips) will produce a tyranni-

form;uioo. 
cal desire for action, and a tendency to be constantly 
worrying and urging other people to increased acti
vity. Such subjects arc constantly finding fault, and 
their freedom of manner and liberty of thought and 
expression know no bounds. This excess will also 
g1\t: brusquerie and roughness of manner, especi
ally when the line of life is thin and red ; but a 
good line of heart and well-developed tlount of 
Venus will reduce these significations to those of 
a rough good-nature. 

-;2u. \Vhen a hand whose spatulate development is thus 
P,rvc...ion ofth• in excess has the joints developed and a small thumb, 

11u:c-or11>r • • • ·11 b h f f I • ,ypc. the md1ca1Jon w1 e t at o unsuccess u ness 1n 
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research and invention, arising from the fact that 
an excessive activity is perverted by want of will to 
keep it in check. 

. If this ty~c of hand have the first joint developed, 
its owner will be endowed with reasoning faculty and 
independence of rule in his active pursuits. He will 
be eminently sceptical of tenderness or affection until 
its existence is proved to him, intolerant of fanaticism, 
and dead to the charms of imagination and the 
interests of eccentricity. His will be the talent of 
politics; he will object to anything uncomfortable or 
uncertain; he will hate poetry and enthusiasm, and 
will be endowed with an extreme self-confidence. 
This de\'elopment will give him a spirit of cohesion 
to his fellow-men, resistance against innovation, and 
a love of political freedom of the masses. 

\Vith hol/1 joints developed he will combine with 
his physical energy exact sciences and practical 
studies; he will devote himself to all mechanical and 
constructive arts, na\'igation, geometry, and the like; 
he will affect particularly the sciences which regulate 
the laws of motion or action. Such men make the 
best inventors and engineers, for the activity of their 
bodies puts into execution and carries out the sugges
tions and discoveries of their minds. 

\Vhen a spatulate hand is very soft the spirit of 
action will have a powerful enemy in an innate laziness 
[ i•ide ~1 206-7]. Such a subject will be a late riser, 
and a man of sedentary habits; but will love the 
spectacle and noise of action and movement. He 
will like to tra\'el and hear about travels, but he 
will travel comfortably, preferring to hear and read 
about the actions and movements of others than to be 
active and energetic himself. 

"i285. 
Sp:uu!:ite tll" 

and •ppu joint 

1286, 
Both joint< 
d"'·eloped. 

-J287. 
Sof, sp:,tubie 

b:uul. 

"288. A subject whose soft spatulate hands havl! the first 
[ or upper] joint developed will be constantly forming 
plans nnd projects, which will, however, come to 

Soft lwld wi1 l 
uppujoillt 
developed. 
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extravagance, his purse, which is closed hermetically to 
his creditors, is always at the service of his friends. He 
is most sensitive to blame or suspicion, and greatly 
touched by friendship and kindness. Such subjects 
will conform to law [so long as it does not interfere with 
them], because they cannot take the trouble to rebel 
against it; but they will not brook political despotism 
which interferes with their comfort, in which cases 
they will rush enthusiastically to the extremes of 
republicanism, socialism, and nihilism. 

Very often in an artistic nature I have found only 
the defects of the type, sensuality, laziness, egotism, 
eccentricity, cynicism, dissipation, incapacity for con
centration, cunning, falsehood, and exaggeration-a 
formidable list truly, but a moment's thought will 
show how easily they may become the besetting sins 
of an artistic nature. In these cases the hands are 
large and very firm, the palm highly developed, the 
Mount of Venus high, and the third [or lowest] 
phalanx of the fingers always thick and large. 

Subjects of the artistic type ate not nearly so 
capable of constancy in Joye as their square or spatu
late brethren and sisters [vidt supra, 'if 271] 1 for they 
are so apt to fall in Jove on impulse, and without 
consideration, whereas with the spatulate, true love, 
(as are all other subjects,] is a matter of reason and 
calculation. Again, subjects of the artistic type are, to 
a great extent, incapable of warm, platonic affection, 
-filial, paternal, or otherwise,-for in all their emo
tions they seek the pleasure of the senses rather than 

f the mental and moral satisfactions of attachment. 
Beauty is the guiding principle of these hands, bnt 

were the world to be entirely populated by them, 
want of foresight, folly, splendid poYerty, and the 
fanaticism of form would be universal. The artistic 
type may, therefore, be summed up thus; its pre
vailin~ characteristics are love of the beautiful, pre-
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fercnce of the ideal to the real, intuition, impulse, 
and egotism ; and its motto is, " En tout cherchez 
!'amiable." 

§ 4. T/1e Square, or Useful Hand. T11s S.-1uAu 
Tn, 

This hand generally inclines to size rather than to 
sma!lness, the size being usually produced by an in
creased breadth of the hand, the fingers knotted [i.e., 
with one or both joints developed, generally, in fact, 
nearly always, the second o, lower one], the outer 
phalanx square [i.e., the fingers throughout their length 
having four distinct sides, not being rounded, as is 
the case with an artistic or psychic hand], the thumb 
rather large, with the root [Mount of Venus, flide p. 
224] well de\·eloped; the palm of a medium thickness, 
hollow, and rather firm [vide Plale IV.]. 

The leading instincts on which this hand founds 
all its characteristics are perseverance, foresight, 
crdcr, and regularity. To these hands the useful is 
far preferable to the beautiful; their great passion is 
organisation, arrangement, classification, regularity of 
form and outline, and the acceptation of things pre
scribed and understood as customary. They like 
things of a sort to match, and they ha\·e essentially 
the talent of perceiving in things apparently different 
the points of similarity, and per co11lr1' in things 
outwardly similar the points of difference. They 
are great disciplinarians, preferring the good of 
the community to the welfare of the individual. 
They are only romantic within the bounds of reason, 
and are constant in love, more from a sense of 
the fitness of things than from depth of feeling. 
They have the greatest aptitude for conforming to the 
observances of social life, for they are great respecters 
of persons, and submissive to established authority, 
from their great love of regularity and order in human 
affairs. 
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\Ve find the same submission to authority in the 
character of subjects of the spatulatc type, but with 
them it arises from another cause. The spatulate 
subject submits from personal love of his superior, to 
whom he naturally attaches himself, whilst the square
handed subject submits from admiration of the prin
ciples of constituted authority. The dictator must 
be powerful to obtain the allegiance of the spatulate 
subject; he need only be properly co11slil11/ed to be 
sure of the allegiance of the square. 

They cherish their privileges, preferring them to 
complete liberty; and they have a passion for varied 
experience, which they are always ready to pay for, 
preferring acquired knowledge to intuiti,·e perception. 

A Croix mysliq11e [vide ~ 696] in a square hand will 
gi\'e it calm and reasonable religion. 

They arc slaves to arrangement-that is, they have 
a place for e,·erything, and everything is in its 
place; unless their fingers have also the joints de
veloped, it is quite possible [if not probable] that 
their rooms and cupboards may be outwardly very 
untidy, but, nevertheless, they always know where 
everything is. Their books, of which they keep 
catalogues and indexes, are inscribed with their 
names and the date of acquisition, and are arranged 
more in subjects than in sizes, though they love to 
sec them in even sizes as much as possible. They 
are natty and handy with their fingers, neat and well 
brushed in their persons, polite and courteous in their 
manners, whilst they are great sticklers for the or 
dinances of etiquette. 

As a rule, they will only comprehend things as far 
as they can positi\'ely see them, having themselves 
far too well under control to allo'\v themselves to 
launch into enthusiasm; they are, therefore, strong 
disciplinarians, prone to details, fond of minuti:x:. 
Their course of life is regular and pre-arranged, 
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they are punctual, and intolerant of unpunctuality, 
except when they can regard it as a foil for their 
own exactness; for they arc always vain even to 
conceit, though they arc always too well bred to 
obtrude their vanity in its more usual and vulgar 
forms. They are graceful in their movc-mc-nts, gene
rally good shots, and good at games and exercises 
of skill, as opposed to exercises of mere physical 
strength. 

The best musicians [ especially harmonists and 
musical theoreticians] have always delicately squared 
fingers, with slightly developed joints and small 
thumbs [ vide ,r 807 ]. 

Square-handed people can always govern the ex
pressions of their faces, their language, and their 
looks; they are mo!,t averse to sudden changes of 
temperament or circumstance. Moderate, raugis, 
they mistake the perfect for the beautiful; they 
cannot bear excitements and "scenes," and they 
hate when people obtrude their troubles, discom
forts, or quarrels upon them. They dress very 
quietly, but always very well, and they avoid studi
ously anything like ostentation, or display in matters 
of eccentricity, ornament, or jewellery, excepting on 
fitting occasions, when their magnificence is striking 
from its good taste. 

They like poetry to be neat and geometrically per
fect, rather than grand or rugged; they call things by 
generic rather than by specific or distinctive names, 
and prefer terms which express the use of a thing 
rather than its appearance. They are generally sus
picious and quietly cunning, vigilant, and complete 
masters of intrigue; they prefer common sense to 
genius, and social observance to either; they a~e often 
flatterers and are themselves most susceptible to ' . flattery, ambitious, but quietly and steadily rather 
than enthusiastically nn<l obvi0usly so. They worship 
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talent and cultivation, though without sycophancy; 
they arc fond of arithmetical cakulations, though 
Vf.'ry often not dcvcr at them themsel\'cs, unless their 
thumbs be large, and the Line of Apollo [ vidc p. :?61) 
absent, which are signs \\ hich always betray a talent 
for mathematics. Thc-y are good talkf.'rs, listeners, 
and entertainers; they make many acquaintances, but 
few friends. They do not require men to be sociable 
so much as blind to the faults of themscl\'es and others. 

\Vhcn the fingers, besides being square, are de
cidedly smooth, the subject will take poetical views 
of things material and useful, and will affect the 
study of moral sciences, philosophy, metaphysics, 
and the hke. He will have the instincts of art, and 
require truth therein : in poetry he will require 
rhythm, form, and period. Such a mind is well 
regulated, and he will check a natural tendency to 
enthusiasm. 

The smooth, square hand, is one of the cleverest 
that exist; love of tn,//1 in matters which concern 
itself is one of its first principles, but if the line of 
head come down upon the !\fount of the Moon [ vide 
i11fra, ~ 583], this instinct will often be annulled, 
especially if the line is forked, but there will always 
be an order and a method in the chimreras to which 
such a subject is irresistibly addicted, which gives 
them a strong sembl:mce of truth. 

A square hand, if it has the first joint developed, 
will have the great ad\'antage o\'er its fellows of the 
type, of a sincerity, a love of progress and justice 
which elevates it above the defects of its cl.ass. Its 
calm and cool research after truth will cause it to 
require reason in matters of art, and to object to 
anything 011/ri or unaccustomed. Law and rule are 
the necessities of its life. 

If both joints are developed, it will indicate a great 
love of elegant sciences, of the studies of botany, 
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archzology, history, law, and orthography, geometry, 
grammar, mathematics, and agriculture. This subject 
will be aggressively methodical, and will insist upon 
ticketing, docketing, classifying, arranging everything 
and upon doing everything according to ru!e, or to a 
prearranged order. 

He will be fond of clearly-defined and ascertained If 310. 
studies. [History and politics rather than meta• w,,h M,,..,,, ,r 

1heM,:c.~. 
physics or occult science.] But a small thumb, or 
a high Mount of the Moon, will give such a subjeet 
as this a strange faculty for occultism. At the same 
time he will have a strongly developed instinct of 
justice, and is thoroughly trustworthy and true. 

Good sense, therefore, is the guiding principle of ';"3ll. 
the square type, but, were the world wholly popu- °""7;:_0 rt1i. 

lated by them, fanatical "red-tapeism" and narrow-
minded despotism wou!d be universal. 

Excess of this formation will give fanaticism of 
order and method, despotism in discipline, and nar
row-mindedness. 

1312. 
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love of justice. 
It would be easy to continue the interesting subject 

of the square type to a considerable length if space 
would allow of it, but we must leave these precise 
but insincere hands, to turn our attention to another 
type, which in some respects resembles them, and 
this is:-

§ 5. Tlie K110IIJ•, or Pl1i!osopldc Hand. 

M. d' Arpentigay divides this type into two classes 
or sections: one, that of the sensualists, whose ideas 
are derived from external influences; and the other 
that of the idealists, whose ideas are e\·olved from 
their inner consciousness, 
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The appearance of the hands ol this type is most 
distinctive. A large elastic palm, both joints de
veloped, the outer phalanx presenting the- mixed 
appearance of the square and of the conic finger tips. 
This formation, combined with the development of 
the first or upper joint, gives the finger tips an oval, 
clubbed appearance, which is rather ugly, but ,·cry 
characteristic. The thumb is always large, having 
its two phalanges [those of will and of logic] of 
exactly the same length, indicating a balancing pro
portion of will and common sense [vide Plate V.]. 

The great characteristics indicated by this type of 
hand are-analysis, meditation, philosophy, deduction, 
poetry of n:aso11, independence, often deism and 
democracy, and the search after, and love of, the 
abstract and absolute truth. The de\'elopment of 
the joints gives this hand calculation, method, and 
deduction; the quasi-conic formation of the ex
terior phalanx gives it the instinct of poetry in 
the abstract, and beauty in things real ; and the 
thumb gives it perse\'erance in its metaphysical 
studies. In all things these subjects desire truth 
more than beauty, and prefer the meaning of a 
sentiment to the manner in which it is exprc;;sed : 
thus, their literature is remarkable for its clearness, 
its utility, and its variety as opposed to that of the 
square type, which [vide suprd, ~[~ 305-6] is notable 
principally for its finish and regularity of style, 
and they are great lovers and students of the pure 
sciences - whether moral, physical, aesthetic, or 
experimental. 

Such subjects like to account for everything, to 
know the reason of everything, whether physical, 
metaphysical, physiological, or psychic; their ideas 
they form for themselves, without caring in the least 
for those of other people; their convictions-religious, 
social, and otherwise - arc only acquired as the result 
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conic [ or artistic] hand, whose join ls are developed 
'J I w1 I search after truth in matters appertaining to art, 

and will speculate upon, and analyze the means of 
attaining the truly beautiful. 

1 S21. If the philosophic hand is small, it thinks and 
S11Uti and I..J'l:C fi h h d • • • ho.nds. reasons rom t e cart, stu ymg the entireties of 
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matters which present themselves in mnsses; if 
large, and with a proportionate thumb, it thinks and 
reasons with the head, studying the analysis of those 
masses, but the result is always the same. 

Attained possibly by different means, the end is 
always identical, "En tout cherchez le vrai," and in 
all things directed by reason, and by common sense 
directed by will. Rcaso11 is the guiding principle 
of these hands, but, were the world wholly populated 
by them, fanatical reasoning and unregulated doul.,t 
and liberty of opinions would be universal. 

§ 6. Tlze Poinh'd, or PS)'C!1ic IIand. 

\Ve have now reached the consideration of the 
most beautiful and delicate, but, alas ! the most 
useless and impractical type of hand. This hand is, 
unfortunately, rare, but when you do see it you cannot 
help remarking it, and will therefore recognize it at 
once by its description. 

It is very small 2nd delicate, having a thin palm, 
smooth, fine fingers, long and delicately pointed, [ an 
in Plate Vl.] or with its joints only just indicated by 
a very slight swelling. It has generally a pretty little 
thumb. 

To these subjects belong the domnins of the 
beautiful ideal, the lnnd of drenms, of Utopian ideas, 
and of artistic fervour; they have the delicncy and 
true instinct of art of the conic hand, without its bad 
points, its sensual ism, its egotism, nnd its worldliness. 
They nrc guided only by their idealism, by impulse, 
by their instinct of right in the abstract, and by their 
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romanc-c-, but will not ~cek to paint ideas which 
convey nn impression of lntlli. Suc-h subjects have 
no instinct of real life, nor are th<'y [ a,; the absc-ncc of 
joints would denote, (vidc f. 118,)) ord<'rly in them
selves or in their ideas. 

As I have said before, [vide s11pni, ,I z78,] these 
hands are 110/ the exclusive inheritance of noble 
birth; we find them in all classes of life from the 
highest to the lowest, and wherever and whenevn 
they arc found their characteristics arc the same, 
worldly uselessness, with resthetic perfection and 
poetry of soul in their highest state of development. 
Soul is with them the first consideration ; form or 
treatment is with them subordinate to subject; as is 
also execution to idea : amongst all classes they are 
respected for their very incomprehensibility. 

The excess of this type [i.e., when the exaggeration 
of the pointedness is extremely marked] produces 
romancers, posturists, fanatics of various kinds, 
persons prone to fantasies and ecstasies, foolhardi
ness and deceitfulness, and often mysticism. If the 
line of heart is strong we find in this case excess of 
affection, which is carried to an extreme, and affecta
tion of manner. 

The luxurious dreaming Orientals are almost 
exclusively of this type. Among them we find 
spiritualists, mediums, and all the so-called '' weak
minded" devotees of psychical science, who accept 
all that is told them without investigation or analysis, 
and are therefore the easy prey of "spiritualistic" 
impostors. In countries where such hands pre
dominate and hold the reins of government we 
find that rule is maintained by superstition, by the 
priests, and by fctichism. 

These subjects can, however, see beauty and good 
in every form of rule and government from Autocracy 
to Republicanism, and in every form of belief from 
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Popery to Positivism. It is the psychic hand that 
invents a religion, and it is the phi!,)sophic, the useful, 
and the active hands that dissect that religion, and 
analyse its claims to consideration. 

Such subjects are ruled by heart and by soul; their 
feelings are acute, their nerves highly strung, and 
they are easily fired with a wondrous enthusiasm. 
Theirs are the talents which produce the most in
spired poetry; their influence over the masses is 
extreme, from their power of communicating their 
enthusiasm to their fellow-men, a power wher(•by 
they appeal alike to the most refined and to 1he 
most coarse, to the most intellectual and to the 
most ignorant. 

I could not in many pages give these beautiful 
useless hands their due. \Ve can only congratulate 
ourselves that their refining influence exists among 
us, and that we of the spatulate and square types can 
work to support them, instead of allowing the world 
to crush their beautiful characteristics and dull the 
keenness of their pure intuition. 

If the pointed hand haYe the first joint developed, 
the character of the owner of that hand will be 
changeable, and apt to rush from one extreme to 
another, from ecstatic enthusiasm to suspicion, scep
ticism, and levity; he will be essentially cre<lu!ous 
in things savouring of the man•ellous and the mystic; 
he will be eccentric, and unable to reconcile h imse!f to 
any prescribed religion; it is such subjects that become 
fanatics and religious monomaniacs. 

They have the inspiration and intuition of truth, 
with a continual desire to analyse their impulses, and 
to master their romantic emotions. This often causes 
them to separate themselves from all recognized forms 
of belief and to strike out for themsc!\•es new religions 
to satist)r the romantic instinct of pidy, which with 
them is so strongly developed, 
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With both joints developed, a psychic hand will lose 
much of its c.,;:altation of character by mingling it with 
calculation, reason, positi,·ism, and the faculty of i11vc11-
t,011; at the-same time-it cannot complete and develop it~ 
inventions and calculations itself, but leaves thc-m un
finished for square and spatulate hands to work out. 

Such a subject, unless his thumb is large, will be 
prone to discontentedness, doubt, fear, and dejection ; 
and also, with a weak hand, will be Utopian and 
revolutionary in his views from his very instinct of 
calculation. These jointed hands of the psychic type 
have often all their spirit of spontaneous impulse 
annulled or levelled; their artistic intuitions are spoilt 
by their instincts of calculation and invention, but stlll, 
in that calculation and invention the old inspiration 
and intuition will make itself felt and apparent. 

Sometimes a hand of the pointed type is hard. 
This will betoken an artistic use of strength, as in 
the case of dancers, jugglers, acrobats, and the like. 

§ 7. T/1e Afo:ed Hand. 

It is here that the ta.sk of the cheirognomist becomes 
most difficult, calls forth all his intuitive perception 
and skill of analysis, and gi,·es him the greatest diffi
culty in putting his perceptions into words. 

The mixed hand is that one of which the shape is 
so uncertain, as to resemble, even to possibility of 
confusion, more than one type. Thus, an artistic hand 
may be so marked in its conicality as to become almost 
psychic; a square hand may be confounded with a 
spatulate; or, having deYeloped joints and a quasi
conic tip, may be mistaken for a philosophic, and so on 
ad i11fi11if11m. In such cases the chcirosophist must 
so combine, mentally, the tendencies of both types 
represented, as to arrive at a true analysis of the 
character of the subject under examination. 
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In reading the indications afforded by these mixed 
hands, you will do well to bear very carefully in 
mind what I have said in a previous sub-section con• 
ccrning the chcirogriomy of the individual fingers 
[vidc S.S. I.,§ 10). 

But as they are the links between the types, so also 
they arc the necessary links which unite the various 
classes of society, which, without these connecting 
spirits, would either remain entirely separated, or 
would be constantly at ,·ariance with one another. 
To the mixed hand belongs the talent of dealing 
between people as merchants or administrators of 
justice. They succeed best in intermediary arts--i.t., 
those of a plastic, regular, and acquired description, 
such as illumination, carving, heraldry, or decoration. 
A man endowed with a mixed hand may generally 
be described as "Jack of all trades and master of 
none." Such people are less exclusive, and more 
tolerant of all classes and creeds than those of the 
pronounced and certain types. 

Such subjects attain to a certain skill in a quantity 
of pursuits, but seldom attain to an excellence in, or 
a complete mastery of, any particular one; they ha\'e 
been well described as handy, interesting men, who, 
to talk to, are always amusing, but seldom if e\'er 
instructi,·e. Their intelligence is large and compre
hensive rather than strong in any particular direction; 
they can suit themselves instantly to the company in 
which they find themselves, and can general!y make 
themseh•es at home in any discussion which may 
arise, 

The only chance they have of becoming really dis
tinguished, is to take the best talent they have, and 
cultivate that one to the exclusion of the others; but 
they seldom have the strength of purpose to effect this. 

At the same time there are cases where it may be 
au advantage to possess a mixed hand-as, for instance, 
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where the idcali!ITTl of a pointed hand is modific-d and 
subdued to reason by the fusion of the square hand, 
such a hand combining imagery and rcasGn. 

«' 346. A common form of mixed hand 1s that which com-
Combn~ion or b" h • • d h I 

the arttsll' mes t e artistic an t e c ementary; and this becomes 
a.nJ ,:cmc:ntary more comprehensible if you have followed what I said 

type .. 
anent those two types; for, as I have pointed out, the 
intelligence of art or music, and the worship of the 
beautiful, are the only feelings to which the true ele
mentary hand is at all susceptible, and the artistic 
hand, by the exaggeration of its failings, may often 
degenerate into the artistico-clementary. Such a hand 
will betoken a vacillating, unreliable, apathetic cha
racter, without sympathy for the misfortunes, or 
gratification at the good luck of others. Such people 
are rude poets, superstitious, and very sensitive to 
bodily pain. Such hands denote activity by their 
hardness, and credulity by their pointed tips. 

1347. Hands of the artistico-elemenlary type arc softer 
Ap~IIDd and narro,ver than those of the purely elementary 

variety, their fingers are thick and smooth, the thumb 
gross and conic, the hands closing more easily than they 
open. Their prevailing instincts are selfishness and 
greed; they are not good at manual !abour or in
du,;try of any sort, but they excel in negotiations and 
schemes of self-aggrandisement. It is this hand that 
we find in its highest state of development among the 
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low-class commercial races of the Jews. 
The ignorant enthusiasm which I attributed to the 

Vendeans [•f 326] with their love of ease and repose, 
is the natural result ofa step further in this direction
i.c., the mixture of the elementary with the psychic 
hand. A hand half psychic and half elementary will 
give us innocence and want of capacity for self-protec
tion. Such subjects will be constantly deceived by the 
unprinripled. They have no head for business, but 
only a desire for a quiet, passive, Arcadian life, unin-
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SUB-SECTION III. 

TUE CHEIROGNOMY OF THE l'EMALE HAND, 

ALL that 1 have said in the preceding sub-sections 
must [it should be understood] be taken to apply to 
woman as weJI as to man; but at the same time the 
eheirosophist must take into consideration the va$t 
differences of constitution which exist between the 
sexes, and which, in fact, constitute the base of the 
relath·e positions in which they stand to one another. 

For without these differences that perfect com
bination~ that of the male and fomale mind-could 
not be formed. The physical energy of the man 
absolutely requires the passive, instinctive tact of the 
woman to make his energy of any use to him. Thus 
the ,voman originates an idea, but the man carries out 
its active principles. The man will create, what the 
woman has imagined, The idea of the woman is 
generally rough, undefined, and vague; by its 
passage through the man's brain it becomes clear, 
defined, and practicable. A man cannot acquire the 
woman's tact and instinctive intelligence without 
losmg much of his virile power, and in like manner 
a woman cannot educate her mind to develop the 
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SUB-SECTION I. 

AN EXPLANATIO:-1 OF TIil: M.\P OF TIIE 11,\ND [PLATE VII.). 

"Est pollex \'cneris; se<l Juppitcr indice gauJet, 
Satumus medium; Sol medicum'lue tenet, 

Hine Stilbon minimum ; ferienteni candid.i Luna 
Possidet ; in cavea I\Inrs sua castra tenet. 112 

On Plate VII. you will find a complete map of the 
hand, whereon is written the specific and technical 
name given to each part thereof, the mounts being 
indicated in their proper position by the planetary 
signs [!i'. 1/.. Ji. 0. ~- 0 , and 1>.) for the sake of 
brevity and clearness. 

1873. The thumb is consecrated to Venus [ !j' ], and at its 
[i:n~~;t:~,! base will be found the Mount of Venus, surrounded 

m These \'erses are of immense antiquity, and I quote them llS 

a he:i<ling to this sub-section, as they con\'ey all that is required 
to be known as to the localities of the mounts in the palm. 
Their tran,latic,n is as follows:-" The thumb i; the finger of 
Venu$, but Jupiter delights in the fir,t finger [i,w,: e], Saturn 
l,olds the second finger [medium], :md Apollo the 1l1ird [mt'dimm]. 
Mercury JSti/l,qn] is here at the smallest finger, and the chaste 
Mcc,11 occupies the percu- ion [fmmtm,]; in the hollow of the 
hand lllars holds his cnmp." Some of the,e. terms require 
expLlnation: "indiu," the first or index-linger, so c:illed from 
its use in pointing or indicating; " medium," the middle finger, 
so called by per ons who count the thumb as one of the Ji11t 
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,r 381. T~is part of the hand is also called the triangle, 
The ufan.;:le. and 1s composed of the upper angle-,:e., that formed 

by the Junction of the lines of life and of head; the 
inner anglc-,·.e., that formed by thC' juncti<>n of the 
line of head with the line of health or the line of fat<', 
at the Mount of the Moon; and the lower angle, whkh 
is formed by the approximation or junction of the 
line of life and the hne of health [wh c>n the latter is 
present). 

~882. The quadrangle is the rectangular space comprised 
The """'dr:in.;:le. between the lines of head and of heart, and is 

generally bounded on the one side by the line of fate 
and on the other by the line of Apollo. 

1" 383. The rascctte or rcstreinte is the point on the wrist 
TI,e =tie. at which it joins the hand, which is gene rally occupied 

by one or more lines, which are more or less appa
rent, the upper one of which is known as the rascette 
and the others as the restreintes, the whole forming 
what are called the Bracelets of Life. 

'\' 384. 
Line of life. 

9j385. 
Line or hod. 

1386. 
l ine of hurt. 

«,;'387. 
Line of fort1111e. 

,J 388. 
Line of hc:i!th. 

The lines generally found in the hands are as 
follows :-The line of life, which encircles the ball of 
the thumb or Mount of Venus; 

The line of head, which, starting from the begin
ning of the line of life [to which it is usually joined], 
between the thumb and first finger, runs straight 
across the hand ; 

The line of heart, which, starting from the Mounts 
of Jupiter or of Saturn, runs across the hand imme
diately below the Mounts of Saturn, Apollo, and 
Mercury, ending at the percussion ; 

The line of fate or fortune, which, starting either 
from the line of life, from the rascette, or from the 
Mount of the Moon, runs up more or less directly to 
the middle finger [the finger of Saturn); 

The line of health or liver, which, sta~ting near the 
wrist at the base of the line of life, ri ses diagonally 

' • I across the hand to meet the line of head, close tot 1e 
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other main lines, which end upon the mount, as in 
the cases of the mounts and lines of Saturn or of 
~polio [ vide pp. 206 and 2 I I], unless the asceniling hnc 
1s deeper than the cross lines, in which case the evil 
indications of the cross lines are destroyed. 

De Pcruchio [vide Note 08, p. u6J affirms that little 
capillary cross lines upon a mount signify wounds; 
thus on the Mount of Jupiter they signify a wound to 
the head ; on that of Saturn, to the breast; on that of 
Apollo, to the arms; on that of Mercury, to the legs; 
on that of Venus, to the body. I have encountered 
some strange confirmations of this statement, but such 
instances arc rare. 

4;[405. 
Cap,lwy crosc 

Lines. 

Thus it will be seen that the indications afforded ~ 406. 
by any particular mount may be greatly modified, if Modifi~:!'.'as t,y 
not annulled, by the appearance of lines upon it, or in 
its immediate vicinity, so that these must be care-
fully sought for and examined concomitantly. 

It will be very frequently found that the mounts 4J 407. 
arc not exactly under the fingers, but lean, as it were, DiJ:::,':!. 01 

in the direction of the neighbouring mount. In such 
cases the prevailing development takes a modification 
from that towards which it inclines. 

Finally, the influence of the mount, which is 
principally developed, may be either good or bad. 
Desbarrolles has stated that this may be determined 
by the expression of the face, but I think by far 
the surer and more scientific determination may be 
arrived at by inspecting the formation of the tips of 
the fingers, the consistency of the hand, and the 
development of the thumb. Thus, pointed fingers 
reveal an intuition, a lofty iclmlism of the quality. 
Square fingers will look at the ,mso11able aspects ~f 
character, and spatulate will cultivate the matena/ 
qualities of the mount-e.g., Jupiter developed will 
indicate, with pointed fingers, religion ; with square 
fingers, pride; and with spatulate fingers, tyranny. 

'I 408. 
Good or ba.d 
in8u<.DC6 or ii 

mount. 
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Apollo developed will indicate, with pointed fingers 
love of glory; with square fingers, realism in art• an~ 
with spatulate fingers, love of wealth and lu;ury. 
And so on with the other mounts. 

l\lost authors have gone into the phrenology and 
physiognomy characteristic of each type, but as I 
consider this to be not only confusing, but irrelevant 
to the study of pure cheiromancy, I have avoided 
the consideration of this matter. 

§ 2. As to Ilic Li11es. 

The lines in a hand should be clear and apparent. 
They should be neat and well coloured [not broad 
and pale], free from branches, breaks, inequalities, or 
modifications of any sort, except in some few cases, 
which will be pointed out in due course. A broad 
pale line always signifies [by indicating excess] a 
defect of, and obstacle to, the natural indications and 
qualities of the line. 

Pale lines signify a phlegmatic or lymphatic 
temperament, with a strong tendency towards effe
minacy [ women nearly always have very pale lines]. 
Such subjects are easily put out, and as easily calmed 
again ; they arc generally liberal, and subject to strong 
enthusiasms, which arc of short duration. 

Red lines indicate a sanguine temperament, and 
an! good ; such subjects are gay, pleasant in manner, 

and honest. 
Yellow lines denote biliousness and feebleness of 

the liver; such subjects arc quick-tempered, prompt 
in action, generally ambitious, vigilant, vindictive, and 

proud. 
Livid Jines, with a tendency towards bla,·kishness, 

betray a melancholy and often a revengeful disposition. 
Such subjects are grave in demeanour and cunning in 
character, affable, but haughty ; and these indications 
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tion of the tendency or event which it indicates, 
and the cause of the danger must be found in the 
aspect of the mounts, and other lines of the palm, or 
the de\·elopment and formations of the whole hand. 
In the- same way the indication of prudcnc-c in the 
second joint of the thumb will go far towards modify
ing an evil prognostic, which may be found in the 
palm. 

\Vhen any principal line is accompanied throughout 
its course by a second line lying close to it, the 
principal line is greatly strengthened and benefited 
by this "sister line," as it is called. The consecu
tiveness of the sister will contradict the e,·ils fore
shadowed by a break in the principal line, [ 1,ide llf 
531 ), but if bol/1 are broken, tl,e evils arc the more 
certainly to be feared [Fig. 2 1 Plate VIII.). 

,i 421. If the hand is covered with a multiplicity, a 
v~_!'.12">' lines network of little lines which cross one another in all 

ID LUC p:>.)ID. , • • , 
directions, 1t betrays a mental ag1tation and dissatis-
faction with one's surroundings and oneself. It is 
always the outcome of a highly ner\'ous temperament; 
and in a soft spatulate hand these little lines denote 
hypochondria. 

,- 422. A fork at the end of a line is often a good sign, for 
Fo:l,f:u 

1
';11• en<t it increases the powers of the lines without carrying 

0 A lDC. 

them too far. At the same time it often indicates a 
duplicity in connection with the qualities of the line 
[ vide 4J 589] [Fig. 3). 

1423. \\'hen the fork is reduplicated so as to form a tassel 
Tasselled at end. at the end of the line, the indication is uad, de-noting 

feebleness and nervous palpitation of the organ 

,. ffl. 
A.cending and 

descending 
branche5. 

represented [Fig. 4]. 
All branches rising from a line increase its good 

indications, whereas all descr11di11g branches accentuate 
its bad qualities. Ascending branches, indicate rich
ness, abundance <Jf the qualities appertaining to a line; 
thus on the line of heart they denote warmth of 
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SUB-SECTION III. 

THE MOUNTS OF THE HANDS. 

I HAVE indicated at 11 373-9 where the various 
mounts should be placed. The prevailing mount is the 
first thing to be obserYed in the palm of a hand, and it 
must be sought for with a careful regard to the general 
principles laid down in Sub-section I., § 1. In this 
sub-section we shall carefully consider the indications 
afforded by each mount in succession, as well as those 
of some of the principal combinations of mounts. 

§ I. The lilo1111/ of f11pilcr [ lJ.]. 

The predominance of this mount in a hand denotes 
a genuine and reverential feeling of religion, a worthy 
and high ambition, honour, gaiety, and a love of 
nature. It also denotes a love of display, of cere
mony, and of pomp, and is, consequently, generally 
developed in the hands of public entertainers of any 
sort. Such subjects talk loudly, are extremely self
confident, are just and well-minded, gallant and 
c-xtravagant, and are always impetuous without being 
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development may be greatly modified by a well
formed Mount of Venus [ ~ ]. 

The Saturnian hand has generally long, bony finger;, 
which give it philosophy, the second finger [that of 
Saturn] is large, with the first [ or nailed] phalanx 
highly developed, the mount, if not high, being 
generally strongly lined. A bad Saturnian hand has 
a hard rough skin and a thick wrist. 

If the mount is quite absent the indication is of an 
insignificant, " vegetable " existence, unmoved by any 
great depth of feeling, and one which is continually 
oppressed by a sense of misfortune. But when it is 
thus absent it may be replaced by a well-traced line 
of fate [ or Saturn]. 

A single straight line upon the mount signifies good 
fortune and success, whilst a plurality of lines thereon 
indicates a proportionate ill-luck. A succession of 
little lines placed ladder-wise across the mount and 
extending upon that of Jupiter indicate an easy and 
gradual progression to high honour. 

A spot upon the mount always indicates an evil 
fatality, the cause of which must be sought for upon 
the lines of head or of fate. rn 

"j 446. If a branch [ not the end of the line of heart or of 
Br,~choffrhom lhe Saturn] rises from the line of heart on to the Mount 

me Url. • '( of Saturn, it denotes worry, travail, and anxiety; 1 
the branch is clean and single however, it will fore
shadow wealth as a result of those anxieties [I, in 
Plate X.). 

1447. If, instead of being in its proper position beneath 
Di,placemcntof the second finger, the mount is displaced towards 

the mount. • • • fi tl d. 1 cc Jupiter, 1t has the same s1gm cance as 1e 1sp a. • 
ment of the Mount of Jupiter towards Saturn I vulc 
1 438]. If, on the other hand, it is dis~laccd t~wards 
the Mount of Apollo, it betokens a fatahty which can 
be, and must be, striven against. 

111 Signum crucis in Monte Saturnio sterilitatem indicat. 
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If, together with the Mount of Saturn we find the 
Mount of Jupiter developed, we shall find gentleness 
patience, and respect in a good hand, or want of 
appreciation, inability to make use of opportunities 
melancholy, hystcri:i, and want of taste in a bad hand'. 
Combined with that of Mercury this mount gives us 
antiquarian research, and love of science from an 
"amateur" point of view, a talent for medicine, and 
a desire for information on various subjects. Such 
subjects are clever at individualizing and classing, 
and are generally happy. And this latter indication 
generally holds good even when the rest of the hand 
is bad, in which case the combination of Saturn and 
:\lercury gives us perfidy, perjury, sullen temper, 
revenge, theft, want of filial affection, and charla
tanry. 

With the Mount of Mars equally developed this 
mount betokens aggressiveness, bitterness of humour, 
a false superiority, insolence, immodesty, and cynicism. 
The combination of the Mounts of Venus and Saturn 
will give us a love of and a search after truth in 
matters occult, piety, charity, logic, self-control, with 
a tendency to jealousy and love of display. If the 
hand is bad the combination will betray frivolity, 
curiosity, an<l, if the Mount of Saturn be the more 
strongly developed of the two, we shall find pride, 
envy, and debauchery. \Vhen the Mounts of the 
l\toon and of Saturn find themselves equally developed 
in a hand, we have a subject whose intuition and 
pure talent for occultism is remarkably d~veloped. 
It is a curious fact that these latter subJects are 
generally frightfully ugly. 

§ 3. The "1011111 of Apollo l0]. 
A nand in which this mount is developed is 

essentially that of a subject whose prcvni!ing tas~cs 
and instincts are artistic, and it always gives to Its 
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u~rea_soning temper, and a strong tendency to levity, 
lnvolaty, and sophistry. Such subjects arc boastful 
vain, . think themselves unappreciated, but high!; 
superior to their fellow-men ; these arc the poets, 
painters, and musicians and actors who dwell upon 
the loss suffered by the world in their 11011-

appcarance at St. James's Hall, Burlington House, 
and the Lyceum. This excessive development 
is generally accompanied, and is emphasized by, 
twisted fingers, spatulated soft hands, a grille [ vldc ) 
,r 701] on the mount, with a long phalanx of will and 
proportionately short phalanx of logic. 

lf, on the other hand, this mount is absent in both , 4b:I. 
hands, its absence betrays materiality and indifference Absence of 1h, 

to matters artistic, giving a dull, unenlightened life. 
fflOUDL 

A single line deeply traced upon the mount indicates , 4S6. 
fortune and glory; two lines indicatr considerable La<> of the 

talent, but a great probability of failure, whilst many mount. 

confused lines show a tendency to lean to the scientific 
aspects ol art. 

lf the mount is merely dc,,c/opfd, ha\'ing no line 
marked upon it, it shows a love of the beautiful, but 
not necessarily a talent for production of works of 
art. 

A spot upon the mount denotes a gra\'e danger of 
a loss of reputation or caste. 

\Vhen in a hand the Mounts of Apollo and of 
Mercury are found equally developed, we find a 
character in which justice, firmness, perspicacity, love 
of scientific research, combined with clearness of 
diction and eloquence, are salient features. The 
combination of Apollo and the l\Ioon gi\'es good 
sense, im:igiuation, reflection, and hght-heartedne:.-s. 
\Vith an equal dc\'elopmcnt of the J\lount of Venus, 
we get amiability and a great desire to please. 

Dc,·clopmcoL 
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§ 4. Tl1c ll/01111/ of Alcrcury [ ~). 

The pre-eminence in a hand of this mount indicates 
science, intelligence, spirit, eloquence, a capacity for 
commerce, speculation, industry, and invention, agility, 
promptitude in thought and action, and a pc11c'1a11t for 
tra\·el and occult science. 

(The eloquence, which is one of the prevailing 
characteristics of the type, is of a kind denoted by 
the formations of the fingers. A high Mount of 
Mercury will give, with pointed fingers, brilliant 
oratory ; with square fingers, clearness and reason 
in expounding ; with spatnlate fingers, force and 
vehemence in argument and dogma ; with long 
fingers, details and parentheses ; anrl with short 
fingers, brevity and conciseness. The great difference 
between the eloquence of these subjects, and of those 
whose prevailing mount is that of Apollo, is that the 
oratory of the former is sophistical and clever, rather 
than naive and direct like that of the latter; it is 
this that makes them such good barristers. To assist 
their faculties in this respect still further, these sub
jects should always have short nails (vidc ,r 251)]. 

Such subjects arc good athletes, are agile, clever at 
games of skill, spontaneous in expedient, sharp in 
practice, with a great capacity for serious studies. 
Combined with these qualities we generally recognise 
envy, but amiability therewith ; often (the other 
conditions of the hand being favourable) we find 
that these subjects arc clever clairvoyants, seldom 
sensual, and generally good-humoured, and fond of 
playing with children so long as they arc not other
wise seriously employed. This tendency to envy, by 
raising envious feelings at the aptitudes and successes 
of others, constantly drives these Mercurial subjects 
to take up and try a great variety of pursuits. 
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These subjects are great mat,:hmakers, and :rc
qucntly marry very young, choosing equally young 
persons for their helpmates. 

The normal development of the hand which accom
panies this mount is as follows :-Long, smooth fingers, 
hard, slightly spatulated, [ athletics,] or very soft with 
mixed tips [thought]. The finger of Mercury long 
and sometimes pointed. The high mount cut by a 
deep line, and the philosophic joint developed. 

If the mount is developed to excess in a hand, it 
denotes theft, cunning, deceit, treachery, with pre
tentious ignorance. Such subjects are charlatans, run
ning after the false and dishonest forms nf occultism, 
and arc generally superstitious. These hands usually 
have long twisted fingers, more or less turned back; 
soft hands, confused markings on the mount, and 
the phalanx of will long. u~ 

A complete absence of the mount denotes inapti
tude for science or for commercial enterprise. 

A single line upon the mount indicates modesty 
and moderation, and in many instances a strange 
unexpected stroke of good fortune. A cross line 
extending upon the Mount of Apollo betrays 
charlatanry in science, and, in fact, the dishonest 
occultism I ha\'e alluded to above [~ 465]. If this 
line have an "island" [ vidc ~ 678) in it and cut the 
Line of J\pnllo [p. 261] or brilliancy, it denotes ill-luck, 
probably resulting from some perfectly innocent act. 

J\[any mixed lines upon the mount denote astuteness 
and aptitude for sciences. If they reach as low as 
the line of heart, they denote liberality; and if to 
numerous rays on this mount a subject joins a high 
Mount of the Mc,on, his pmdwul for mcdkal science 
will take the form of hypochondria, The cider 

11• Mons Mercuriahs prominen, in manu qua Orbi,; Lacie~ vcl 
Vi:i UlSCJ\'ll appa.i:<t, lasci\iam et voluptatis sordidum oppet1tWD 
ostcncliL 
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cheiromants have affirmed that a woman havin.., 
this mount well rayed is sure to marry a doctor, or, a~ 
any rate, a man of science. If the lines on the mount 
merely take the form of little flecks and dashes, it is a 
practically sure indication of a babbling, chattering 
disposition. 

-; 469. Lines on the percussion-i.e., on the edge of the 
:.incs on the side h d b t h b • • . of the h:ind. an , e ween t e ase ol the httlc finger and the lmc 

of heart-indicate liaisons, or serious affairs of the 
heart if horizontal, (i.e., parallel with the line of the 
heart,] each line denoting a separate liaison or love 
affair, a single deep line denoting one strong and 
lasting affcction. 111 If vertical they denote, almost 
invariably, the number of children which the subject 
has had. De Peruchio lays do,.,·n the rule that if 
they arc strong they denote boys, if faint, girls; and 
if they are short or indistinct the children arc either 
dead or not yet born. Several vertical lines on the 
percussion, crossed by a line which starts from a star 
upon the mount, betrays sterility, whilst a marriage 
line, ending abruptly by a star, indicates a marriage 
or liaison of short duration, terminated by death. 

CJ 470. The mount quite smooth and unlined indicates a 
Smooth mount. cool, determined, and constant condition of mind. A 

Circle. 

Spot. 

grille upon the mount is a dangerous prognostic of a 
violent death, a circle also placed upon the mount 
indicating that it will be by water. A spot upon the 
mount indicates an error or misfortune in businass. 

-; 471. If the mount is high, and the hand contain a long 
&fTm of Apollo. line of Apollo, the commercial instinct will work itself 

out in speculation rather than in recognized and per-
severing commerce. 

111 Insula in qualillcl IJrevium lineamm q11re pcrcuS!>ionem 
transcurrunt et stupii con~ueludincm dcnolanl [vide '\i'lf 678-9) 
ostcndit consuctudincm cum propinquo \'el ctiam incest11m. ~n
sula in Line! Satumia denolal adul1ennm quod fd,cem ,·cl m· 
fcli.-.cm fert fortunam sicut faus:a vel infausla linea. 
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Plain of Mars is treated of in my remarks upon the 
triangle, but little notice need be taken of it here. 
The keynote of the \\ hole question may be struck hy 
bearing in mind that the 11!01111/ of Mars denotes 
rc.si'sla11cc, whereas the Plai'n of J\lars betrays action 
and aggression. This will be more fully demonstrated 
later on. 

The main characteristics indicated by a development 
of the l\lount of Mars are courage, calmness, sang 
froi'd in moments of emergency, resignation in misfor
tune, pride, resolution, resistance, and devotion, with a 
strong capacity to command. 

\Veil developed and not co\'ered by lines or ray!-, 
this mount will counteract the evil influences of a 
short thumb by the calmness and resignation which 
it imparts to a character. Such a subject [ especially 
if his thumb be large] pos!-esses, to a marked extent, 
the capacity for keeping his temper. He will be 
magnanimous and generous to extravagancc, loud of 
voice, and hot-blooded, his passions carrying him e,·en 
to sensuality, unless counteracted by a strong phalanx 
of logic. His eloquence, if he possess that faculty, 
rare among subjects of this type, will be of the fas
cinating rather than of the emotional description. 
Spatulate fingers will give to this mount a lo\'e of 
show and self-glory. 

-;:478. These subjects have always a great natural incli-
Marriai;c J • 9 • nation to love, though they nearly always marry late 

in life, and marry women of the type of Venus [ vide 
p. 224]. These two types seem to have a natural 

1479. 
Aspect of the 

h&Dd. 

inclination for one another. 117 

The hands to which these martial mounts belong 
are generally hard, the fingers large, especially at the 

m " I know not how, but martial men are given to love. l 
think it is but as they nre gi\·cn to wine; for perils commonly 
ask to b,: paid in plc:isures."-FRANCIS l:IACON'S .. Essay OD 

Love," 1612. 
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third phalanx, the will long, and the logic small, the 
hollow of the hand [Plain of Mars] rayed and lined. 

An ~xcessive develo~ment of this mount, [i.e., a ~ 480_ 
spreading of the mount mto the palm, "the Plam of E..ca.s and lines 

~fa~s, ") or a mass of lines upon the mount, will 00 the IIIODllt. 

indicate brusqucrie, fury, injustice of mind, insolence, 
violence, cruelty, blood-thirstiness, insult, and defiance 
of manner. Lines on the mount always denote hot 
temper. This excessive development generally be-
trays lasciviousness, and exa;gcration in speech. 

The Plain of Mars highly developed or covered 148l, 

with lines indicates a love of contest, struggle, and Llne1"" 1he 

war, especially if the nails be short [vide ~ 251] and moun,. 

a cross [ vitle, 691] be found in the plain. This net• 
work of little lines in the Plain of Mars always 
indicates obstacles in the way of real good fortune. 

These hands of the excessive type have generally 
a feeble line of heart often joined to the line of head, 
the line of life red in colour, and the thumb short and 
clubbed. 

If the mount be completely absent, its absence 
denotes cowardliness and childishness. 

De Peruchio and Taisnier both assert that a line 
extending from the Mount of Mars to between the 
Mounts of Jupiter and Saturn, with little spots of 
the line of head, indicate deafness. I have ne,·er 
recognized the sign. 

Combined with the Mount of Apollo, this mount 
becomes an indication of ardour and energy in art, 
force, perseverance, and truth in action. \Vith the 
Mount of the Moon we get a love of navij:<ltion, or, 
if the rest of the hand is bad, [vidt ~[ 408,] foll)'. 
Combined with the Mount of Venus we find a love 
of music and of dancing, sensuality, ardour, and 
jealousy in loYe. The combination of .Mars and 
Mercury denotes movement and quickness of thought 
and speech, spontar, ;ty, incredulity, and a lo,·e of 
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argument, strife of words, nnd mockery. An equal 
development of the Mounts of Saturn and Mars 
gives cynicism, audacity of belief and opinion, and 
want of moral sense; we find, in fact, in this case, 
the energy of Mars rousing to action the usually 
latent evil qualities of Saturn. 

§ 6. Tl1c /t/01111/ of t/1c .Moon []) ]. 

The attributes of this mount, when found pre
dominant in a hand, arc imagination, melancholy, 
chastity, poetry of soul, and a love of mystery, 
solitude, and silence, with a tendency to reverie 
and imagination. To it belongs also the domain of 
harmony in music, as opposed to the melody, which 
is the special attribute [ as we shall sec] of the 
l\lount of Venus. 

Such subjects arc generally capricious and change
able, egoists, and inclined to be idle; their imagi 
nation often makes them hypochondriacal, and their 
abstraction often causes them to develop the faculty 
of presentiment, giving them intuition, prophetic in
stincts, and dreams. They are fond of voyages by 
reason of their restlessness, they arc more mystic 
than religious, phlegmatic in habit, fantastic, and given 
to romance in matters of art and literature. They 
make generally the best rhymists, but they have no 
self-confidence, no perseverance, and no powers of 
expression in speech. They arc much given to 
capricious marriages, which astonish their friends, 
from disparity of years, or something of the kind. 

These hands arc generally swollen and soft, with 
short, smooth, and pointed fingers, and a short phalanx 
of logic. For the influence of the mount to be alt:>
gcther good, it should be fuller at the base ( near the 
wrist] than at the top [ near the Mount of Mars] or 
in the centre. Excessive fulness in the exact centre 
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\Vhen the mount is not high, but very long, coming 
down to the base of the hand, and forming an angle 
with the wrist, it denotes a resigned and contem
plati\·c character, quite devoid of all ~trength, strength 
being shown by tllick11ess, as opposed to weakness, 
which is indicated by !mg/Ii of the mount. 

If the mount is absolutely absent, it betrays want 
of ideas and imagination, want of poetry of mind, 
and general drought of the intellect. 

Highly de,·eloped with the "Croix Mystique," [1•ide 
p. 277] well traced in the hand, and pointed fingers, 
we find i1wariably a wonderful faculty of clairvoy
ance, which may be marvellously developed and 
..:ultivated. 

I have remarked above [~ 487] that this mount 
indicates idleness; the idleness betrayed in a cha
racter by the development of this mount must not 
be confused with che idleness indicated by softness 
of the hands, [ vidr 1 203\] the latter denoting idle
ness of the body, and slothfulness, as opposed to the 
idleness indicated by the former, which is that of the 
mind [reflection, etc.]. 

NoTE.~It sometimes occurs that there is a diffi
culty in determining the exact boundaries of the 
Mount of the Moon. 1t may generally be assumed 
that it joins the Mount of Mars at the extremity 
of the line of head, and is separated from the Triangle 
and the Plain of Mars by either the line of Saturn, or 
of Health, or by the Via Lasch•a [ which is rarely found 

in a hand, vide -II 64-0]. 
One line upon the mount betrays a vivid instinct, a 

curious vague presentiment of e\'ils; many lines and 
rays on the mount denote visions, presentiments, 
prophetic dreams, and the like. Such s~bjects are 
much prone to folly and inconstancy. . A sing\~ d~p 
ray across the mount, with a small hne crossing 1t, 
denotes gout or a gouty tendency. 
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counteract<'d by very squ;ire fing<"rs, or a long ph:ilans. 
of logic; or 1t may be annulled by the resistance and 
re-;ignation of a high l\lount of Mars. 

An angle on the mount [d, in Plate X.] inchcates a 
great d:ingcr of drowning. A crescent in the same 
place is said to betoken the fatal influence of woman 
upon one's life. I have not come across these signs in 
practice. 

If in a hand the Mounts of Moon and Mercury arc 
equally developed, it is a sign of subtilty, change
ability, and intuition in the deeper sciences, bringing, 
as their consequence, success and even celebrity. A 
like combination of the mount with that of Venus 
results in devotion of a romantic and fantastic kind, 
curiosity and richcrclze in affairs of the heart. In a bad 
hand such a combination will give caprice, eccentricity, 
and unnatural instincts in affairs of the heart. A 
combination with Saturn will give hypochondria and 
cowardice, egotism, slovenliness, and a tendency to 
indigestion. The constant attribute of the mount is 
imagination and fancy. 

§ 7. Tl1e Moun/ of Ve1111s [ ~ ]. 

The main attributes of this mount, shown in a 
character by its prominence in the hand, are the 
po::isession of, and an admiration for, beauty, grace, 
melody in music, dancing, gallantry, tenderness, and 
benevolence, \Vith a constant desire to please and to be 
appreciated. It is essentially the Mount of Melody, 
[vide ,I 486,] and is, consequently, always to be found 
in the hands of those who arc talented :is singers. 
The attributes of this mount are the more feminine 
forms of beauty, as contrasted with the masculine 
forms of beauty, which are indicated by a prominence 
of the Mount of Jupiter. 

These subjects are great lovers of pleasure and 
society; they are fond of aonlause, but more from 
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A line extending from the mount to that of Mercury 
[e e, in Plate X.J is always a good sign, indicating good 
fortune and love resulting from one another. 

. 'i 517. . A line rising from the base of the hand into the 
Line from wrtSt, • I , f [ . mount 1s a so a sign o good luc.k //, m Plate X. ). 

~ 618. Lines from the phalanx of logic to the line of life 
Ma.rri:.i;c lines. [ • Pl t X ] 'd b h • • • d' 

IIJl519. 
lsb.nds. 

gg, m a e . are sa1 y many aut ontles to m 1-
cate marriages; and if they are confused, they betray 
troubles and worries in loYe and marriage f vide 1 533]. 

Islands [i•idc ~ 679] placed crosswise upon the mount 
[j I~ in Plate X.J indicate advantageous opportunities of 
marriage which have been missed. These lost oppor
tunities would have been all the more brilliant and 
desirable if the islands are connected with the Mount 
of Apollo [as at k, in Plate X.) by a line.• 

.- 520. Three lines extending straight to the Mount of 
01hcr lines. Jupiter denote liberality and happiness (/i/1, in 

Plate X. ]. A deep line cutting into the triangle [i i, 
in Plate X.] betrays a tendency to asthma. 

4I 521. NoTE.-lt has been an almost invariable rule among 
The scvca tJJc•. cheirosophists to make these mounts the bases and 

distinguishing characteristics of se\'en clearly defined 
types, assigning to each a special physiognomy, phreno
logy, etc. I do not consider that this is expedient, 
for hands are already divided into seven far more 
practical and ordinary types cheirognomically [~ 264], 
and in all my experience I have never found more 
than five or six subjects whose hands were dominated 
by one single pre-eminent mount [ v1ac ~ 398]. 

1" Lunul:i in l\lonte Vcnerco adulteiium monstrat; simonies 
Veneris atque Lun::c ::cquc prominent,_ lun~la in ~l?nte ~'cncrco 
obsccnitatem prodit et crapulam ; qum ellam s1 m tah manu 
Via Lasciva in,·cnitur turpior atque npertior est lascivia. 
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in fact, at 37, and, as I had told him, he died two 
years afterwards. These things must be very care
fully learnt before they are put into practice, for to 
make a deliberate statement like the above would be 
a brutal and dangerous thing to do, unless one spoke 
with abso!11te certainty. 

The line ceasing abruptly with a few little parallel 
lines as at b, in Plate XII., is an indication of sudden 
death. If the line is continually crossed by little 
cutting bars, it is an indication of continual, but not 
se\·ere, illnesses. 

If the line is broken up and laddered, as at cc, in Plate 
XIT., it denotes a period of continued delicacy and ill
health. If it is broken inside a square, as at a, in 
Plate XIII., it indicates recovery from a serious illness; 
a square always denotes protection from some danger 
[ vide ,r 669]. A bar across the broken ends [ as at b, 
Plate XIII.] also denotes a preservation from an illness. 

\Vhatever may be the condition of the line, a sister 
line, as at a' d, Plate XII., will replace it and counteract 
the evil effects of the irregularities found on the main 
line, protect the subject against most of the dangers 
which assail him, and indicate a luxurious, comfort
able existence. [Of the inner sister line, or line of 
Mars, we shall speak later on.] 

The line should be free from forks and tassels 
throughout its course. Tasselled at its extremity, as 
at c, in Plate XIII., it indicates poverty and loss of money 
late in life, if not earlier. Forked at the commence
ment. as ate, Plate XII., it indicates Yanity, indecision, 
and fantasy; but if the fork is very clear and simple, 
[ not confused as in the figure,) it may in a good hand 
mean justice of soul and fidelity. In like manner, if 
instead ofthetasselatc, Plate Xlll., we find a plain fork, 
it points to overwork in old age resulting in poYerty; 
it 15, in fad, the first warning of the appearance of 
tt,e tassel. A ray of the tassel going to the Mount of 
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of life, as at /1, in Plate XIV., indicates marriage at the 
age whereat the line 1s found, 

Rays across the hand just cutting the line, generally 
indicate an illness caused by the mount or line whence 
the ray takes its departure, at the age at which it 
occurs upon the line: thus, from the Line of Heart it 
means an illness caused by the heart; from the Line 
of Head an illness caused by the head or brain; from 
the hlount of l\fars a danger brought about by passion, 
and so on. 

A ray ascending to the Mount of Jupiter, as at I I, 
in Plate XIII., betrays ambition, lofty aims, egoism, 
and success. These lines often appear in a hand quite 
suddenly. 

If a branc'h rise from a black spot on the line, it 
indicates that a disease has left a nervous complaint. 
Black spots always indicate diseases, and if they are 
very deep, they indicate sudden death. Among the 
older Cheiromants this was the indication of a 
murderer. These are more particularly treated of 
later on [vide 1672]. 

Branches ascending from the line, as in Plate XV., 
denote ambition, and nearly always riches; if they 
ascend through the other lines, as at a a a, they 
indicate that the success is brought about by the 
personal merit of the subject. Descending branches, 
as at b, Plate XV., denote loss of health and wealth. 

If instead of starting from the extreme outside of 
the hand, the line of life commences under the 
Mount of Jupiter, [say atg, Plate XII.,] it betrays great 
ambition, and is often a sign of great successes and 

honours. 
If the lines of life, head, and hearl are all joined 

toget/,cr at the commencement, it is a terrible sign 
of misfortune and violent death. 

A cross cut by branches of the line, as at c, Plate XV,, 
betokens a mortal infirmity, with grave fear of death; 
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A line of life lying dose to the thumb is a mark of 
sterility, especially if the Imes of health and head are 
joined by a star [ vide 10

1 
p. :!67 l, 

An island [ vide ~;~• 678-83 l on the line denotes an ill
ness during the period of its lrngth, generally caused by 
some excess shown elsewhere on the hand. If the 
line of health is absent, the island denotes biliousness 
and indigestion; an island at the very commencement 
of the line betrays some mystery of birth, some 
fatality, or some hereditary disease. 

§ § I. The Line of Mars. 

In some hands we find inside the line of life, and 
running parallel and close to it, a second or sister line 
known in cheirosophy as the Line of l\Iars, or the 
Martial Line [ vide Plate VII.]. Like all sister lines, 
it repairs and mitigates the effects of breaks in the 
main line; and it derives its name from the fact that 
it gives to soldiers great successes in armsJ especially 
if it is clear and red in colour. 

It gives, together with riches and prosperity, a great 
heat and violence to the passions, which with this 
line, if uncontrolled, are apt to become brutish. Its 
influence lasts throughout the period during which it 
follows the line of life; and De Peruchio says that 
there is always a love affair at the age at which it 
begins. 

§ 2. The Line of Hearl. 

This line should be neat, well coloured, and ex 
tendin"' from the Mount of Jupiter to the outside of 
the ha~d under the Mount of Mercury, not broad and 
pale, or thick and red, but well traced, a_nd ~f _n 
good normal colour; such n condition of the lme md1-
cates a good heart, an affectionate disposition, with an 
equable temper and good health, 
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instincts, and, unless the !me of hcalth be very good, 
the subject will be liable to heart discasc, and runs n 
gra\'c danger of a sudden early death. 

A line which is much broken up denotes inron 
stancy, and oftcn these subjects are woman-haters. 
A single break shows a feebleness of the heart, and 
the cause of that feebleness may always be found 
in some excess or evil development of a mount
fatality shown by a development of the Mount of 
Saturn ; foolishness shown by an equa,.1 development 
of the Mounts of Saturn and Apollo; pride shown by 
thc Mount of Apollo; folly or avarice shown by the 
Mount of Mercury. 

~ 561. A quantity of little lines cutting acrO$$ the line 
"""> Ii tie lice,. diagonally indicate many misfortunes of the heart, 

";662. 
F0<~cd. 

1563. 
I:;o.c hne. 

arising originally from weakness of the heart or liver. 
The line dividing at the end and going in three 

branches to the Mount of Jupiter, is a most fortunatc 
sign, indicating riches and good luck. Any forking of 
the line which sends a branch on to the Mount of 
Jupiter is good ; even if the branch goes to between 
the fingers of Jupikr and Saturn, this betokens still 
good fortune, but of a more quiet and undisturbing 
description. But a forking which sends one ray upon 
the Mount of Jupiter and the other upon the Mount of 
Saturn, betrays errors and failures in the search after 
success, and fanaticism in religion. 

lf the line is quite bare under the finger of Jupiter 
at its commencement, there is great danger of poverty; 
a similar barenec;s at the percuc:sion indicates sterility; 
the fork under Jupiter gives also to the subject energy 
and enthusia<;rn in love. A line quite bare of branches 
thrnugh'>ut its Jcngth indicates drynec,.s of heart and 
want of affcct1<>n. 

Jf the line touch the base of the finger of Jupiter, 
the subJcct will be unsuccessful in all his undertakings, 
unless the line of fortune be exccptionally good. 
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A mark lik<' a deC'p scar a<'r0'"3 the hne betrays a 
tendency to apoplexy; red spots or h?lcs in the line 
denote wounds either physical or moral. \Vhite 
marks on the line denote conquests in l,.>Ve; a point on 
the line mean"> grief of the heart, and, according to its 
position, you can tell by whom it was caused, thus :--
Under the Mount of Apollo the cause was an artbt, or 
a celebrity i.e., the grief is connected with nrt or 
ambition ; under the Mount of Mercury the grief is 
caused by a man of science, a lawyer, or a doctor. 

1665. 
Marb c~ the 

lwo 

«-1iG6. If the line curl round the first finger, it is a sign of 
a marvellous faculty for occultism and the possession cur cd rvUnd 

f::;1 fin.,n. 
of high occult powers. 

Joined to the line of head under the Mounts of «-li67. 
Jupiter or Saturn, is a sign of a great danger threaten- J incd to he.,,! 

ing the life, and of sudden and violent death, if the 
sign is repeated in both hands. If the line turn down 
on to the line of head, with a ray across it, as nt h, in 
Plate XII., it is a sign of a miserable marriage, or dC'ep 
griefs of the heart. 

A ray from the line of lifo to the Mount of Saturn, ,- 668. 
reaching to the base of the finger, [as at m, in Plate Xlll.,) R.iy co '2 • 
is a very bad sign in a woman's hand, immeasurably 
and even fatally increasing the dangers of maternity. 

Lines from the quadrangle [ vidc p. 288) to the line 'I 669. 
of heart, as at ; ii, in Plate XII., denote aptitude for lines rn·m th' 

qu;u!r:t.n.;lc. 
science, curiosity, research, and versatility, which 
often culminates in uselessness. 

A curved line from the line of heart to the Mount 
of the l\loon [stopping abruptly at the line of heart 
(vidc ~f 500) ], as atJ~ in Plate XII., denotes murderous 
tendencies :md instincts. 

§ 3. Tlie L111c of lfu1 1l. 

Thi'. line should be joined to the line of life at its im
mediate commencement, and leaving it directly should 
trace n strong ray ncross the hand to the top of the 
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Mount of the Moon, clear and well coloured, without 
ramifications or forking, uninterrupted and regular; 
such a formation indicates good sense, clear judgmcnt, 
cleverness, and strength of will. 

Pale and broad, it indkates feebleness or want of 
intellect. Short-i.r., reaching only to the Plain of 
Mar:::,-it betrays weak ideas and weak will. [Stopping 
under the Mount of Saturn, it foreshadows an early 
sudden death.) Chained, it betrays a want of fixity 
of ideas and vacillation of mind. Long and ,ery 
thin, it denotes treachery and infidelity. Of unequal 
thickness, twisted, and badly coloured, it betrays a 
feeble li\'er and want of spirit; such subjects arc 
always a\'aricious. 

A long line of head gives domination to a character 
-i.e., domination of self as opposed to the domination 
of others, indicated by a large thumb. A long line 
of head in a many-rayed and lined hand gives great 
sdf-control and coolness in danger and difficulties, 
and the strength of the head r shown by the long 
line] causes the subject to reason out and utilize 
the intuiti\'e powers and instinctive promptings 
indicated by the multiplicity of rays and lines in the 
hand. 

Voy long and straight,-i.e., cutting the entire hand 
in a straight line from the line of life to the percus
sion,-it indicates excess of reasoning habits, ovcr
caleulation, and over-economy, denoting avarice and 
meanness. 

The excessive economy [avarice] of this long line 
may be greatly modified by a softness of the hand or 
a high de\'clopment of the Mounts of Jupiter or of 
Apollo. 

If instead of joining the line of life at its com
mencement it only lea\'Cs it under the Mount of 
Saturn, it is a sure indication that the education 
has been acquired and the brain developed late in 
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life ; or, if the lme of life is short, and the lme of 
head also, 1t fore,hadows a grave danger of sudden 
death. A like commencement, the line reaching 
across to the Mount of Mars, the line of heart bdng 
thin and small, indicates struggles and misfortunes 
arising from infirmities of tt mper or errors of calcu
lation, unless the line of fortune is exceptionally 
good. Such a subject will often appear benevolent, 
but his benevolence will generally be found to be 
only of a nature which gives pleasure to himself, 
and is usually more theoretical than practical. 

The line must lie at a good regular distance from 
that of the heart; lying close up to it throughout its 
length, it betrays weakness and palpitations of the 
organ. 

Remember that an extremely good line of head 
may so influence the whole hand as to dominate 
other evil signs which may there be found, especially 
if the Mount of Mars be also high; such a combina-
tion gives to a subject energy, circumspection, con-
stancy, coolness, and a power of resistance which 
goes a long way towards combating any evil or weak 
tendencies which may be found in his hand. 

If the line stops abruptly under the l\Iount of 
Saturn it forewarns of a cessation of the intelligence, 
or [ with other signs] death in early youth; stopping 
similarly under the finger of Apollo, it betra,Ys in-
constancy in the ideas and a want of order in the 
mind. 
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life ,or some way before leavmg 1t to go across the commcncenm1L 

hand, it indicates timidity and want of confidence, 
which give dulness and apathy tu the life, and which 
arc with difficulty overcome. \Vhen this sign appears 
in an otherwise clever hand, the most strenuous 
efforts should be made to counteract this want of 
self-reliance, which is so serious an obst.1cle to 
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n sign Jf idealism, imagination, and want of instinct of 
real life. If it comes very low upon the mount it leads 
to mysticism and folly, even culminating in madnec;s 
if the line of health is cut by it in both hands. In 
an otherwise fairly strong hand this declension upon 
the Mount of the Moon gives poetry and a love of 
the mystic or occult sciences, superstition, and an 
inclination to spiritualism. Such a formation, if the 
Mount of the Moon is rayed, generally gives a talent 
for literature. The line of head coming low upon 
the Mount of the Moon to a star, as atg, in Plate XV., 
with stars on the Mounts of Venus and Saturn, as at 
/1 and i, and a weak line of heart, arc terribly certain 
signs of hereditary madness. This extreme obliquity 
of the line always indicates a danger of madness, 
and these concomitant signs [vide ~: 419] prove it to 
be hereditary, and probably unavoidable. 

Again, if instead of going across the hand it turns 
up towards one of the mounts, it will shcw that the 
thoughts are entirely taken up by the quahtic,; belong
ing to the respective mounts; thus turning up to tl e 
Mount of Mercury commerce wlll be the prevailing 
instinct, and will bring good fortune; or, turning 
towards the Mount of Apollo, a desire for rc-putation 
will be the continual thought. If it points between 
the fingers of Apollo and Mercury, the signification 
is of success in art brought by scientific treatment. 
If the line go right up on to the mount it will denote 
a folly of the quality-thus, for instance, ending on 
Mercury it will c.lcnotc occultism and deceit; on 
Apollo, the mania of art; and on Saturn, the m::mi:i 
of rc-ligion, 

Any turning up of the linC' of head towards that 
of the heart denotes a weak mind, which IC't<; hh 
heart nnd his passions domineer over his reason; if 
it loucli the line of heart it is n prognostic of early 
death. If iL cut through the line of heart nnd end 
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upon the Mount of Saturn, it foreshadows death from 
a wound to the head. l have seen this sign verified 
in two terrible instances. If it turn up to the line of 
heart and confound itself with it obliquely, it fore
shadows a fatal affection, which runs a great risk of 
terminating in madness. 

Turning back towards the thumb, the line of head 
denotes intense egotism and misfortune in consequence 
thereof. 

A break in the line of hrad nearly always in
dicates an injury to the head. Broken under the 
finger of Saturn, and the broken ends overlapping, as 
at a, in Plate XVI., the prognostic is especially certain, 
but in a bad hand it is said to be a sign of the 
scaffold, or, at any rate, of the loss of a member, 
evm if the sign appear in one hand only. l\Iuch 
broken up it is a sign of headaches and general weak
ness of the head, resulting in loss of memory and 
want of continuity in the ideas. Such a breaking up 
will rob a long phalanx of will of much of its power, 
and long fingers of much of their spirit of minutire. 
If with this sh:1ttcred line of the head we find in the 
Plain of Mars a cross, the rays terminating in points 
or spots and short nails, it is a grave warning of a 
tendency to epilepsy. 

Split throughout its length is a strengthening :;i~n 
if other indications of madness appear in the hand, 
but if the line is distinctly double [i c., if it is ac
companied by a sister Ii ne] it is a sure sign of good 
fortune and inheritances. 

lf the line is forked at the end, with one of the 
" prongs" descending upon the Mount of the l\loon, 
[as at b, in Plate XVI.,] we h:l\'e a certain indication of 
lying, hypocrisy, and dctcit. Such a man, even with 
a good hand, will be a elc\'c r sc,phist, never off his 
guard, ready at all times with (if necessary] an in
gemous rearrangement of facts to suit the needs c,f 
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the immnliate prer,c-nt. Thi'l forking has somewhat 
the effect of short nails, givmg to a subject a love of 
controversy and argument. If the ray,, or " prongs" 
of the fork arc so long that one extend; right across 
the hand, and the other comes well down to the 
rascctte, it has the dual effect of a long line of head, 
nnd of a line of head which descendc; far upon the 
Mount of the Moon, givi~g at once poetry and realism 
-i.e., a capability of making a practical use of poetic 
inspirations. A good line of Apollo give; great taknt 
to a forked line of head, from its power of seeing all 
round a subject, and of considering it from all points. 
If one ray of the fork go up to touch the line of heart, 
and the other descends upon the Mount of the Moon, 
it betrays the sacrifice of all things to an affccticn, 
and if with this sign the line of Saturn or fortune 
stops short at the line of heart, it denote, that this 
infatuation has brought ruin with it. The two signs 
nre nearly always concomitant. 

Cut by a multitude of little lines, the line of head 
indicates a short life, with many illnesses and head
aches. If the little cross lines are confined to the 
middle of the line of head it is a sign of dishonesty. 

A cross in the middle of the line is a foreshadowing 
of near approaching death, or of a mortal wound if the 
line is also broken at this point. 

Red points indicate wounds; white ones indicate 
discoveries in science or inventions. Black points, 
ailments according to the mount most developed in 
the hand. Thus with the Mount of Saturn, toothaches; 
with the Mount of Venus, deafness; with the Mount 
of Apollo, diseases of the eyes [ especially if a st..1r 
appear at the junction of the finger of Apollo and 
the palm]. These points are often connected with 
similar spots on the line of life by rays or lines, which 
enable us to pronounce with certainty the ages at 
which the subject hiis suffered from these maladies. 
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A knotting up of the line- betrays an impulse to 
murder, which, if the knot is pale, is past, but which, 
if the knot is deep red, is to come. 

Capillary lines [i!ide fig. 9, Plate VIII, I on the line 
of head are a sign of a well-ordered mind and a good 
disposition. 

An island in the line of head is an indication of 
acutely sensitive nerves. 

A star upon the line is generally a sign of a very 
bad wound, bringing danger of folly with it.Ill 

If a line be found connecting a star on the Mount 
of Venus with a spot on the line of head, [as at cc, in 
Plate XVI.,] it indicates a deeply-rooted and ever-re
membered disappointment in love. 

If a line extend from the line of head to the root of 
the finger of Jupiter, [asat i, in Plate XIV,,] it indicates 
intense pride and vanity which is easily wounded; 
if it ends at a star upon the finger, [as at j, in 
Plate XV.,] it is a sign of extreme good luck; but 
if it ends at the same place by a cross, the luck will 
be, on the contrary, extremely bad. This little line, 
joined by the line of Saturn or fortune, indicates 
vanity, reaching even to folly. 

§ 4, T/1e Line of Saturn, or Fortune. 

1699. The line of Saturn, or fortune, has three principal 
Its points or points of departure for its base : it may start from the 

lh~,i::!, line oflifc, as atd, in Plate XVI.; from the rasce/le, as ate>· 
or from the Mount of the Moon, as at f. Starting from 
the line of life, the line of fortune indicates that the 
luck in hfe is t_he result of one's own personal merit. 
lf it starts from the wrist, or rascette, the fortune will 
be very good, especially if it trace a fine strong furrow 

m Stella inLinei Capitali, ubicum Hcpatic:ajungitur, prretendit 
fcminis periculosam !11Cinam : 5i pra:clarc stella siwiatur, sterili
tatcm indicat. 
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on the Mount of Saturn ; in the same direction, but 
commencing higher up from a point in the Plain of 
M.:irs, we get an indication of a painful, troubled life, 
especially if the hne penetrate [ as it often does] into 
the finger. If the line start from the Mount of the 
Moon, it shows (if it goes straight to the Mount 
of Saturn] that the fortune is, to a great extent, 
de ivcd from the caprice of the opposite sex. If from 
the Mount of the Moon the hnc goes to that of the 
heart, and, confounding itself thcrrin, goes on up to 
the Mount of Jupiter, it is an infallible sign of a rich 
and fortunate marriage. You must guard against 
confounding a chance line from the Mount of the 
Moon to the line of Saturn with the line of Saturn 
starting from that Mount. If [besides the line of 
Saturn, as at r, in Plate XVI.) we have another line 
starting as at/, in Plate XVI., and mtling instead of 
joining the line of Saturn, it betrays the fatal effects 
of imaginahon, culminating possibly in weakness, or 
e\;J to the mental capacity. Starting from the very 
base of the l\fount of the Moon, and ending on the 
Mount of Saturn, is an indication of prediction and 
clairvoyance. 

Instead of going to the Mount of Saturn, the line 
may go up to some other mount, in which cases it will 
have special significations; thus, going to the Mount 
of Mercury, we get fortune in commerce, eloquence, 
and science; going to the Mount of Apollo, we get 
fortune from art or wealth ; going to the Mount of 
Jupiter, we find satisfied pride, and the attainment of 
the objects of our ambition. 

If the line, instead of stopping on the mount, goes 
right up to the second joint of the finger, we have the 
indication of very great fortune, which will be eithcr 
very good or very bad, nceording to the concornitnnt 
signs. Thus, with a good hand, this is a first-rate 
sign ; but with a deep red line on the mount, and a 
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star on the first phalanx of the finger, we have the 
indication of the worst possible fortune, ending in a 
violent death, probably on the scaffold. The line 
should just extt"nd from the top of the rascette to the 
centre of the Mount ofSaturn; reaching to the jointure 
of the finger and palm, or penetrating into the rascette 
is a bad sign, being a sure indication of misery. 

Stnpped at lina Starting from the rascettc, and stopped at the 
,r had or he=. line of heart, indicates n misfortune arising from a 

disappointment in love; or, in n weak hand, heart• 
disease. Similarly stopped at the line of head, the 
misfortune will arise from an error of calculation, or 
from an illness of the head. 

'i 802. 
- arting short. 

'j803. 
Broken in 

qaadn-,le. 

1804. 
A;e on the line 

of Cate. 

If it only star/ from the line of head it denotes 
labour, pain, and ill-health, unless the line of head 
is \'CT)' good, when it will be an indication of fortune 
acquired late in life by the intelligence of the subject. 
Shorter still,-i.e., from the quadrangle to the :Mount 
of Saturn,-the indications are still more unfortunate, 
being of great sorrows, and even of imprisonment, 
The evil prognostications of a line which goes into the 
third phalanx of the finger of Saturn may be averted 
by the presence of a square [ t•idc 'J 669] on the mount. 

If the line is stopped in the quadrangle, and then 
starts again at the line of heart, ending its course 
upon the mount, it denotes that though the luck will 
be obstructed and retarded, it will not be permanently 
spoilt, and the position in life will not be lost ; and 
this is especially certain if a good line of Apollo be 
found in the hand, 

And this brings us t,) the indications of age on the 
line of Saturn. The line starts from its base, and on 
it [as in Pbte XI.] one cnn tell by its brt"aks, and so on, 
approximately the ngcs at which events have occurred 
in n life: it must, however, be premised that these 
lndications arc not anything like as sure as those of 
the line of life, From the base of the line to the line 
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of head we have thirty year;, from the line of head 
to that of the heart we find the events of the life 
between thirty and forty-five years, and thence to the 
top of the !me takes us to the end of the life. Thus, 
for instance, if you see a gap, or break, in the !me 
from the line of head to just below the !me of heart, 
you can predirt misfortunes between the ages of 
thirty and forty; and a connecting line ,\;II generally 
indicate the nature and cause of the ill-luck. Also 
it will ofl:cn be found that in the right hand a mis
fortune will be marked on the line of Saturn, the 
exact dale of which will be marked by a point on the 
line in the lefi hand. 

The indications found upon the line of Saturn often 
explain and elucidate indications only dimly or 
vaguely traced upon the line of life, or in the rest 
of the hand. 

A perfectly straight line, with branche-s going 
upwards from its two sides, indicates a gradual pro
gress from poverty to riches. Twisted at the base, 
and straight at the top, indicates early misfortunes, 
followed by good luck. Straightness, and good colour, 
from the line of heart upwards, always betokens 
good fortune in old age, with invention in science, 
and a talent for such pursuits as horticulture, agri
culture, construction, and architecture. Split and 
twisted, the line of Saturn indicates ill-health from an 
abuse of pleasure. A twisted condition of the line 
always denotes quarrels, and a very good and well
traced line of Saturn will annul the e,;1 indications 
of a badly-formed line of life. 

A broken-up and ragged condition of the line 
betrays an inconstancy and changeability of fortune 
Breaks in the line in the Plain of Mars, denote 
physical and moral struggles. Even, however, if it is 
broken up, it may be replaced by a very good 
development of the Mount of Saturn, or a favourable 
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a-;pcct of the Mount of Mar~; and to thc worst luck 
a high !\fount of the Moon will give a calm and 
resignation which rob it of much of its evil indica
tion. A strong, irregular line of fortune, in a much
rayed and lined hand, betrays a constant irritability, 
and a super-sensitive condition of mind. A well
traced line of Saturn always gives a long life; broken 
up at the base is an indication of misery in early life, 
up to the age [ t•idc ~f 604] at which the breaking Uf 
ceases. If it ends m a star on the mount, it fore
shadows great misfortune, following great good luck ; 
in a good hand this sign generally means that the mis
fortune is caused by the fault of others, gc11cra/ly o( 
one's relations. For the line of Saturn to be lucky, 
there must be explanatory points in the hand for the 
luck to come from, and to find these is one of the 
most important tasks of the cheirosophist. 

Cut by a multitude of little lines on the mount, we 
can safely foretell misfortunes late in life, after a long 
period of good luck. Cut by a line parting from the 
Mount of Venus, it denotes conjugal misery, or mis
fortune caused by a woman [ g g, in Plate XVI.]. 

lf the line is simply absent from a hand, it denotes 
an insignificant life, which takes things as they come, 
meeting with neither particularly good nor particularly 
bad fortune. 

Forked, with one ray going to the Mount of Venus 
and the other to the Mount of the Moon, [ as at 11111 in 
Plate XIII.,) we find a strife for succes,;

1 
directed by the 

wildest imagination, and spurred on by love. If the 
line go well up, as in Plate XIII., the ambition will be 
successful, after much struggle; but if the main line 
is broken or malformed, the necessary intrigues and 
caprices caused by the formation of the line \\ill 
n.-sult in inevitable misfortune. 

Any cross upon the line indicates a change of 
position or of prospects in life al the age indicated 
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by the position of the erO!;" upon the line (a~ m Plate 
XI. ]. In the very centre of the line it is alway!I a 
misfortune, aud the cause ol 1t III y nc-arly alwa)~ be 
found upon the Jines of he-ad or life, showing the mic;
fortune to ari!Se from error or misealculat1on, or from 
illnesses or the loss of friends. 

A star at the base of the line [as at;~ in Plate XIV.] 
denotes a loss of fortune, brought by the parents of 
the subject in early youth ; if there be also a star on 
the Mount of Venus, [as at h, in Plate XV.,J the im
mediate cause is the early deatti of a parent. 

An island on the hne betrays, almost invariably, a 
conjugal infidelity; a star accompanying the island 
betokens a great misfortune arising therefrom. At 
the very base of a line, an island indicates a mystery 
connected with the birth of the subject, and with this 
sign, an extreme malformation of the line will betray 
illegitimacy. In a really good hand, an island on the 
line of Saturn indicates a hopeless, untold pa~sion; 
with a star and a cross on the Mount of Jupiter, the 
island will show th:it the passion has been for a 
celebrated or exalted person. 1ss 

§ 5. Tl,e L,"11e of Apollo, or Brillia11cy. 

The line of brilliancy may start either from the Line 
of Life, the Plain .,f Mars, or the :Mount of the Moon, 
as at k k k, in Plate XV. Whenever it is present, it 
denotes glory, celebrity, art, wealth, merit, or success ; 
its best aspect is when it is neat and straight, making 
a clear cut upon the l\lount of Apollo, signifying cele
brity in art, and eonsequent riches, with a cnpacity 
for enjoying and making the best of them. Clearly 
marked, the line also denotes that the subject is under 

t::i Insula in Lind. Satumia ndulterinm monstrat : et longa 
insula hominem nonullos annos pro insul:c longitudine in 11dullerio 
,ixisse dcclarnt [viae • 789, et l'I. XX.]. Cum long-1 pollice cl 
Lon~ c:ipitalc lineli etiam hoe signum faustµm csl, 
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the favour or influence of the great; it gives him, also, 
the calmness of natural talent, and the contentment of 
self-approbation. 

1t is necessary that this line' exist in a really lucky 
hand to make its good fortune absolute ; a good Line 
of Saturn will be seriously compromised by the 
absence of this line. 

1616. With the Mounts of Jupiter and Mercury de-
Wiib 11 "nd ~ • ._eloped, this line is a certain indication of wealth, 

nnd such a subject will become celebrated by his 
fortune, dignity, and meiit, no le~s than by his talents 
and scientific capacitic~. 

4[617. Twisted fingers, or a hollow palm, are very bad 
Twisted fingers. signs with this line; for they show that the influences 

of the line are guided in an evil direction, and that 
the talf:'nts betokened by 11 arc used for the attainment 
of bad ends. 

1618. With a long line of head, and a long finger of 
Wiih long hc:id Apollo, the tendencies of the linf:' will be material, 

:ind0, 
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the ambition and talents being turned towards the 
att.:1inment of riches. 

The line, to have all its hi~hcst artistic significa
tions, should be well coloured; pale, it denotes that 
the subject is not acth·ely artistic, but has merely 
the instincts of art, loving things that art' brilliant 
ar.1 beautiful. In these respC'cts the indications 
are the same as those of a high Mount of Apollo 
w,t!,0111 the line; such a formation also gives a 
love of the beautiful witlro11f production, the mount 
giving the instincts, and the line giving the talents, 
of art. 

Absence of the line from a hand indicates want of 
success in projects and undertakings which would [if 
successful) lead to glory and success. 

Much broken up it indicates n Jack-of-all-trades and 
an cccentricity in art which renders it of little avail 
to the owner. 
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Many little lines upon the mount point generally to 
n•1 excess of artistic instinct, which generally falls by 
its own wdght, and comes to nothing; it is much 
better to have only one line on the mount, unless all 
are equally clear and well tracC'd. \Vith two or three 
lines, a subject will often follow two or three different 
branches of art, without succeeding particularly in 
any one. 

If the line is confused and split up in the quad
rangle, but clear above, we find mi,fortunes, having, 
h 1wever, good terminations. Any sign upon the line 
of Apollo in the quadrangle must be carefully observed, 
for they always denote womes, and are generally 
connected by a worry-line [ vide ~; 533] with the line 
of life and 1lount of Venus, showing the times at 
which they occurred. 

If the line is equally divided on the mount, as at k, 
in Plate XIV., we find an equal balancing of two 
instincts, which ends in a nullity in the matter of 
::>rt. Divided into a curved tndent, as at I, in Plate 
XV., it is a sure indication of vast unrealized desires 
of wealth ; if, however, the line divides into a 
pointed trident from the line of heart, as at h, in 
Plate XVI., we can safely announce future glory, 
riches, and celebrity arising from personal merit; 
and if, instead of being joinccl at the heart, the 
three lines rise parallel and identical, as at k, in 
Plate XII., tracing three fine troughs on the mount, 
we have these same indications intensified and made 
yet more certain. 

Cross-lines on the mount are obstacles which stand 
in the way of artistic success, very often arising 
from the envy and malignity of others. 

Cut by a line coming from the ~lount of Saturn, as at 
a, in Plate XVI!., poverty will stand in the way of com
plete success. Similarly cut by a line coming from the 
Mounf of Mercury, as at b, in r1ate XVJI., the succes3 
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and good fortune will be marred and prevented by 
inconstancy and changcablenec;s of spirit. 

A star on the mount is a good sign, indicating 
success and good luck, arising from the favour of 
others and the help of friend;, 

A cross upon the mount close lo the line, or even 
touching it, denotes instinct of religion and piety. 

A black spot at the junction of the lines of heart 
and of Apolh> betrays a great danger, if not an imminent 
peril of blindness. 

§ 6. Tiu: Line of Lt'ver, or llraltli. 

The position which the liver line [line of health, 
or Lig11ea l1cpalica] occupies in the hand may be seen 
by looking at the !\lap of the Hand,Plate VII., but it will 
strike the chcirosophist, after very little experience, 
that this line fully developed in a hand is corn• 
parativcly scarce, and the reason of this I take to be 
the comparatively unhealthy liv<!s which the majority 
of peolpe live nowadnys. I hav,! seen this line in a 
fresh young hand, beautifully traced and as clear as 
any of the c,thcrs, and watching the hand have seen 
the line break up and practically disappear in the 
course of a few years. 

1630. Long, clearly traced, and well coloured nnd pro-
Proper aspects. portioned, the line denotes good health, gaiety, a 

clear conscience, and success in life. If it is 
lengthened up to the upper part of the palm it is 
a sign that the good health of the subject will last 
well into old age. A thoroughly good line of health 
will counteract the evil effects of a poor line of lif<.-1 

being an indication of good dige•tion, which will 
always prove a powerful agent in prolonging life. 

1631. The line should not be joined to that of the life at its 
B.uco!the line. b b • d d' PI XVI • • ase, utJust separate ,asat ,m ate J.-th1s will 

indicate long life ; joined at this point with the line 
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of life, it is a sure indicntion of weakness of the 
hc-art. 

Thi!'; line completely absent from a hand will 
render the subJect vivacious in conversation, agile 
and quick in manner. 

If the line is thick and blunt, it is a sign of sickness 
in old age; if it is very straight and thin, it is a sign 
of rigidity of spirit and manner. Red at the upper 
end, it betrays a tendency to headaches ; thin and red 
in the centre, it is a sign of fever; red at the lower 
c-nd is a sign of a weak heart; thus it will be sec-n 
that any unevenness of colour in this line is bad. Very 
red throughout its length indicates brutality and pride. 
A twisted and wavy liver line is a sign of biliousness, 
and very often of dishonesty, of which it is, at any rate, 
a strong confirmatory indication. Much brok<'n or cut 
into, the line will betray a weak digestion. 

Forked at the top so as to make a triangle with 
the line of head, ( as at c, in Plate XVJI.,] it gives a great 
love of honours and power combined, always with a 
man·ellous aptitude and capacity for occult sdences. 113 

A co111i11g sickness marks itself on this line by a 
little deep cross-line; a past sickness marks only the 
life or head lines, lca,·ing merely a gap in the line of 
health. 

The line of health making a good clear triangle 
with the lines of head and of fortune, we find n 
subject very clever at natural magic, electro-biology, 
and the like, a great student of nature and of natural 
phenomena, with a high faculty of tuition, sometimes 
accompanied by second sight. 

The line traced across upon the Mount of the l\loon 
is a sure sign of caprice and of change in the course 
of the life of the subject. 

'" Stella npud juncturnm Cnpitalis Linere cum Hcp:itica sten1cm 
fomin:un dcmonstrat, pr~sertim si Linea Yitnlis prope pollkcm 
currit. 
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A long island at the base of the line denotes a 
"omnambuhst. 

A sister line to this lher line indicates strong and 
unprincipled :ivancc. 

§§ 1. Tl,e Cepl,a/ic Liur, or Via Lasciva. 

This line is rare; it is often confounded with the 
line of health, and is still more often regarded as a 
sister line to the li\·er line, but it is quite a separate 
line from itself, appearing only co11Joi11/ly wit!, the 
line of head, though it diverges considerably from it 
in the manner shown in the Map of the Hand. 

It generally betokens running, and often faithless
ness, especially if twisted, though these indications 
are considerably modified the more distinct it be from 
the line of health. It gives ardour and fervour to the 
passions, and reaching up to the Mount of Mercury, it 
indicates constant good luck arising from eloquence 
and pure talent. 

Stars on the line generally betoken riches, but 
often they betray serious troubles nnd struggles in 
front of, and accompanying them. joined by a ray 
to the Line of Apollo, the line is a sure indication uf 
wealth. 

It used to be customary to look upon this line [as 
its ancient name denotes] as a sign of lasciviousness, 
but this indication only belongs to it if it runs across 
into the Mount of Venus. 

§ ; . Tl,e Girdle of Vm11s. 

This line, fortunately not universal, may be taken, 
as a whole, to be a bad sign in any hand, indicating 
a tendency to debauchery, which it is extremely 
difficult to conquer. 

,-646. To a good hand, however, this line will expend 
10 

• ,<JO<! lund. itself by giving energy and ardour in every under• 
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taking entered into by the subject, and this favourable 
influence of the line is the more certain if it is clear, 
neat, and going off upon the Mount of Mercury, as at 
II, in Plate XIV. To'a good hand this will give merely 
love of pleasure and energy therein. 

It generally makes a subject hysterical and nervous, 
with a great tendency towards spiritualism and 
sorcery, accompanit:d by a more or less chronic state 
of melancholy and depression. There is also very 
frequently a talent for and a love of literature, and 
lyric poetry. 114 

If the lines of fortune or of Apollo are cut by the 
Girdle of Venus, so as apparently to shatter them in 
two at this point on the mount, it is a sign of obstacles 
to the success and misfortunes, probably the result of 
excessive passion, or ardour in the pursuit of pleasure. 

Coming up on to the Mount of Mercury, as at I, in 
Plate XII., the subject will add to all the other evil in• 
dications of the line the vices of lying and theft. 

Cut upon the Mount of Apollo by a short deep line, 
[as at o, in Plate Xlll.,] it is a sign of loss of fortune, 
caused by dissipation and debauchery. 

Crossed by a quantity of little lines, it is a sure sign 
of a hysterical nature, especially if the Mount of 
Venus, or of the Moon, or both, are highly developed. 

\Ve have now considered the principal lines, and 
discussed them with considerable minuteness ; a care• 
ful retrospect will show the reader that [as I said 
in ,r Jio] the indications of the lines arc easily found 

1:1 Cinctus Yenercus truncatus et beer, cin."l!dum indicat et o.d 
pravi,simam et libiJinosissim."lm lo.scivillm proclivem. Quin 
etiam ccrtior i.ndicatio, si Cinctus Vencreus duplex ,·cl triplex est, 
et quo plnnior co dcterior. Homines, in quorum m,mibus h:ec 
signa Yidcntur, se st-t, quo flagitio mcntes perdunt Ycl inutiles 
faciunt. Linea sccans Cingulum Veaereum in Monte Saturnio 
mortem per ca.'Clcm npud merctriccs portcndit. Stella in Ci.nctu 
vencrcnm morbum semper indicnt. 
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by examining their condition with reference to the 
mounts and the other lint's of the palm, each mount or 
lme having its peculiar significations and effects, and 
bringing them to bear upon the ollter mounts and 
lines and the qualities indicated by them, by juxta
position or c<>nnection with them by means of lines, 
rays, or signs. 

Often, howe,·er, we find lines in a hand which 
cannot be accounted for by any of the foregoing rules, 
and these [which are called "chance lines "J are 
made the special subject of a future chapter. The 
signs found in the palm, though they have frequently 
been advcrted to in the previous sub-section, will be 
our next consideration, with reference to their special 
nnd individual significations. 

[ Vide SS. VIII.] 



SUB-SECTION V. 

(Plate IX.) 

TllE SIGNS IN THE PAUL 

GREAT attention must be paid to the signs which are 
found very frequently upon, or close to, the mounts 
and lines of the hands, for they very greatly mod.fy 
and alter the recognized sigmfications of the mounts 
or lines, and generally carry with them an indication 
entirely their own. 

§ 1. Tiu Star, 

A star, [fig. ro, Plate IX.] wherever it appears, is 
generally the indication of some event we cannot 
possibly control ; it is generally a danger, and always 
something unavoidable. \Vhether, however, it is good 
or bad, depends of course upon the aspect of the lines, 
particularly of the line of fortune. This, however, is 
fixed-that a star, wherever it is found, alwnys means 
s0111rfhi11g, and what that something is, be it the task 
of the cheirosophist to di;;cover. 

On the iiount of J upitcr it signifies gratified 
ambition, good luck, honour, love, and success. \\'ith 
a cross on this mount it indicates a happy marriage 
with some one of brilliant antecedents or high posi
tion, 
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On the l\fount of Saturn it indicate!! a great fatalit), 
generally a very bad one, indicating, with eorroborativC' 
signs, probable murder, and in a criminal or other
wise Ycry bad hand a probability of death upon the 
scaffold. 

On the Mount of Apollo, with no line of Apollo 
[tide p. ::6r] in the hand, it betokens wealth without 
happiness, and celebrity after a hazardous struggle 
for it. ll'it/1 the line of brilliancy it denotes excessive 
celebrity, as the combined result of labour and talent; 
with several lines also on the mount it is a sure 
indication of wealth. 

On the Mount of Mercury it betrays dishonesty and 
theft. On the Mount of Mars violence leading to 
homicide. 

On the Mount of the l\Ioon it indicates hypocrisy 
and dissimulation, with misfortune resulting from 
excess of the imagination. The old eheiromants 
looked upon thi5 as a warning of death by drowning, 
and stated that combined with a high mount in
vaded by the line of head, it indicated suicide by 
drowning. 

On the base of the Mount of Venus it indicates a 
On i....c or¥· misfortune brought about by the influence of women. 

1662. On the first [ or outer] phabnx of any finger (but 
On the phabn;:cs • ll f I f c; 7 • d • • h of the fini;on. especia y o t mt o -aturn 1 a star m 1cates e1t er 

On lz, strange good luck or else folly. On the third [ or 
lowest] phalanx of the finger of Saturn, a star warns 
thc subject of a danger of assassination, and if at this 
point it is joined by the line of Saturn, a disgraceful 
death is almost inevitable, resulting, as a rule, from 
the vices shown elsewhere in the hand. 

~ 663. On the base of the phalanx of logic of the 
On ihe lhumb. thumb,-in fact, on the junction of the phalanx of 

logic nnd the .Mount of Venus,-it points ton misfor
tune connected with a woman, probably indicating an 
unhappy marriage, which will be the curse of the 
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under these circumstances it is n warning of im
pris mmcnt of some sort or ano~hcr, 

§ 3, 7'/1c Spot. 

A spot, [figs. 1 nnd I 2,] \\ herevcr found and of 
whatever colour, always denotes a malady; plnced 
upon a line, it is nearly always the mark of a wound; 
on the line of head it denotes a blow to the head, 
and consequent folly. 

A white spot on the !me of heart denotes a con
quest in love; a white spot on the line of head points 
to a scientific discovery, A red spot is the sign of a 
wound ; a black or blue spot is the sign of a disease, 
gencrally of a 11crvo11s character. The white spot is 
the only comparatively harmless one. 

§ 4. T/,e Circle. 

The circle [fig. 131 Plate IX.J is a comparatively 
rare sign, which has only one good signification-that 
is, when it appears ,m the Mount of Apollo, where it 
indicates glory and success. 

On the Mount of the JI.loon it denotes danger of 
death by drowning; on any other mount it gives a 
dangerous brilliancy, 

On any line it is bad, denoting always an injury tu 
the organ or quality represented. Thus, on the line 
of heart, it betrays weakness of the heart, and on the 
line of head it forewarns a subject of blindness. 

§ 5. Tl,e ls/and. 

The island (fig. 14] should perhaps more properly 
have been noticed in trcating of the lines generally ; 
but it is a sign so distinct from any ordinary forma
tion of the line, that I have thought it best to consider 
it in this place as a sign proper, 
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An island mean, always one of two things; either f67B. 
it is the mark of something disgraceful, or else it Its inc!ia:ivns 

betrays an hereditary evil. It is th<.' more Qften an 
hereditary malady of the line, as, for instance, on the 
hnc of head it will show an hereditary weakness of 
the head, or on the line of h<.'art it betrays an heredi-
tary heart disca:sc, and so on. 

As for the disgraceful indications of the island, it ~679. 
should be taken to mean more properly that the Evil indiatiom. 

dia11cc, i.e.,"the temptation, will occur; but a long line of 
head and a strong phalanx of will on the thumb will 
always annul the most evilly-disposed island. 

On the line of heart it means in a good hand heart llJ 680 
disease, or, in a bad one, adultery. On line cfhurt 

On the line of head, if it occur on the Plain of "I 681. 
• . On line of he:ul. lliars, 1t shows a murderous tendency ; 1f b0·011d the 

Plain of Mars, it betrays evil thoughts. On a good 
hand it will merely indicate hereditary head weak-
ness. 

On the line of liver or health it betrays a tendency 
to theft or dishonesty; in a good hand a weak 
digestion, or an intestinal complaint. 

On the line of life an island indicates some mystery 
connected with the birth. 

~682. 
On ~,.., line. 

1683. 
On life. 

§ 6. The Triangle. Ta1ANcu. 

The triangle [fig. 151 always denotes aptitude for 4{684. 
science, and may be formed either neatly and by Its indle:>tion. 

itself, or by the [apparently] chance comcidence of 
three lines. 

On the Mount of Jupiter it indicates diplomatic f 685. 
ability. On the Mount of Saturn it betrays aptitude On lhe mour.i• 

for occult sciences and necromancy, a sign which 
becomes very sinister and evil if there be also a star 
on the third phalanx of this finger. On the Mount of 
Apollo n triangle indicates science in art; on the 
Mount uf Mercury, talent in politics;, on the Mount 
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of Mars, science in war; on the Mount of the- Moon, 
wisdom in mysticism; and on the Mount of Venus, 
calculation and interest in love. 

§ 7. Tlit Cross. 

The cror-s (fig. 16] is seldom a favourable sign, 
unless it is very clearly and well marked, when by 
accentuating the qualities of the mount or line, it may 
have a good signification. It nearly a/zi•ays indicates 
a change of position. 

Its one undoubtedly good signification is when it 
appears on the Mount of Jupiter, when it denotes a 
happy marriagt>, especially if tht> lines of Saturn or 
of Apollo start from the Mount of the Moon. 
[Viar~; 435 ] 

On the Mount of Saturn it denotes error and 
fanaticism in religion or occult science, leading to 
the more evil forms of mysticism. 

On the Mount of Apollo it betrays errors of judg
ment in art, unless there be also a fine line of 
Apollo, which will give to the cross the significations 
of wealth. 

On the Mount of Mercury it indicates dishonesty, 
and even theft. 

On the Mount of Mars it denotes danger arising 
from quarrelsomeness and obstinacy. 

A cross on the Mount of the Moon will indicate a 
liar, and a man who deceives even himself if it is 
large; but if it is small, it will merely indicate 
reverie and mysticism. 

On the Mount of Venus it denotes a single and a 
fatal love, unless another cross appear on the .Mount 
of Jupiter [ vide ~f 435] to render the union happy. 

At the bottom of the hand, near the line of life,-
1:e., in the lower angle of the triangle,-a cross denotes 
ll stru~le, ending in a change of position in life, 
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which is the more radical according as lhe 
more or le!:'s clearly marked at this point. 

§ § 1. Tli, "Croix Mysfiq,u." 
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cross is 

This is a sign so entirely by itself that I devote 
a separate discussion to it. It is found traced with 
more or less distinctness in the quadrangle beneath 
the finger of Saturn. 

It always gives to a subject mysticism, superstition, 
and occultism, or, with a very good hand, religion. 
If it is very large it betrays exaggerated superstition, 
bigotry, and halludnation. 

If it is clearly traced in both hands, it betrays folly 
arising from the excessive influence of the prineipa! 
mount; thus, with Jupiter developed, over-ambition; 
with Saturn, misanthropy; with Apollo, extreme 
vanity or miserliness; and with Venus, erotomania. 

If the "Croix Mystique" is joined to the line of 
Saturn, it foretells good fortune arising from religion. 

lf it is displaced, so as to lie, as it were, hetween 
the Mounts of Mars and of the Moon, [ as at p, in Plate 
XIII.,] it indicates a changeability of disposilion, which 
will lead to good fortune, 

§ 8. Tlie Grill8. 

The grille [fig. 17] is generally the indication of 
obstacles, and of the faults of a mount whereon it is 
found. But if there be no mount particularly ele
vated in the hand, it will so emphasize a mount, if it 
is found upon one, as to make ii the principal mount 
and keynote of the interpretation of the hand. 

On the Mount of Jupiter it indicates superstition, 
egoism, pride, and the spirit of domination. 

On the Mount of Saturn it foretells misfortune and 
want of lurk. 

• 
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0. On the Mount of Apollo it bctrnys folly and vanity, 

~702. 
On ]) ,.-i1h" 
liDCd h:uid. 

<703. 
On~. 

and a great desire of glory, joined to impotence and 
error. 

On the Mount of Mercury it tells of a seriou'> 
tendency towards thefi, cunning, and dishonesty. 

On the Mount of M.ir"> it forewarns a vio!C'nt death, 
c-r, at any rate', some great danger thereof. 

A grille on the .l\Iount of the Moon indicates 
sadnc!'<s, restlessness, discontent, and a morbid 
imagination. 

If on a hand which is much covered with lines [ vidc 
'4z1] it sh,,ws a ronstantmovement and state of excite
ment. If there be a star on the Mount of Saturn this 
sign tells of the wildest exaltation, nervous spasms, 
and continual anxieties and disquietude. \Vith a 
well-traced line of Apollo and a grille on the Mount 
of the Moon we find poetry, and great talent for lyrics 
and literature. 

The grille on the !\lount of Venus is often a bad 
sign, denoting lasciviousness and morbid curiosity, 
especially with the Girdle of Venus traced in the 
hand. \Vith a strong phalanx of will and a long line 
of head and the line of Apollo, or brilliancy, this 
sign merC'ly results in a nervous excitement, which 
is in no way pernicious or evil in its effects, giving 
a refinement and daintiness to the passions. 

~704. A strong phalanx of will, with a good line nf heacl 
Modif>"'i •ig'is. ;1nd of Apollo, will alu.•ays greatly modify the 

sinister cflccts of the grille, cxcrpli11g when it is 
found on the Mounts of Jupiter or Saturn, when it 
is practically irremediable. 

PLANl"TA'RY 

S\IIDOLS. 

.-10s. 
Effet.ts. 

§ 9. The Sig11s of ll1e Pla11els. 

Bec;idn the r.bove comparatively ordinary signs we 
find in some instancC'S [though such instances are 
01:c.ssivdy rare] the nctual sign of a planet actually 
traced on a mount J\s a rule, when this occurs the 
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§ z. Signs 011 /lie S<'c,JJ:d or .Mu/die Finger. 

A line from the Mount of Saturn across the third 
phalanx of the finger indicates prosperity in anns ; 
if it is oblique it foretells death in battle. 

Many lines just penetrating into the mount denote 
cruel~· ; if they go the whole length of the fingf'r 
they indicate melancholy; or, if they are very parallel 
and equal, they denote success in mining operations. 
If the lines arc confined to the first phalanx they 
denote avarice. Twisted lines on the third phalanx 
denote ill luck. 

A triangle on the third phalanx indicates mischief 
and ill luck. 

A cross in the same place indicates sterility in a 
female hand. 

A star on the first phalanx indicates great mis
fortune, and if it is on the side of the finger it 
betrays a probability of death, which will, however, 
be in a just cause. 

§ 3. Sig11s 011 /lie Tliird, or Ri11g Finger. 

A single line running the entire length of the 
finger is a sure indication of great renown. Many 
lines are a sign of losses, probably occasioned by 
women. 

Straight lines on the third phalanx indicate prudence 
and happiness. Turning to one side of the finger 
they indicate great success, but not success ac
companied by wealth. If the lines on the third 
phalanx penetrate on to the mount they indicate 
g<Jod fortune, accompanied by loquacity and often 
by arrogance. 

, 7M. A line extending from the third phalanx into the 
Fram third into d • • f d d cl -c1. secon 1s a sign o goo ness an everness, ac-

companied by good fortune. Cross lines placed 
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upon this pha'anx ind'cate difficulties in the way 
which will have to b~ surmounted. 

A crc,;cent on the third phalanx signifies un- '72.5. 
happiness, and a cross at the same place signifies Craan,. 
extravagance. 

§ 4. Sig11s 011 //,c Fourlh or Lilllc Ft11gcr. 

A line throughout the length of this finger is a 
signification of success in :;cience and uprightnc s 
of mind ; three lines similarly running right down 
the finger are a sign of re,carch in chimrerical and 
impossible sciences. 

Deep lines on the first phalanx denote wc:-akness of 
constitution ; a cross on the same place is significant 
of poverty and co11scq11ml cc:-libacy. 

Lines on the SC'Cond phalanx are an indication or 
research in occult sciences. If they are confused and 
coarse they betray inchastity. 

FouaT, 
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A line from the third into the second phalanx '{729. 
• • I d If th From third 10 indicates e oquence an ronscquent success. e 5CCODd pruwnx. 

line is twisted it gives great sharpness and cunning 
in defence of self. If this line start from the mount 
it is a still surer sign of prosperity and success. 

One thick line, a scar, or a cross on the third 
phalanx, betrays a tendency to theft. A star on the 
same phalanx denotes eloquence. 

A line extending from the mount into the third 
phalanx is significant of great intelligence and astute-
ness. 

§ 5. Sig11s 011 11,c T/111mh. 

Signs are much rarer upon the thumb than upon 
fingers, but still they are sometimes found. 

A subject who has sc\'eral lines traced along the 
entire length of the phalanx of will, will make a 
faithful lo\'er, having the gift of constancy and fidelity. 
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Junction of thc-linc-s of lifc-and head; the INNFR ANGLF., 

formed by the junction of the lines of head and hc.ilth; 
and the LOWER ANGLE, formed by the junction of the 
lines of he.i.lth and hfe. [The lower angle may also 
be forml'.'d of the juncti,m of the lines of health and of 
fortune.) 

If the triangle is well traced and neat, being com
posed of good even lines, [as in Plate XVII.,] it 
indicates good health, good luck, a long life, and a 
courageous disposition. 

If it is large it denotes audacity, liberality of minp, 
generosity, and nobleness of soul ; to have these 
significations it must be well and healthfully coloured, 
not livid, or approaching to deep red. 

If it is small and formed of lines curving much 
inwards it betrays pettiness, cowardice, and avarice. 

Sometimes a triangle will form itself in a hand 
which began by being absolutely without it; this is a 
sign that the healtli, originally bad, has improved with 
advancing years. 

If the skin inside the triangle is rough and hard, 
it is an indication of hardihood and strength of 
nerve. 

A cross in the triangle denotes an extremely 
quarrelsome and contrary disposition. It betrays n 
statc of mind best described by the American expres
sion "cussedness." Many crosses in the triangle 
betoken continual bad luck. 

A crescent in the triangle, as at/, in Plate XVIl., 
betrays an extremely capricious disposition, often 
indicating brutality and a love of bullying. If it is 
joined to the lme of head, as at g, in the same figure, 
it is a prognostic of a violent death brought upon 
oneself by an imprudence or a want of calculation. 
Joined, however, similarly to the line of health, as at 
h, it is a sign of power and of sui;cess accompanied 
by excellent health, 
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A star in the triangle denotes riehe11, but riches 
c,btained with much difficulty and worry. If the star 
is the termination of a worry line it indicates a &,rrow, 
and if the worry line comes from a star in the Mount 
of Venus, it denotes that the sorrow has resulted from 
the death of a parent or of some near relation. 

§§ I. Tl,e Upper A11gle. 

The upper angle [i, in Plate XVll.J should be neat, 
clearly traced, and well pointed; it indicates refine
ment and delicacy of mind. 

Blunt and short, it betrays a heavy, du!I intellect, 
and a want of delicacy. Ve,::,, blunt,--i.c., placed under 
the Mount of Saturn,-it betrays a great danger of 
misery, and a tendency to avarice. 

The other extreme, however,-i.e., ?'l,Y pointed,
is a sign of malignity, envy, and finesse. 

§§ 2. Tlit Inner Angle. 

The inner angle, [k, in Plate XVlI.,J if clear and well 
marked, indicates long life and a quick intelligence. 

Very sharp, it betrays a highly nervous tempera
ment, and nearly always a mischievous disposition. 

Obtuse and confused, this angle denotes heaviness 
of intelligence, du!ness of instinct, and, as a resulting 
consequence, obstinacy and inconstancy. 

§§ 3. T/1e Lower A11g!t. 

The lower angle, [!, in Plate XVIJ.,] well defined, 
and just open, [ as at d,] gives strong indications of 
good health and a good heart. lf it is too sharp-in 
fact, if it is closed up-it denotes avarice and debility. 

If it is heavy and coarse, composed of many rays, 
or of a confusion of lines, it betrays a bad nature, 
with a strong tendency to rudeness and laziness. 
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Thus it will be seen that it is most important to 
obser\'e, with reference to its component Imes, the 
formation of tht' triangl<" and <)f Its constituent angles. 

§ 2. The Quadrangle. 

The quadrangle [t•idc l\lap, Plate VII.] is the squart' 
c.pacc contained between the lines of heart and of head. 
It may be said to be bounded at its two ends by 
imaginary lines, drawn perpendicularly to the line of 
head from the crevice between the first and second 
fingers, and from the crevice between the third and 
fourth fingers. 

It should be fairly large and wide at the two ends, 
(but not too narrow in the centre,] clearly distinguish
able, and of a smooth surface comparatively free from 
lines; under these aspects it indicates fidelity, loyalty, 
and an equable disposition. 

Too narrow in the centre, it betrays malignity, 
injustice, and deceit, often accompanied by avarice. 
If it is much wider under the Mount of Mercury 
than under that of Saturn, it betrays a degeneration 
from generosity to avarice. Narrow under the Mount 
of Mercury, it denotes a more or less continual anxiety 
about reputation. 

Too large and wide throughout its extent, it signifies 
imprudence, or even folly; and this is so even when 
there are other signs denoting prudence in the hand. 

The quadrangle much filled up with little lines is n 
sign of a weak head. 

If it is so badly traced as to be almost invisible as 
to its boundaries, it is a signification of misfortune, 
and of a malignant, mischievous character. 

It must be remembered [z1ide, 695) that it is in the 
quadrangle that we search for the "Croix Mystique" 
[q.v.]. 

A well-coloured and well-formed star is a great 
indiw1tion of truth and trustworthiness. Such a 
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subject is pliable, and can easily be dealt with by 
fair means, ( especially by women;] such subjects 
generally make very considerable fortunes by their 
own merit. 

A line from the quadrangle to the Mount of 
Mercury betokens the patronage and protection of 
the great. 

§ 3. Tl,e Rascctle a11d Rcstrei11les. 

These arc the names given to the wrist and 17&1. 
bracelets of life [ vide map]. According to some The ruc~•.tc. iu 

writers, the first or upper line only is called the compo51Uoo. 

raseettc, the inferior ones being known as the 
restreintes; for my part, I prefer to name the entire 
region the rascette, and the lines traced across it the 
bracelets of life. 

The bracelets of life are so called because each is , 763. 
said to be the indication of twenty-five to thirty years Theor" ~~Jeu 

life. 
of life. I have found that in ninety-nine cases out of 
every hundred a bracelet of life gives about twenty-
five to twenty-seven years of life, and even when the 
line of life is short a well-braceleted rascette will 
still ensure a long life to the subject. 

Three lines clearly and neatly traced denote health, ,788. 
wealth, good luck, and a tranquil life. The clearer 'fbrceclcarlinu 
the lines the better is the general health of the 
subject. 

If the first line is chained we find a laborious life, 
but good fortune resulting therefrom. 

1787. 
Chained. 

If the lines are altogether badly formed it is a 17N. 
Badly filrmcd sign of extravagance. 

A cross in the centre of the rascette, as at "', in 
Plate XII., is a sign of a hard life, ending with good 
fortune and quietude. 

1789. 
Croos. 

An angle in the rascette, as at m, in Plate XV., is a 1770. 
. . • d f h • Id T Ani,;leudawa sign of mheritances an o onours m o age. o 
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this will be added good health ii a cross appear in 
this angle, as at i, in Plate XVI. 

If the bracelets of life break into points converging 
tvwards the base of the line of Saturn, it is a sign o! 
lying and vanity. 

A star in the centre of the rascette will mean in
heritances in a lucky hand, but inchastity in a weak 
sensual hand. 

Lines from the rascette extending upon the Mount 
of the Moon signify voyages. A line right up to the 
Mount of Jupiter will signify a very long voyage 
indeed; in fact, the distance of the voyages may be told 
from the length of the lines. If the lines converge 
towards the Mount of Saturn, but do not join there, 
it is an indication that the subject will not return 
from the voyage. One of them, ending on the line 
of life, denotes probability of death upon the voyage. 
If the lines are absolutely parallel throughout their 
course the voyages will be profitable, but dangerous. 

A line from the rascette straight up to the Mount 
of Mercury is a prognostic of sudden and unexpected 
wealth. 

A similar line going to the Mount of Apollo is a 
mark of the favour and protection of some great 
per.son. 

A line from the rascette near the percussion of the 
hand, passing through the Mount of the Moon to join 
the line of the liver or health, is a sign of sorrow and 
adversity, especially if the line be unequal and poorly 
traced. 







SUB-SECTION VIII, 

CHANCE LINES. 

\VE have now arrh·ed at a point from v.-hi.:h 
having carefully discussed all the regular details of 
cheirosophy, it is necessary that we should turn to 
the consideration of certain lines which appear from 
time to time in the hand, and which, having special 
significations of their own, cannot be taken account 
of whilst going categorically through the indications 
of the principal lines, and of the various combinations 
of them. Their number is, of coursc, practically un
limited, for they form themselves according to the 
characters and lives of individual subjects. The 
student will find after a time that as thc groundwork 
of cheiromancy impresses itsdf upon him, hc ,,;11 be 
able at once to read the indications of any line which 
may be shown to him, though he may never have 
seen one like it before. The following im,1:.:mces, there• 
fore, arc not given as bemg in any way a complete 
list of the "chance lines," but are :subjoined as a kind 
of guide for the student, to enable him to decipher 
these ' 1 eclectic indications " whensoc,·er and where
soever he may find them. The folluwing in<;t:mce"i ore, 
fur the most part, illustrated in Plates XVlll., XIX., 
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and XX., so that there will be no difficulty in remem
bering their exact positions. In these figures the 
principal lines are draw11, but only the chance lines 
are lettered and referred to. 

A line starting from the commencement of the line 
of life, going to the Mount of Jupiter, and then 
turning on to the Mount of Saturn, as at a a, in Plate 
XVIlI., denotes a disposition to fashionable fanaticism. 
If such a subject is religious al all it wi!l be, that he 
is actuated mainly by a desire to become eminent in 
that particular line. 

A line starting from the Mount of Mars, running 
under the line of heart, and turning up to the Mount 
of Apollo, as at b b, in Plate XVIII., indicates a deter
mination to attain celebrity so deeply rooted, that the 
subject whose hand bears this line will attain that 
celebrity by a,ry means. 

A line barring the whole hand from the Mount ol 
Venus to that of Mercury denotes cleverness and in
telligence, arising from an affair of the heart, or from 
the promptings of passion. 

\Ve have in another place discussed worry lines, 
[·vidl: ~ 533,] which are, after all, a species of chance 
line; any worry line \\·hich starts from a star on the 
Mount of Venus denotes that some one very dearly 
beloved has died. 

Two worry lines, extending parallel from the 
F,.,-,n 9 I< J • Mount of Venus to that of Mars, denote the pursuit 

of two love affairs at the <:ame time, and a star joined 
to these lines denotes that the pursuit has ended in 
disaster. 

.., u, j,. 

A curved line extending from the Mount of Mercury 
to that of the Moon, [as at d d, in Plate XVlll.,J 
is a signification of presentiments and occult powers. 
Such a subject, if his line of head decline upon the 
Mount of the Moon, will have gre:it powers as a 
medium. 







CHANCE LINES. 

If, with a chained line of heart, a line from the 
Mount of Venus touch it underneath the Mount of 
Mercury, [as at a a, in Plate XIX.,] it is a sign that 
the whole life has been disturbed and worried by a 
woman [ or vice ve1'5d in a female hand]. A black 
point on this line [ as at b, in Plate XIX.J signifies 
widowhood or widowerhood. 

A line from the Mount of Venus cutting the line of 
Apollo, [as atcc, in Plate XIX.,] denotes a misfortune 
at the time indicated by the point at which the line cuts 
through the line of life. If it cuts through in early 
life, the misfortune was connected with the parents of 
the subject. 

Quantities of little rays across the line of life into the 
quadrangle, [as at er, in Plate XVIIL,J accompanied 
by short nails, are a certain sign of quantities of little 
worries, estrangements of friends, etc., occasioned by 
the spirit of argument and criticism, and the love of 
teasing which the subject has, by reason of his short 
nails, 

A line extending from a star on the Mount of 
Venus to a fork under the finger of Saturn [as at 
d d, in Plate XIX.J betrays an unhappy maniage. 

A line starting from the Mount of Venus, and 
ending in a square in the palm of the hand, [any 
part,] as at//, in Plate XVIIl., is significant of a 
narrow escape from marriage with a scoundrel, or 
with an extremely wicked woman. 

A long island, extending from the Mount of Venus to 
that of Saturn, with a similar island in the line of for
tune, both at the points representing the same age, [ vide 
Plate XL,] as at a and bin Plate XX., indicate seduclil•n. 

A line going from a star on the Mount of Venus to 
the Plain or Mars, and then turning up to the Mou~t 
of Apollo, where it meets a single my, [ as at cc, m 
Plate XX.,] foretells a great inheritance from the death 
rir a near relation. 
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the whole instinct of the subject is evil. The first 
phalanx of the finger of Mercury will be heavily 
lined, and at the base of the line of life will [pro• 
bably) be found a sister line. The line of head will 
be deeply traced and thick, having probably a circle 
upon it, and being generally joined to the line of 
heart, and separate from the line of life. The nails 
short, the line of life thick at the commencement, 
and spotted with red, and the line of head twisted 
across the hand. All these signs collected in a 
hand are an infallible indication of a murderous 
instinct. 

Take another example : in thb hand we find the 
line of head twisted and very red, a grille is placed 
upon the Mount of Mercury, and the whole hand is 
dry and thin, having the joints developed on the 
fingers. From the third phalanx of the little finger 
sundry small lines go on to the mount, which latter 
is also scarred with a deep strong ray. This is the 
hand of a thief, and the impulse of theft will be 
found to be almost (if not quite] insurmountable. 

Falsehood,-i.e., a general tendency to deceit-is 
always very clearly marked in the hand, and is 
marked by a number of different signs, any one of 
which by itself is a sufficient indication of a strong 
tendency in that direction. These are : a high Mount 
of the Moon, upon which the line of head is forked, 
and on which are found small red points; the thumb 
is short, and on the inner surfaces of the phalanges 
of the fingers there appears a kind of hollowing out 
or sinking in of the flesh. The line of head is 
generally separated from that of life by a space which 
is filled ,vith a number of confused lines. 

In conversing with a subject in whose hands you 
have seen all, or any, of these signs, bear in mind 
what we have said under the heading of Cheirology 
[SS. I.,§ n]. 
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Another very characteristic hand is the voluptuouq, 
or plcasurc-lovmg hand. The fingers arc smooth 
and pointed, having the third, or lower phalanges, 
swollen ; the whole hand is plump and white, the 
palm strong, and the thumb short, giving it scns1tt~c
ncss. The Mount of Venus 1s high. Such subJects 
arc impressionable, and liable to fall into grave errors; 
they arc sensual, vain, and egoists, always actuated 
by motives of pleasure. \Vomen who have these 
hands are always dangerous, for they arc subtle and 
unscrupulous in their pursuit of enjoyment, and often 
exercise a most fatal influence upon men into whose 
lives they come. 

Adrien Desbarrolles, in his later and larger work on 
the science, ( vide Note 119, p. z33] devotes n consider
able space to the indications of various professions. 
It would be beyond the scope of a work like the 
present one to go into the matter as fully as he docs 
at page 350 of that volume, but a short rcsumi of his 
leading principles may not be out of place in a 
chapter on illustrative types. 

Of an artist, the sign is of course primarily 
the artistic hand, [ vide p. 148,] but our author 
goes further. He discusses the various modifica• 
tions which betoken different classes of painting; 
thus :-the flower painter will have the Mount of 
Venus high with Jong fingers, and a large thumb; 
[ colour, detail, and perseverance ; J the painter of 
still life will have rather squared fingers and the 
Mount of Mercury; [ exactitude and science;] the 
painter of battle pieces will have the Mount of Mars 
developed, indicating the natural taste of the subject. 
He points out the fact that painters with squared 
fingers always paint what they can actually see rather 
than what they merely imagine. 

In a doctor's hand we shall find the Mount of 
Mercury rayed with the line of Apollo clearly traced. 
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The doctor whose hands bear the Mount of the 
Moon well developed will always be inclined to dis
coveries and eclecticism, and the doctor with hard 
hands and very much spatulated fingers wi!I have a 
natural pmclu:mt for veterinary surgery. 

The astronomer has the Mounts of the Moon, of 
Mercury, and of Saturn well developed, with long 
knotty fingers to add calculation to his imagination 
and his science. 

The horticulturist has a hand in which we find the 
Mounts of Venus and of the Moon high; with 
spatulate fingers to give him energy, and long fingers 
to give him detail. 

Square fingers, with a good line of Apollo and a 
good line of Jupiter, denote an architect. 

Sculpture betrays itself by a scarcity of lines, the 
Mowtts of Venus, of Mars, and of the Moon high in 
the hand, which has a strong tendency to thickness 
and hardness, 

Literary men have always the Mounts of Jupiter 
and of the Moon developed; the latter particularly, if 
the taste lies in the direction of poetry. Literature 
gives, as a rule, soft spatulate or square hands, with 
the joints [esJ}Ccially that of matter (the second)] 
slightly developed. Literary critics have always 
short nails and high Mounts of Mercury. 

Among musicians [n·d, 'i: 303] execution is the 
domain of subjects whose fingers are spatulate, and 
whose Mount of Saturn is high, whose nails are short, 
and whose joints are developed, with the Mount of the 
Moon prominent, long thumbs, the Line of Apollo, 
and (as a rule] the Girdle of Venus. Melody generally 
gives smooth fingers with mixed tips, the prevailing 
mount being that of Venus. 

The actor has fingers which are either spatulate or 
square, the Mount of Venus developed, and the line 
of head forked. The line of heart turns up slightly 





SllB-SECTJON X. 

MODUS OPERAJliDJ. 

r909_ MANY years ago I bought at a marine store a second-

h
.!,e1~ or hand sextant. I was not going a long journey, and I 

I C IO.CDCC With• 

ou, kno .. Jcdsc had absolutely no need of the sextant, but I bought 
ofhvw iv it because it was a beautifully finished instrument, pnctisc i1. 

because there was something strange, incomprehen-
sible, mysterious, and therefore fascinating, about it, 
and because it was very cheap. \\'hen I had got it I 
did not know what to do with it; I could not use it, for 
I knew not how, and following the ordinary course of 
things, it was put away to get rusty and impracticable, 
without ever having been of the slightest use to me. 
I mention this apparently irrelevant circumstance 
because whenever I see a work on cheirosophy in 
the possession of any one I always think of my sextant, 
and wonder whether they, too, having taken up the 
science of cheirosophy because it is strange, ap
parently incomprehensible, mysterious (to them,] and 
therefore fascinating, have any idea of how to put 
their knowledge into operation, or whether, after 
playing inquisitively with the science for a time, they 
will let it lie by and become rusty and useless. It is 
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succeeding immediately in cheiroman<."Y is that they 
find it too simple, and think it necessary to go beyond 
it to arrive at something more pretentious, more con
fused, more difficult, and more impossible to under
stand. They do not wa11/ an easily understood science. 
For many people, a science which is simple, is not a 
science at all; they strh-e and strive, racking their 
brains in search of a truth which is at their very 
hands, and which they can find nowhere else." 

Having taken a hand in yours, first you must 
examine the line of life, to see what effects health and 
the great events of .life have had upon the condition of 
the subject. Next look at the phalanx of will, and see 
how far it is controlled or influenced by the phalanx 
of logic. Then you will note the tips of the fingers, 
seeing also whether they are smooth or whether they 
have the joints de,·eloped, and whether any particular 
phalanx or set of phalanges is or are longer or more 
fully developed than the others; this will tell you 
whether the subject is governed by intuition, by 
reason, or by material instinct. Then notice whether 
the fingers are long or short. At first you can hardly 
tell whether they are long or short, but after a little 
time you will be able to judge at once of length or 
shortness by comparison with the other hands you 
have seen ; the same remarks apply to the thumb. 

You have already noticed whether the hands are 
soft or hard, now you will turn your attention to the 
palm, to see what mount or mounts govern the.instincts, 
and how those mounts are governed in turn by 
primary or secondary lines. Then go back to the 
line of life, and examine the line of fortune, noting 
whether the latter is broken, and if so, search on the 
mounts for signs to teach you the cause and interpre
tation of the break. Then examine carefully the lines 
of head and heart, and the secondary lines with the 
signs which may modify their indications. Be careful 
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With an account (by way of illustration of the 
above maxims] of an interesting experience of mine 
now some years old, I close this sub-section, and with 
this sub-section this manual. I have had but one 
object in \"iew during its composition-clearness; I 
can only hope that I have been successful in attaining 
that object, and if my introductory argument has had 
any power to commend this science to the considera
tion of unbiassed and discriminating minds, I shall 
feel that I have not wasted the labours of the years 
that arc pa5t . 

• C-HE11<osorH1c A few years ago I had left my papers and goosc-
l::xFn1U1cz. quills on a magnifirent summer's ahernoon, and had 

betaken myself to a garden-party in one of our 
prettiest suburbs. As has often been the case, my 
arrival was the signal for a chorus, "Here's the Cheiro
mant, let's get our fortunes told." In vain I remon
strated that I was out for a holiday, in Yain I pleaded 
ill-health, ill-temper, and ill-manners; the torrent 
of silvery persuasion still flowed on, till at last I 
said:-

" Listen to me ; if it will amuse you, I will read 
011e pair of hands for you, but they must be those of 
a complete stranger, and no one must ask me to 
repeat the experiment." Haifa-dozen pairs of hands 
were put forward, and from among them I chose those 
belonging to a childish face and a mass of sunny hair, 
which I had certainly never seen before. I said to 
her-" If you like, I'll read your hands for the amuse
ment of all these people, hut, before I begin, if there 

and forget not to cnll as \\ell the hc:t acqu:unted with your body 
as the best reputed of for his faculty." FRANCIS BACON, "Of 
Regimen of 1-lc;ilth," 1625.-"Kal Ta,.,• obx iiv' a.1r{xJlwµa, Tla,v 
,•µu:v, T~• 4).;\ws 1tpO'l/frOµG< ).l-yc,v. ooi "(o.p o!nws 4,ppwv o,;~ 
,hoXiif clµ,, l-y,J,, CJ'"' d.rcx86.,co-0iu f3oi•'ll.co-Ba, µ1/olv w,pi!I,,, 
voµi~wv. ,H,>.o. 6,~alou, ro;\lTov Kptvw Tlj• r~v 1rpa"(µo.Tw• .,.,.,.,,. 

°'"" dn-1 T~r ii, T~ >.l-yu11 xo.p,rof 11lp1io-8cu.-Du1osTIIENES, 
O.\"l'NOIAKO:t;. r• (21). 
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late you on being the most astounding-actress, shall 
l say ?-that I ha\·e ever come across." 

She was silent for a moment, ana then said : 
" \Vhat I nm going to tell you no one but my maid, 
who is in Chicago now, has ever known, and I tell it 
you as a reward for speaking so boldly in the face of 
the magnificent lie I told you just now. 1 am an 
American, and came here with some people to-day, 
and don't know a soul in the place ; I am twenty
three (though I don't look it). At eighteen I quarrelled 
with my people, and in a fit of rage married, simply 
to get rid of them. My husband turned out a scoundrel 
and knocked me about, to speak plainly, and after 
a year we were divorced. \Vhen I was twenty I 
fell in lo\'e for the first time, and married a man 
whom I simply worshipped. \Ve were as happy as 
possible, but after a few months he was struck with 
n fever that gradually wasted him away, and he died 
two years ago, leaving me simply a pauper, for during 
his illness his business in Chicago left him. I came 
over here with some friends. \\'hat you say about 
my present state of mind is quite true, for I saw my 
first hm,band yesterday at the Academy, and have 
been in a state of terror ever :since. Now, if you 
please, we will go back and lie to the other people 
about what you have been tellin;:: me." 

The lady left for Yokohama a few months later, and 
!ient me her permission to publish this incidenL 
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717, 745• 

Debility, 713, 753· 
Deceit, 140, 757. 
Delicacy or mind, 212, 255. 

747• 
Designers, 143. 
Oesire or life, 546. 
Dictator, 298. 
Dignity, 2.j8, 
Diplomacy, 350, 685. 
Discontent, 338, 
Disciplinarian, 297. 
Dishonesty, qt, 590, 659, 

682, 69<,. 
Dissat~faction, 421. 
I >issimulation, 66o. 
Distrustful, 137, 
Doctors, 439, Sor. 
Uomestic trouules, 58,. 
Drowning, 505, 
Dull inteUect, 748, 752. 

E. 
Early rising, 205. 

Fidelity, 756. 
Fingers, 117, 123, 12.J, 126, 

127, 131, 133, 134, 157. 
First impressions, 123. 
Flattery, 429. 
Flirt, 554-
Foolhardiness, 544-
Foolishness, 199. 
Freethougbt, 437. 
Friendship or great mrn, 

714. 
Frivolity, :23+ 

708. 
lde31i!y, 3r4, 315. 
Idleness, 431. 
IU-healtb, 524, 6o6. 
Illegitimru:y, 613. 
Ill-luck, 114,426,004. 718, 

719. 
Illness, 5Z7, 530, 590· 
IU-SUCCC!,S. 427. 
Imprisonment, 602, &,1. 
Imprudence, 582, 7!j8. 
lmpulsc, 123, 189, 22r. 
Inconstancy, 175,498,511, 

007, 625, 752, 791. 
G. I ndigcstion, 598. 

Gallantry, 507. Infamy, 260. 
Gambler, 233. Infidelity, 572. 
Generosity, 292, 740. Inheritance, r-9, 790-
Goodness, 594, 72.J• I Innocence, :H8, 
Good digcs1ion, 630- Inquiry, 121. 
GooJ fortune. 217, 439, lnqui.slun-nC'iS, 1)6, tS> 

588, 6o6, 698, 715, 769- Intelligence, 119, !166. 
Good health, 523, 630, 739, Intuition, 146. 

753. In,·cntors, 12.1. 286. 
Goocl luck, 404, 562, 598, Irony, 2~3. 

642, 656, 662, 739. lrrcsoluuon, 1gS. 
Good sense, 2.42, 311,571, Irritating subject, 215-

(jfyJ. I J Goo<I talker, 305. • 
Gout, 4g5. Jack ofall 11,uks, :H2 C:10 
lir:we, 414- lralous, 553· 








